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INTRODUCTION

"A work of criticism that exceeds its subject in
length," David P. Young states at the beginning of his booklong study of A Midsummer Night's Dream, "is rightly re
garded with suspicion"

(Young 1966, p. 3). I find it diffi

cult to imagine how a critic can provide an extensive analy
sis that does not exceed its subject in length. Considering
the amount and variety of criticism on any given Shakespear
ean play or poem, the number of words needed to explain
a motif,

image or pun, the pages oftentimes required to

explain style or structure,

it seems inevitable, not odd,

that the work of criticism will be far longer than its sub
ject. The following study of The Taming of the Shrew (which
already is at least four times longer than the play)
not intended to be comprehensive.

is

I doubt that any one cri

tic could supply a definitive interpretation of any of Shake
speare's plays.

I have not, for example, discussed any of

the arguments concerning authorship. After Ernest P. Kuhl's
exhaustive study of this subject in 1925, the questions
seemed sufficiently answered.

Likewise, my discussion of

the play's date could have been expanded. But if a reader
can be reasonably certain of where a particular play fits
1

in with the rest of Shakespeare's canon, most of the prob
lems regarding this issue can be resolved.
The topics I do treat in detail are aimed at a single
purpose:

to show that The Taming of the Shrew is a richer,

more complex, more finely crafted, and more meaningful
play than has ordinarily been thought, even by those who
profess admiration for it. My critical approach is to look
at the play with "performance," both real and ideal, con
stantly in mind. Before giving a close reading of the text,
however,

it is first necessary to demonstrate that the

play as we have it can stand on its own as a completed
work. My first chapter,

therefore, touches on the relation

ship between Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew (The
Shrew) and an anonymous play, The Taming of a Shrew (A
Shrew), written at approximately the same time.

(I treat

this subject in greater detail in the Appendix.) The most
significant issue associated with this argument concerns
the ending of Shakespeare's play.

If A Shrew was written

and performed earlier than The Shrew, then Shakespeare
may have left out Christopher Sly from the ending of his
play after seeing the weaknesses the Sly ending provided.
If A Shrew was written later, the author may have felt
he was improving on Shakespeare by expanding Sly's role.
Regardless of which came first,

leaving out Sly's determina

tion to tame his own wife is, as I will argue, a definite
impr ovement.

I
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Providing a separate chapter on the Induction involves
a certain amount of repetition, but the problems associated
with it are numerous and unique enough to require special
consideration.

Only in The Taming of the Shrew did Shakes

peare begin a play with a fictional situation distinct
from that included in the main play. Perhaps this was an
experiment important to his developing talent in providing
a mirror of Elizabethan values and traditions. The proI

logues included in Romeo and Juliet, Henry V , and Pericles,
and the play-within-the-play included in A Midsummer
Night's Dream, to mention a few, are likely developments
of this Induction.
The following three chapters--on structure,

character,

adaptations and stage history--concentrate on The Taming
of the Shrew in performance. The only inherent characteris
tic of drama which separates it from most other art forms
is the element of impersonation.
sented in performance.

Every play is best repre

It is only when the play is seen

on the stage or in one's imagination that the characters
come alive. The dialogue can (and perhaps at times should)
be studied as though it were just an arrangement of words
on a page. But the words and characters assume life of
their own when gestures and actions are added. The struc
ture of the play and of the individual scenes is more easi
ly analyzed when the text can be read and re-read, but
some sense of structure is bound to be conveyed in a perfor-
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mance. Audiences can easily see the similarities in the
three plots of The Shrew and the alternating scenes draw
attention to the parallels between the Katherine-Petruchio
courtship and marriage and that of Bianca and Lucentio.
My emphasis in this chapter is on the structure of each
scene (determined by the cleared stage).

(I will cite

throughout Alfred Harbage's William Shakespeare; The Com
plete Works, known as the Pelican Shakespeare, because
the editors have made it more convenient for readers to
locate the end of a scene by placing stars at the "points
where there is actually a vacated stage.")
My approach to The Taming of the Shrew in performance
demanded selectivity.

It would be impossible to cover all

the major productions of the last four-hundred years.
stead of giving equal space to each production,

In

I have

included enough examples to give a reader some idea of
the variety of approaches as well as the constants derived
from stage traditions handed down from generation to genera
tion. No matter how much a play changes in performance,
its link with past productions is always apparent.
Attending a variety of interpretations of a play can
be a marvelous means for an audience to recognize themes
or interpretations they had previously missed.

Similarily,

before critics can understand the themes, the characteriza
tion, or the structure of a play, they must be able to
see and hear the play in their minds. With every reading
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they will see the characters in a different light or notice
a different emphasis in the dialogue. No two readings
should yield the same observations. The characters, dia
logue, themes, tone, structure, and style are as fluid
as the imagination of the reader. Provided the theatrical
concepts can be supported by the dialogue, they are prob
ably legitimate. Remembering that the lines are meant to
be spoken aloud requires critics to pay attention to every
character on the stage, not only to the character who is
speaking or only to the words spoken.

In a stage produc

tion, it is not unusual for silent characters to capture
I
the attention of an audience by their actions or by the
actions directed toward them by the other characters.

In

The Taming of the Shrew, if Christopher Sly is left on
stage for part or all of the main play, his antics could
easily change the focus from the speaker to Sly.
Modern criticism has adjusted recently to this concept.

Instead of critics treating the lines in a play as

if they were only words on a page or writing about a solil
oquy in the same way they would write about a poem, they
repeatedly remind the reader of the stage directions,
facial expressions or gestures implied or given in the
dialogue, and make frequent references to particular produc
tions. Alexander Leggatt (in Shakespeare's Comedy of Love)
and Irene G. Dash (in Wooing, Wedding and Power; Women
in Shakespeare's Plays) support many of their ideas with
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examples taken from various productions. Ralph Berry re
cently published On Directing Shakespeare:Interviews with
Contemporary Directors in which he allows seven directors
to explain how they work with a Shakespearean text by mak
ing the necessary cuts and emendations to fit their produc
tion ideas, how they work out a balance between their ideas
of the play and the actor's, and how they incorporate the
old interpretations of character and plot with their own.
In Changing Styles in Shakespeare, Berry selects six plays
he believes have undergone radical changes in the postwar
years and explains how social progress and the changes
evident in the criticism relate to the developing ideas
expressed in a number of British stage productions.
Jones, Mark Rose, and James Hirsh,

Emrys

in their studies of

Shakespeare's scenes, continually draw attention to the
way in which the symmetry of a scene is emphasized by the
symmetry of the characters on a stage or the way certain
productions can clarify the scenic structure in the plays.
Critics now read the play as a director or actor would,
and make it clear that the plays must be experienced as
theatre in order to be understood.
The list of works which include or concentrate on
stage production is, of course, much longer. But of all
the critics, John Russell Brown must be considered a leader
in this field. His last five books have emphasized the
reader-as-imaginary-actor/director approach to Shake-
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play, using a different set of criteria, would result in
a very different analysis of the play's structure. The
chapter on character concentrates on an analysis of three
characters: Christoper Sly, Bianca, and Katherine.

I se

lected these three because critics have generally agreed
on the basic outlines of their "personalities." But the
text does not necessitate the traditional interpretation.
In chapter four I include examples of the many adaptations
which I believe have encouraged actors and critics to empha
size these accepted interpretations of character.

In the

last few examples of modern productions I provide evidence
«
that this play can be presented in such a way that Bianca
is not a docile gentlewoman turned shrew and that Katherine
is not necessarily a "neurotic shrew"

(as Hugh Richmond

labels her). Katherine can be presented as an earlier ver
sion of Beatrice from Much Ado About Nothing or (as one
reviewer remarked) as a type of Cordelia (Rothwell 1980,
P. 179).
Although this study treats only one of Shakespeare's
plays, many of the techniques he uses in The Taming of
the Shrew can be found in his other comedies. Very often
critics exclude this play from their studies of Shake
spearean comedy. John Vyvyan (Shakespeare and the Rose
of Love) and Herbert Weil, Jr.

(Discussions of Shake

speare's Romantic Comedy) exclude the play because it does
not belong with the more "romantic plays. But Peter G.

9
Phialas includes it in Shakespeare's Romantic Comedy. A.
C. Hamilton, John Russell Brown and Bernard Harris even
exclude it from their discussions of Shakespeare's early
comedies. The omission of The Taming of the Shrew seems
especially odd in James L. Calderwood's Shakespearean Meta
drama . Most of his insightful observations on the play-with
in-the-play and man as player could be applied to this
play. Despite the pastoral elements it is most often not
included in this category either. The Taming of the Shrew
is not an altogether unique play among Shakespeare's com
edies.

If critics can allow themselves to forget about
I

the oftentimes derogatory label of "farce" and to ignore
many of the prejudices concerning the violence and sexism
imposed on the play and instead to pay attention to the
words the characters speak, then they can begin to see
more similarities between this play and the other Shake
spearean comedies.

In particular,

readers and viewers who

have found many aspects of the play distasteful will have
less cause to object to this play, though they certainly
are justified in finding many of the productions despic
able .

THE INDUCTION

Shakespeare begins The Taming of the Shrew with an
Induction* concentrating on the transformation of Christo
pher Sly from a beggar to a lord. Critics have been trying
for centuries to explain why Shakespeare did not include
a dramatic epilogue to finish the Sly story. He never indi»
cates in the dialogue when or why Sly exits nor does he
provide in the stage directions an exit for Sly, the Lord,
and servants. The Taming of the Shrew ends when the travel
ing players finish the play they have presented for the
Lord and Sly. The problem is compounded by the existence
of the anonymous play, The Taming of a Shrew, which uses
Sly and the Lord in the closing scene (see Appendix).

How

*According to Richard Hosley, "Induction" is an Elizabethan
term used to describe a "short dramatic action introducing
a full length play, normally performed by two or more actors
and creating a fictional situation different from that of
the play itself." The audience is usually not directly ad
dressed. The term "interlude" is used for any dialogue by
characters of an Induction (referred to as "presenters")
during the action of the play proper. There seems not to
have been a general Elizabethan term for a short dramatic
action following the play proper, normally performed by
two or more actors, employing the same fictional situation
as that of the Induction, and concluding the dramatic action
begun in the Induction. For such concluding action I adopt
Hosley's term "dramatic epilogue." (Hosley 1961, pp. 21-23)
10

11
ever, most critics assume the play is "unfinished" even
if Shakespeare did plan the early disappearance of Sly.
Unless the weaknesses of this supposition are brought to
light, critics will continue to regard this play as one
of Shakespeare's lesser achievements.
An early investigator, Albert Frey, thought "the text
as we have it would seem to be imperfect— the play unfin
ished or final sheets missing"

(Frey 1888, p. 11, n. 1).

The three problems with this theory are:

(1) there is no

evidence to indicate that Shakespeare ever wrote a conclu
sion which included Christopher Sly;

(2) The Shrew does

not include the Sly interludes found in the anonymous play;
%
(3) Shakespeare's conclusion ties up the loose ends of the
play in a way that is similar to the dramatic epilogue in
A Shrew.
Hardin Craig suggests that if Shakespeare "carried
the Induction through to logical completeness,

the latter

part was probably canceled on the occasion of some revival"
(Craig 1945, p. 153). J. Dover Wilson and Sir Arthur
Quiller-Couch believe that Sly was dropped "due to purely
theatrical exigencies and not to any action by Shakespeare"
(Quiller-Couch 1928, p. 142).

In other words, Shakespeare

did write an epilogue but because Sly (whose part was prob
ably played by a main actor) and the other presenters would
be wasted sitting throughout the main play rather than dou
bling up as one of the actors in the main play, the acting
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troupe quit using the epilogue and it was subsequently lost.
Certainly, as Martin Holmes speculates, a theatre group
would try to save on expenses by using as few actors as
necessary but
many a theatrical enterprise has one or more members
who are old in experience and technique as well as
in years, but have no longer the staying power to carry
through a part of any size, or the memory to learn
a part of many lines.

(Holmes 1972, p. 32)

For a short time, however, they can "show a fine presence"
on the stage. Shakespeare, then, may have created small
%
but significant parts to keep the great but aging actors
in jobs (Holmes 1972, pp. 32-36). Sly's part could have
been one of these. His role is not a lengthy one, most of
his remarks being limited to two or three lines. Only three
times does he speak at any length and these responses are
of only eight and nine lines.

It is, however, a part which

demands a skillful actor.
To give further support to the idea that Shakespeare
"finished" the play, Quiller-Couch says

Shakespeare would

not have had Sly sleep throughout the performance because
"it is not the way of authors to invite public attention
so subtly to the dullness or insipidity of their own composi
tions"

(Quiller-Couch 1928, p. xviii). But Shakespeare is

focusing his attention on the members of his audience who
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might themselves sleep through the performance, not to the
dullness of the play. Sly's role, toward the end of his
appearance,

is as a critic (probably in the pit) and the

comments he makes could be taken as seriously as those of
Partridge in Tom Jones as he watches Garrick perform Hamlet.
In the second place,

it was not unusual for Shakespeare

and other playwrights to make fun of their own writings
or of plays in general. The authors of The Spanish Tragedy,
The Knight of the Burning Pestle, and the Old Wives Tale
make fun of the plays and players. Shakespeare,

in more

than half of his plays, makes fun of plays and playwrights.
The character who would probably present the closest resem
blance to gly would be Bottom from A Midsummer Night's
Dream. The parody of players, plays, and playwrights is
as apparent in that play as it is in this.
Dr. Nicholson believes Shakespeare may have intended
the actor who played Sly to use "the especial privilege
of the clown,
called,

introduce extempore remarks, or, as it is

'gag'." When Shakespeare revised the Induction

he left in the "gag" without "troubl[ingj himself to in
sert them in his revisal copy"

(Nicholson 1874, p. 124).

He never explains why an author would take such care in
developing the dialogue,

imagery and characters in the

opening and then just leave it to chance that the clown
would have the intelligence and talent to do justice to
the part at the end.
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Sears Jayne seems to have picked up on G. B.
Harrison's comment that Shakespeare "was saying in effect
to the henpecked husbands in his audience:

'A drunkard's

dream, my friends--but don't you wish that it was true!'"
(Harrison 1948, p. 332). According to Jayne, the best
way to stage the play is to make clear that Sly is dream
ing the main play and end with Sly's performing a comic
pantomime or "jig." Using Charles Baskervill's The Eliza
bethan Jig as evidence of the popular tradition for ending
a farce, he concludes that not only is it likely that
Shakespeare ended his comedy with a jig but that the Eliza
bethan audience would have expected it and would have
been "surprised and disappointed if The Shrew had not
ended with a jig"_(Jayne 1966, p. 46). There is not suffi
cient evidence in the play to support Jayne's idea that
the main play is Sly's dream. Although I find the idea
of using a pantomime at the end preferable to using the
"gag" or the ending of A Shrew (as some producers have
done), I believe it can be shown that the play as we have
it--without any epilogue--has the strongest, most satisfy
ing ending.
Ernest P. Kuhl believes that Shakespeare planned the
early disappearance of Sly and that the play is much better
as a result.

It is unlikely, he speculates, that Sly was

missed by Elizabethan audiences and, he adds,

"Shakespere

did not write for critics of another age. The spectators,
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once engrossed in the doings of the tamer and the shrew,
forgot all about the tinker"

(Kuhl 1921, p. 328). Even if

his assumption that modern critics are more observant than
Shakespeare's audience is accurate, his argument does not
hold up. The reason he gives for Shakespeare's dropping
Sly was that "for all practical purposes the rogue had
served his usefulness,
to a good play.

in that he had given a novel setting

In short, the Induction had furnished a

farcical atmosphere for a farcical story"

(Kuhl 1921, p.

328). Kuhl's assumption that Shakespeare planned the early
disappearance of Sly and that the play is better when staged
that way is sound. But Kuhl falls short when he explains
why Shakespeare'probably did not write an epilogue. The
Induction does so much more than simply provide a good set
ting. Furthermore,

it seems absurd that a playwright would

structure a play so carefully as Shakespeare did and then
just hope the audience would be dull enough not to notice
that one of the most delightful characters of the play is
gone.
Thelma Greenfield agrees with Kuhl that Shakespeare
dropped Sly after Act I, scene i, for artistic reasons and
that it is unfortunate Shakespeare left his play "unfin
ished." Greenfield,

unlike Kuhl, notices an organic relation

ship between the Induction and the main play. But the only
hint she gives of that relationship is that Shakespeare
has begun to work out "a contrast between the literal world
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of Sly and the world of dramatic poetry"

(Greenfield 1954,

p. 41). She does not explain why Shakespeare chose to pre
sent such a contrast in a frame play except to give evidence
to the current popularity of such a dramatic device, nor
does she explain how this contrast works.
In a later work, Greenfield identifies the various
possible functions an Induction may serve. Although she
does not apply most of these to Shakespeare's play, they
generally fit. An Induction may represent the theme of the
main play, provide chorus-like commentary, or explain what
happened before the play starts (Greenfield 1969, pp. xiii).
The Induction in The Taming of the Shrew does introduce
most of the important themes of the play: transforming a
person's concept of self, pretending to be someone other
than that which others have known, understanding the dream
(wonder)-reality balance. As is typical of Shakespeare,
words which are used in one context in one part of the play
are used again later and thereby either present a connection
between themes,

scenes, and/or characters by way of contrast

or by complement. By isolating words, we can understand
how Shakespeare introduces and modifies his themes. This
kind of word play begins in the Induction. Although this
Induction does not provide chorus-like commentary,

it cer

tainly explains what happened before the play starts.
fact,

it explains why the play starts at all.

In

17
Stephen Young writes:

"No one would argue that the

Sly episodes are complete as they stand"

(Young 1974, p.

118), but that is the stance a number of critics have taken
before. Ralph Berry, who admits he is "not persuaded" that
he understands "the point of the Induction and its relation
ship to the play," goes on to say:
But I cannot account for half-a-framework, or for an
Induction that sets no scene, provides no comment,
and creates a mood that the later play effortlessly
generates for itself.

(Berry 1972, pp. 58-59)

Berry's opinion, although the most popular,

is a good indica

tion that he should be persuaded he does not understand
*
the Induction. There are a number of ways critics can argue
that the framework is complete and that they can identify
and explain the scene Shakespeare sets, the comment he pro
vides and the mood he creates in the Induction which is
different from the scene, commentary, and mood in the main
play.
As J. Dennis Huston points out, the play opens with
"an enormous explosion of energy"

(Huston 1976, p. 78).

Christopher Sly and the Hostess of an alehouse enter in
the midst of an argument, Sly in a drunken rage, the Hostess
hurling threats of stocks and constables. The Hostess exits,
Sly falls asleep and another scene begins,

this time an

nounced by the sound of horns and the Lord's shouting orders
and arguments. This noise is soon replaced by wonder:
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"what's here?" as they discover Sly, lying on the ground.
Whereas the Hostess tried to bend Sly into shape with violence--threats and probably her hand--the Lord decides in
favor of a more gentle method. He will transform this "mon
strous beast," this "swine," this "foul and loathsome" image
into a "mighty lord" by conveying Sly to his "fairest cham
ber" hung with "wanton pictures." The servants are to bathe
him, play music for him, dress him, feed him, and tell him
of his hounds, horse and lady (given in that order). That
done, the trumpets sound again and the servant announces
the arrival of a group of players who wish to perform for
the Lord.#The Lord and players then make plans to set up
the play-within-the-play.
Why Shakespeare used an Induction at all in this play
is certainly puzzling. He did not need one (or use one)
for any other comedy. But even more difficult to explain
is why he included the kind of Induction he did.

In the

first scene of the Induction, the audience experiences four
separate incidents:
his hunters,

the Hostess-Sly episode,

the Lord and

the Lord and Sly and the Lord and the players.

It is as if Shakespeare,

unlike what he would do in most

of his later plays, has chosen to start the play four dif
ferent times and after he has engaged the audience in these
four different episodes he drops them almost as suddenly
as ho began and starts with the main play. This technique,
however,

is one that Shakespeare continues to use in his
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main play. Shakespeare begins the main play with the scene
involving Lucentio and Tranio,

then begins again with Bap-

tista and his daughters and then again with Petruchio and
Grumio and soon after ties them all together.

It seems

especially fitting for Shakespeare to structure his Induc
tion in a manner similar to his main play. Likewise,

just

as an audience should be left wondering what happened to
Sly--was he put back into his old clothes and left near
•i

the tavern; did he remember his brief stay in the Lord's
chambers— so too, they are left wondering about Bianca and

■
u

the Widow. Do (or can) Lucentio and Hortensio learn from
»■

between the number of "beginnings" this play has and the
action in the play. He points out the thematic similarities:
Gradually we recognize that Shakespeare is wielding

a£‘Ummm

Huston notices an even more important relationship

’-3- 3 3

tion and the main play are related.

W *3

their taming master or do they allow their wives to continue
*
in their headstrong ways? In this sense, at least, the Induc

over us some of the same powers that the Lord wields
over Sly: he is presenting us with a play which upsets
our sense of the order of things. But the real purpose
of suggesting such a correspondence may be to make
us aware of differences. We would hope that we are
a more receptive audience than Sly and that Shakespeare
is doing more than merely playing a joke on us. Then,
too, our consciousness of manipulated response and

1
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thwarted expectations may increase our sensitivity
to such problems when they become central themes in
the shrew-taming plot.

(Huston 1976, p. 82)

As John Russell Brown points out,

it is typical for Shake

speare to provide the key for character development and
themes in his style and structure (Brown 1971, pp. 20-21).
One advantage of Huston's interpretation is that it saves
The Taming of the Shrew from the critics who believe it
is unfinished as well as from the feminist (and other)
critics who object to the taming scenes.
Another way of explaining the structure of The Taming
of the Shrew (which does not conflict with the above idea)
is that Shakespeare presents three kinds of love. As Cecil
Seronsy says,, Shakespeare shows the love relationship in
"ascending order of difficulty of realization and in an
ascending order of security and permanence"

(Seronsy 1963,

p. 30). Shakespeare begins with Sly who responds to his
"wife" on the lowest level, the lustful or sensual level.
Next he introduces Lucentio who responds to Bianca with
"romantic infatuation." Finally, he presents Petruchio who,
by the end of the play, can claim the highest kind of love
man can achieve,

"happy wedded love." Shalcespeare uses the

Induction to introduce the important themes and relation
ships. The main play can stand on its own, but when the
Induction is read or performed before the main play, the
characterization and themes take on an added dimension.
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In The Taming of the Shrew Shakespeare often plays
with the character's ability or more often inability to
control his passions. Beginning with a drunken beggar and
an enraged Hostess of an alehouse is especially fitting.
To emphasize this tendency Shakespeare adds to the actions
and arguments two allusions, one to William the Conqueror
and the other to Saint Jerome, both names mistaken by Sly.
To have Sly claim to have descended from a king and swear
by a saint would add to the humor of the situation.

If an

audience thinks in terms of William the Conqueror as the
great war machine who would ruthlessly plunder each country
as he took control, being the descendant of this notorious
*
robber-looter seems hardly a point to brag about. Further
more, William the Conqueror was known as the bastard king
of England. Or if one thinks in terms of the king Sly actual
ly names, Richard the Conqueror, Richard Coeur de Lion is
probably the Richard who comes to mind. Richard is best
remembered for the heavy taxes he demanded of the English,
his crusades and his love of the sword. At the beginning
of the play Sly resembles the popular conception of these
two kings.

It is only after the Lord implements his "jest"

that Sly in any way can be seen to resemble in appearance
a king or any person of royal descent.
As for the reference to Saint Jerome,
Jeronimy,"

"Go by, St

if the audience keeps in mind the great difficul

ty St. Jerome had in controlling his passions before he
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took his holy orders and became a monk, and his fiery temper
(which he never did learn to control)

this reference begins

to make sense. Although best known as the supreme biblical
scholar, he was almost equally well known for his faults.
Caroline Williams,

in her Saints: Their Cults and Origins,

He wrote at length about chastity, so fervently so
that he warned husbands that "he who too ardently loves
his wife is an adulterer."

. . . When he was not a

practicing solitary Jerome made enemies easily; his

. ____ _ _____

wr ites:

hideous temper became renowned and his pomposity irrita
ted his peers. (Williams 1980, p. 49)
*
Sly's temper and pomposity are shown in the opening scene.
Later, once Sly is convinced that the page is his wife,
he asks the serving men to leave them alone. He then bluntly
"Madam, undress you and come now to bed"

ii, 117).

(Induction,

If the audience keeps in mind this aspect of Saint

Jerome's personality, he can already appreciate the talent
Shakespeare demonstrates throughout the play of separating
what a character claims to be or do and that which he actual
ly is or does.
Such pretenses are assumed by virtually every charac
ter: Christopher Sly, the Lord, the page, the hunters and
servants, the players (who have made a profession of convin
cing others they are someone other than themselves), Baptis
ts, Lucentio, Petruchio, Gremio, Hortensio, Tranio, Biondel-

1(31111

orders,
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lo, Grumio, Katherine, Bianca, and the Widow. That means
everyone except Vincentio and some of Petruchio's servants,
the Tailor and the Haberdasher, disguises himself in dress
or in action or both. The disguises,

though, are much more

varied than those Shakespeare uses in any other single com
edy. In the main play, Lucentio, Gremio, Hortensio, Tranio,
and Biondello change dress and take on a different name
and station (probably the most common disguise in Shake
speare's comedies); Baptista disguises his motives; Petruchio wears a disguise, not to deceive others of his true
identity, but to hide his real personality;
guise,

the women dis

in quite a different manner, their true personalities

and all this is framed by the similar action in the Induc
tion. Throughout the play, Shakespeare offers advice and
gives demonstrations of how virtually all people partici
pate in the grand profession of acting.

Everyone is an a c 

tor. By the end of the play, the audience has seen how becom
ing a good actor and recognizing the parts others play is
what makes the difference between winners and losers. This
idea that the real life is represented on the stage as well
as the idea that the stage extends beyond the theatre ("All
the world's a stage . . .") is one that Shakespeare contin
ued to use in his tragedies and history plays as well as
in his comedies.
The Lord advises his servants and the players to exer
cize self-control lest they "grow into extremes," and "break
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into some merry passion." As Huston points out, the Lord
is acting as playwright,

"imagining the details of scene,

costume, and even dialogue"

(Huston 1976, p. 80). But the

Lord is also acting as director,
how to act.

teaching his "players"

It is as director, more so than as playwright,

that the Lord's actions resemble Petruchios's . Petruchio
(for the most part) does not tell Katherine what words she
must speak, as a playwright would. He teaches Katherine
how to act and in so doing must act out Katherine's role
as shrew or madman.
But if the disguises,

characters, and actions of the

Lord and Sly are similar to that of Petruchio and Katherine,
why does Shakespeare entitle his play The Taming of the
Shrew, drawing attention to a single event (the taming)
of a single person (the shrew)? There is a tremendous differ
ence between the definite article "the" and the indefinite
article "a." This difference would have been especially
apparent to an Elizabethan audience who was also familiar
with the popular The Taming of a Shrew. Why would Shake
speare use the definite article which, by its function,
limits the application of the taming process to one charac
ter? The practice of taming, or humbling, softening,

is

used on Christopher Sly, Katherine, and is promised to be
used on the Widow and Bianca.

If the idea of taming is ap

plied to these people in the same way that a man tames his
hawk, however, then Shakespeare has,

indeed, done so only
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in the Katherine-Petruchio relationship. This will be discus
sed at greater length in chapter three.
Although David Farley-Hills mentions the appropriate
ness of the play's beginning with the scolding hostess for
initiating the theme of female shrews (Farley-Hills 1981,
p. 173), most critics compare only the transformation of
Sly from beggar to lord with the transformation of Kate
from shrew to obedient wife. However,

C
f

from the outset an

alert reader or viewer should be reminded of the first scene
as soon as the main play begins. The attempt to compare
these taming scenes in other than a general way falls apart
because Katherine resembles both the Hostess and Sly.
The same can be said of Petruchio. Katherine can be
compared to the scolding Hostess who is not allowed her
way with a cussing,
the headstrong,

capricious man. But she also resembles

ill-tempered Sly who is later the "victim"

of a man's attempt to turn him into a docile, mannerly per
son. The main point for comparison,

however,

is in the simi

larity of various phrases in the Sly dialogue and the var
ious phrases in the main play. These phrases help to tie
together the themes of the play and require the reader or
the spectator to question the intents and actions of each
character.
Sly's first comment is: "I'll feeze you in faith."
The Oxford English Dictionary defines "feeze" as meaning
To 'do for,' or

'settle the business of'

(a person)

Ml!
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("feeze", O E D ). . Shakespeare draws attention to the similar
ities between Sly and Petruchio by giving them a similar
attitude in settling their quarrels. Although Sly's comment
would qualify more as an empty promise, Petruchio's attitude
throughout the play is that, no matter what, he will have
his way. When he is fir3t alone with Katherine he says,
"And will you, nill you, I will marry you"

(II, i, 266).

Once the marriage takes place he puts into practice his
plans to shape her personality.
When Petruchio enters with Grumio an argument ensues
over the word "knock." Petruchio asks his servant to knock,
meaning knock on the gate. Grumio assumes he is asking him
to knock on his master's head.

In the course of the ex

change, Petruchio tries to settle the argument by wringing
Grumio's ears and threatening to knock his "pate." Although
Petruchio exhibits a more gentlemanly manner with Kate,
with his servants (including those we meet later at his
house) he is at least as rough and madcap as is Sly in his
attempts to settle the business he is about.
The first response of the Hostess is, "A pair of
stocks, you rogue!" A parallel with her opening line occurs
in act two, scene one, before Petruchio has met Katherine.
Hortensio returns after his short music lesson with Kather
ine, a lute around his head. Just as Grumio and Petruchio
brawl over the word "knock," Hortensio and Katherine fight
over "frets." When Hortensio suggests that she has mistaken
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her frets and tries to teach her the correct fingerings,
she explodes.
'Frets, call you these?' quoth she;

'I'll fume with

them.'
And with that word she struck me on the head,
I
And through the instrument my pate made way,
And there I stood amazed for a while,
As on a pillory,

looking through the lute,

While she did call me rascal fiddler
And twangling Jack, with twenty such vile terms,
As she had studied to misuse me so.

(II, i, 153-160)

Hortensio uses the word "pillory" in his metaphor explaining
his predicament. Both the stocks and the pillories were
used to expose an offender to public derision. The main
difference between the two forms of punishment was that
with the stocks, the ankles and sometimes the wrists were
secured whereas in the pillories, the neck and the wrists
were secured. With each, the main punishment was the public
ridicule or abuse, not the discomfort the wooden structures
may have imposed. These two scenes, however, also provide
a number of similarities between the Hostess, Katherine,
and Petruchio. Petruchio listens to Hortensio's account
with great pleasure and applauds Katherine's spirit. He
says,
Now, by the world,

it is a lusty wench!

I love her ten times more than e'er I did.

)
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0, how I long to have some chat with her!
(II, i, 161-163)
Katherine's actions are the same kind of tactics we saw
Petruchio use on Grumio just a couple of scenes earlier.
Although the Hostess does not "discipline" Sly herself but
fetches a thirdborough (a peace officer) to do it for her,
all three seem to agree
that oftentimes threats and insults
t
are not enough.

It is Petruchio's ambition to make sure

that Katherine's spirit (which he admires)

is left intact

but that her insults and violence are directed at those
who deserve them.
At the mention of rogue, Sly takes offense at the in
sult to his family name rather than to himself and goes
on to explain his family heritage. When both Lucentio and
Petruchio introduce themselves it is by way of explaining
their ancestry.

Lucentio says,

"Pisa . . ./ Gave me my being

and my father first/ A merchant of great traffic through
the world,/ Vincentio come of the Bentivolii./ Vincentio's
son, brought up in Florence"

(I, i, 1-14). Petruchio intro

duces himself to Baptista with the words,

"Petruchio is

my name, Antonio's son,/ A man well known throughout all
Italy"

(II, i, 68-69). For Sly, Lucentio, and Petruchio,

identifying from whom they have descended is a way of identi
fying themselves. Although Sly's account is confused,

"Look

in the Chronicles: we came in with Richard Conqueror"

(Ind.,

i, 3-4), he uses this claim to command respect as do Lucen-
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tio and Petruchio.
The next line spoken by the Hostess refers tO' money,
"you will not pay for the glasses you have burst?"

(Ind.,

i, 7-8). The talk of money is a recurring subject in The
Taming of the Shrew. The Lord "would not lose the dog for
twenty pound"

(Ind.,

i, 21); Hortensio, Gremio, and Lucentio

promise to pay Pfetruchio if he will get the older daughter
out of the way; Baptista and Petruchio speak of money more
r•
'

than anything else; and the play ends on a bet.
in his next line, asks the Hostess to "go to thy

s

Sly,

i, 9-10). Just ten lines

later the Lord refers to the coldest fault; twenty-five
lines later the second huntsman remarks on Sly's cold bed.
At Katherine and Petruchio's first meeting, there is a refer
ence to warming oneself in bed.
Petrucio

Am I not wise?

Katherine

Yes, keep you warm.

Petruchio

Marry, so I mean, sweet Katherine,

in thy

bed.
(II, i, 261-262)
Grumio talks later of how he came ahead to make a fire so
his master and bride could warm themselves. Katherine,
her duty-speech,

in

talks of how a husband protects his wife

by watching "the night in storms, the day in cold,/ Whilst
thou liest warm at home, secure and safe"

(V, ii, 150-151)

One way Shakespeare has tied these scenes together is by

fir* & !$ . R E i i

(Ind.,
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cold bed and warm thee"
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repeating similar words and phrases. The reader or spectator
should,

in thinking about these scenes, notice the similar

ities in the phrasing but recognize the difference between
each character and his actions. The parallels are more ob
vious, the contrasts more important.
Sly's last line before he falls asleep is "I'll not
budge an inch, boy; let him come, and kindly." The word
"kind" is one of the more important words in the play.

In

Shakespeare's time "kind" had a number of definitions.

It

could mean:
"character

"birth, origin,"

"station, place or property,"

. . . derived from birth . . . nature,"

sex," "well born, well-bred,"
or benevolent nature,"

"gender,

"having a gentle, sympathetic,

"affectionate . . .

on intimate

terms," "acceptable, agreeable, pleasant, winsome"

("kind",

O E D ). Considering the number of characters in this play
who use their various methods to disguise their nature or
character and the number of times and the particular situa
tions in which the word is used,

it is very likely that

Shakespeare intended the pun on "kind."
The Lord tries to transform Sly with kindness. Baptista
promises he will be kind to cunning men (I, i, 97). Hortensio says that "Kindness in women, not their beauteous
looks,/ Shall win my love"

(IV, ii, 41-42). Petruchio des

cribes Katherine as "the kindest Kate"

(II, i, 302), and

his plan is to "kill a wife with kindness"

(IV, ii, 199).

Petruchio takes offense with Katherine when he offers her
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meat and she does not thank him:
this kindness merits thanks"

"I am sure, sweet Kate,

(IV, iii, 41). Lucentio asks

Bianca to "bid my father welcome,/ While I with self-same
kindness welcome thine"

(V, ii, 5). It is the word "kind

ness" that begins the argument in the last scene which then
leads to the bet on obedience. Gremio labels Bianca's nega,
tive reply a kind one and tells Petruchio he should hope
ft

Katherine does not send a worse answer.

Each of the main

male characters uses this word. At the end of the play,
however, only Petruchio can depend on a kindly response
from his wife. Oddly enough,

it is the kindness of Petruchio

which has been the most difficult for the contemporary
directors to bring across (see below, pp. 166-167).
The two sisters, Bianca and Kate, use only the nega
tive, "unkind." During the courting scenes, Bianca says,
I must believe my master, else,

I promise you.

I should be arguing still upon that doubt.
But let it rest. Now, Licio, to you,
Good master,

take it not unkindly, pray,

That I have been thus pleasant with you both.
(Ill, i, 52-57)
Katherine says to the widow,
ing unkind brow"

"Fie, fie, unknit that threaten

(V, ii, 135). With the women,

can get some idea of Bianca's headstrong,

the audience

scheming ways

and with Kate, the audience can see how the roles have re
versed .
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A line by line analysis, though valuable in suggesting
the number and kind of connections between the Induction
and the main play, cannot practically be continued without
some loss of focus; equally convincing,

I believe,

is a

more general discussion of how Shakespeare has fused his
plots.

If Shakespeare wrote this play in haste, as some

claim, or if he became bored with it, he nevertheless cared
enough to construct a cohesive structure.
In the second scene of the Induction, the Lord enters
and we get the first reference (since the title) to the
hunting motif. Allusions to hunting or taming occur repeat
edly throughout the play and the different ways in which
the characters use them further the development of their
personalities. The Lord's love of gamesome entertainment
is quickly established, as is his manner of treating his
servants. The relationship between a servant and his master
(a theme so important in Greek and Roman comedy, as well
as in Shakespeare's earlier play, A Comedy of Errors) is
another motif which runs through the play and again is one
which helps the audience understand some of the basic simi
larities and differences among the various characters. The
way in which the Lord sets up the bet with his huntsman
can be compared to the bet Petruchio sets up at the end
of the play.

It is important in establishing Petruchio's

character that he be presented in a manner similar to the
way that the Lord is presented.

His love of sport,

jest,
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and challenge must be emphasized in his interaction with
Katherine.

If he is presented instead as a domineering,

sadistic braggart who marries Kate only for her money and
then whips her into shape so he can live with a dutiful
robot who will unthinkingly do whatever he commands, the
similarities between Petruchio and the Lord are all but
lost.

,
When we first see the Lord he is arguing about which

dog is the better hunter. Too much can be made of the compar
ison between betting on dogs and betting on wives, but Shake
speare does draw attention to the similarities of these
two scenes by using similes and metaphors of dogs (as well
as the better known hawking allusions)

in the banquet scene

at the end of the play. Tranio compares Lucentio to a grey
hound. Petruchio refers to "something currish." Tranio
teases Petruchio with "'Tis thought your deer does hold
you at a bay"

(V, ii, 56). Petruchio objects to the twenty

pound wager because that is what he would venture on his
hawk or hound.

His wife is worthy of more. The Lord calls

his huntsman a fool for preferring Belman to Silver. Bianca
calls Lucentio the same for betting on her obedience. The
Lord brags that Silver is worth a dozen Belmans. Petruchio
claims his is worth ten times the amount Lucentio is initial
ly willing to bet on his wife.
The greatest difference between the Lord and Petruchio
can be seen in the different ways each handles the person
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he is trying to transform. The Lord wants to see if it is
possible to change a monstrous beast into a lord. He devises
a plan whereby Sly "cannot choose" but think he is someone
else. The method he will use could have been taken from
a fairy tale. The Lord directs his servants to carry Sly
into his "fairest chamber,"
And hang ‘it round with all my wanton pictures.
Balm his foul head in warm distilled waters.
And burn sweet wood to make the lodging sweet.
Procure me music ready when he wakes.
(Ind., i, 45-48)
He asks that another servant be ready with the ewer, another
a diaper, and says,

"Will't please your lordship cool your

hand?" When Sly awakens the first serving man offers him
a cup of sack, the second a taste of conserves. The Lord
is appealing only to Sly's five senses--sight, hearing,
smell, taste and touch— in his attempt to raise "the swine"
from beggar to lord. This jest is used so that Sly can think
he is in a "flattering dream or worthless fancy." Petruchio,
on the other hand, wants a more substantial, enduring
change.

If the Sly episode represents the real life

situation and the Petruchio episode (because it is presented
as a play-within-the-play) is the make-believe, the Sly
transformation nevertheless seems like a dream and the
change of Katherine is more true-to-life. The paradoxes
(for which Shakespeare is famous) keep multiplying. Sly,
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upon waking, cannot be convinced by the servants that he
is anything other than a tinker.

It is only when he con

vinces himself that his five senses are working that he
will consider that he could be a lord.
Am I lord, and have I such a lady?
Or do I dream? Or have I dreamed till now?
I do not sleep: *1 see,

I hear, I speak;

I smell sweet savors, and I feel soft things.
Upon my life,

I am a lord indeed,

And not a tinker, nor Christopher Sly.
(Ind., ii, 66-71)
Even more importantly, however,

is that Sly does not change

in any respect other than in his dress and in the place
where he can pass out in drunken stupor. Up until the last,
all he asks for in the way of food is a "pot of small ale."
His first command is that his "wife" should "undress" her
self and "come to bed." When the page explains why that
would be unwise and hopes that her explanations can stand
for her excuse, Sly responds with a bawdy pun:
Ay, it stands so that I may hardly tarry so long.
But I would be loath to fall into my dreams again.
I will therefore tarry in despite of the flesh and
the blood.
(Ind.,

ii, 125-128)

Sly, although transformed in dress, has not changed his
attitudes, habits, or his language.
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The Lord's last comment in the Induction is to announce
the start of the play Sly is about to "see." Not only does
he announce that the play is about to begin but he gives
Sly the reason why it was scheduled.
Seeing too much sadness hath congealed your blood,
And melancholy is the nurse of frenzy.
Therefore they thought it good you hear a play
And frame youf mind to mirth and merriment,
Which bars a thousand harms and lengthens life.
(Ind.,

ii, 132-136)

The Lord's comments are voiced by Petruchio later in the
play. This is basically what he does for Katherine.

Instead

of continuing the kind of treatment Katherine has received
from her sister's suitors, from her father and from her
sister, Petruchio makes light of her insults, responds to
her temper tantrums with playful antics and, by insisting
on her treatment in kind, gains her love and respect.
Sly's question when he hears about the play is: "Is
not a comonty a Christmas gambold or a tumbling trick?"
I suspect that many directors and producers have used this
line as justification for adding the extra rough and tumble
scenes between Petruchio and his servants and Petruchio
and Katherine. Their gambols, however, often turn into
ridiculous exaggerations of Petruchio's liveliness. For
a modern audience,

the word "gambold" could also bring to

mind the betting scene which ends the play. The three
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husbands gamble on the obedience of their wives in their
test of which woman can provide her husband with the most
peaceful household.
The page, Sly's "wife," says,

"No, my good lord, it

is more pleasing stuff." Sly responds with,
stuff?" Petruchio,
lines,

"what, household

in one of his more famous and despised

identifies Katherine as his household stuff, his

chattel. By establishing the connection between these two
situations, Shakespeare is emphasizing the similarity
between the play and the play-within-the-play and the play
within-the-play-within-the-play. Petruchio is just beginning
his grand act at that point in the play. Similarly,

the

players who are visiting the Lord's house are about to
present their play, their acting.
The first part of the Induction ends on the same note
as it began, drawing attention to the similarity between
Sly before the transformation and Sly after the transforma
tion.

He says,

"Come madam wife, sit by my side and let

the world slip." He was instructed by his servants to refer
to his wife as just "madam," not "madam Alice" or "madam
Joan." Yet he insists on tagging on the word "wife" as he
wishes she would add the word "husband," when she addresses
him. Before Sly passed out in the Hostess-Sly exchange,
he said "let the world slide." Now with the same resignation
he asks that they let the world slip as they sit and watch
the play,

in both instances, Sly sleeps through the marvelous
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wonder of wonders,

the process of transforming a person fr om

the most undersirable of all characters to Lord and the mo st
shrewish of women to gentlewoman.

Sly's last words in this

Induction can be taken as a suggestion from Shakespeare fo r
his audience to leave the world behind and enter the world
of his play.
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STRUCTURE

Having shown that the Induction, as we have it, is
neither the unfinished beginning of a "framing" device nor
an irrelevant introduction to another play,

it is possible

to consider seriously the overall structural framework of
Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew. One of the first
problems a critic working with the structure of a Shake
spearean play encounters is what kind of divisions to em
ploy.

In the Folio, the play was divided into acts (Acts

I, III, IV, and V; Act II was not designated). Nicholas
Rowe, who published his edition of Shakespeare in 1709,
was the first to divide Shakespeare's plays into five acts.
Wilfred T. Jewkes examined 236 plays which survive from
1583-1616. He found that most of the playwrights writing
for the private stage divided their plays into five acts
but the majority of those writing for the public theatres
left theirs undivided. After 1616 "the ratio of divided
plays for the public theatres rises sharply." The reasons
Jewkes gives for this difference is that the playwrights
who wrote for the private theatres were mostly scholarly
men and their interest in the literary value of their play
is clearly illustrated in the care they took to preserve
39
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them in authentic form. Unlike the public theatres, the
private theatres used act intervals during their perfor
mances. Those who wrote for the public stage must have been
familiar with the five-act structure. But because they were
"much more closely connected with the actors and companies,
and aware that act intervals were not observed in perfor
mance, they did not feel that there was any theatrical neces
(Jewkes 1958, pp. 96-100). Of Shake

speare's plays, only one, Othello, was divided in the Quarto
edition.

In the Folio, published after 1616, sixteen, nearly

half, were divided. No one knows who divided them.
T. W. Baldwin insists Shakespeare must have thought
in terms of the five-part division as he was writing even
though he may no*t have divided his plays into five acts.
Using the influence of Terence on Shakespeare to reach his
conclusions, Baldwin then assumes that because Shakespeare
was familiar with the Roman classics,

they must have been

his primary influence (Baldwin 1947, pp. 544-578). As Henry

JiMiUHE _fcLl.Pe§u 5sat

sity for act division"

Snuggs and Madeline Doran point out, Shakespeare was influ
enced more by Medieval literature. The native dramatic trad
ition completely ignored classical conventions,

including

the five-act convention. But many critics and most editors
still use the five-act divisions. A. C. Bradley applies
the five-part division to his discussion of structure in
Shakespearean Tragedy even though it oftentimes does not
work well with a play which incorporates double or multiple

||
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plots.

In fact Bradley recognized this tendency in his analy

sis of King Lear

(Bradley 1965, p. 205).

The confusion continues if a critic decides to work
with the structure of a play determined by the scenes, be
cause there are a number of different definitions of what
constitutes a scene. Scene can be used to describe the
cleared stage. That is, anytime there is a break in the
action (usually determined by a change in time or place),
the stage is, at least momentarily,

left empty. A new set

of characters enter, replacing the characters who have just
left the stage. Scene has also been used to describe a parti
cular event, such as the wedding scene, or the wooing scene,
or the taming scenes in The Taming of the Shrew. Some solilo
quies have received the label of scene, such as the dagger
scene in Macbeth or the Porter scene in the same play. There
are also the scene divisions made by the eighteenth-century
editors, most of which were determined by the cleared stage.
Some critics avoid the problem of act or scene division
by making up their own divisions.

Emrys Jones found most

of Shakespeare's plays can be best divided into two parts
(Jones 1971, pp. 66-68). He uses examples from every play
in Shakespeare's canon except The Taming of the Shrew. Mark
Rose divided most of the plays into two or three parts.
Although he occasionally treats the structure of an entire
Play, his emphasis is on the structure within a scene. But
he leaves it up to his reader to figure out what kind of
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scene (cleared stage, particular event, soliloquy) he is
explaining (Rose 1972, pp. 31-49). Rose uses 24 of the 37
plays to illustrate his ideas. Again, The Taming of the
Shrew is not one of them. Robert Grudin works with
"Contrariety as Structure" but does not mention The Taming
of the Shrew (Grudin 1979, pp. 1-11). James Hirsh works
with scenes determined by the cleared stage but is
dissatisfied with the traditional divisions and so makes
up his own. He divides The Taming of the Shrew into fourteen
scenes instead of the usual twelve. An explanation of why
the two scenes Hirsh subdivided are better left whole is
included in the discussion of scenes six and nine, below.
Hirsh's scene divisions are somewhat arbitrary.

He begins

a new scene when the continuity of the play is broken:
A scene division does not occur unless the stage is
cleared of all living characters.

In a very few cases

all the characters onstage exit and a new set of
characters enter, but a break in the continuity is
avoided because at least one of the exiting characters
notices the approach of the entering characters.

(Hirsh

1981, p. 15)
If the continuity is unbroken when an existing character
comments on the entering characters,

the reverse situation

should also apply. But Hirsh consistently begins a new scene
when the entering characters comment on the exiting
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characters. Although Hirsh's method of determining scene
division is limiting, using the exits and entrances of
characters as one of the guidelines is useful. After all,
it is this break in action an audience would be most likely
to notice. But only one scene in The Taming of the Shrew,
the fifth, has a symmetrical structure if entrances and
exits are the primary criteria used (Hirsh 1981, p. 31).
Derek A. Traversi and Cecil Seronsy outline the struc
ture of The Taming of the Shrew using the three plots (i.e.
the Sly, Lucentio, and Petruchio plots) as the bases of
their discussion. Traversi shows how the three plots treat
the theme of illusion-reality (Traversi 1969, pp. 70-71).
Seronsy explains how Shakespeare shows three kinds of love
in "ascending order of difficulty of realization and in
an ascending order of security and permanence." Shakespeare
begins with Sly who responds to his "wife" on the lowest
level, the lustful or sensual level. Next he introduces
Lucentio who responds to Bianca with "romantic infatuation."
Finally, he presents Petruchio who, by the end of the play,
can claim the highest kind of love man can achieve,
wedded love"

"happy

(Seronsy 1963, p. 20). But explaining the struc

ture by separating three plots which Shakespeare took care
to intertwine hardly gives a reader an idea of how the play
is actually put togther.
Regardless of whether Shakespeare wrote with a twopart, three-part, or five-part structure in mind, when The
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Taming of the Shrew is put on the stage a twelve-part divi
sion (determined by the cleared stage)

is the most apparent.

It is not imperative to dim the lights or change the scenery
and props. The audience must notice the change in tempo
and mood as well as the more obvious change of characters
and place of action. A. C. Bradley noticed that 291 of 748
scenes in Shakespeare's plays end with a rhyming couplet
(Bradley 1929, p. 218). This seems to be a technique Shake*
speare used to draw attention to a change of scene. All

twelve scenes (determined by the cleared stage)

instead

of the more common divison into the Induction and five acts.
The Induction includes only the Christopher Sly plot. The
first act is divided into two scenes,

the first scene ending

with the last words Sly speaks in the play.

If a critic

tries to outline the structure of this play by way of plot,
theme, or character development he would have a difficult,
if not impossible,

time explaining why all but the last

six lines seem more like an afterthought than they do a
carefully planned strategy. Furthermore, by labeling the
Christopher Sly plot the Induction and the beginning of
the main play act one, the reader is more likely to think
°f the Sly episode as extraneous; as if Shakespeare knew

§8^

the Shrew as logical and complete when it is divided into

UsS”

It is easier to see the structure of The Taming of

Ullltf

with a rhyming couplet.

£% S IS

S

but one scene (the eighth) of The Taming of the Shrew end
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of this plot and just could not resist including it in his
play. When the play is divided into twelve scenes, the con
nection between the Sly, Lucentio, Petruchio plots is easier
to see and the symmetrical structure of the play becomes
clear .
Bernard Beckerman gives an outline of the composition
of symmetrical stage pictures (Beckerman 1962, pp. 165-176).
Mark Rose and James Hirsh follow up on this idea by showing
that a number of Shakespeare's plays have a symmetrical
structure. But when Rose shows the symmetry of the plays,
he usually divides the play into two or three or five parts,
according to the place or time of action or the characters

1
I
I
I

on stage. The Induction of The Taming of the Shrew prevents
this play from fitting into this pattern. The action does

<
n

have a symmetrical structure if the place of action and

I

e

the characters performing it is not the only criterion used
B

one play (Henry VI, Part One) to those usually marked in
Shakespeare's works. As the following pages illustrate,
The Taming of the Shrew does have a symmetrical structure
if a variety of elements are taken into account.
The action in the first and last scenes of The Taming
of the Shrew concentrates on a jest or a bet. Shakespeare
draws attention to the similarities between these jests
by repeating some of the themes. One of these, the question
of what constitutes a gentleman, begins in the first scene:

IBSS33

Hirsh makes up his own scenes, adding up to 24 scenes in
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What think you,

if he were conveyed to bed,

Wrapped in sweet clothes, rings put upon his-fingers,
A most delicious banquet by his bed,
And brave attendants near him when he wakes,
Would not the beggar then forget himself?
(Ind., i, 35-39)
The Lord wonders if a man who appears in a lord's clothes,

i
l

in a lord's chambers, with servants around him would believe

in the last scene by commanding her to come to him. When

n a

apparell" for his wedding. He tests Katherine's obedience

S0

h

by claiming to be a gentleman but dressing in "mean-

r«

himself to be a gentleman. Petruchio parodies this action

she returns with the other two wives, he gives this command:
Katherine,

that cap of yours becomes you not.

Off with the bauble, throw it under foot.

Earlier Petruchio and Katherine fought over a cap. Petruchio
claimed it was a "paltry cap,/ A custard coffin, a bauble,
a silken pie"

(IV, iii, 81-82). He will not let Katherine

keep the cap. He says,

"When you are gentle you shall have

one too,/ And not till then"

(IV, iii, 71-72). Apparently

Katherine has become gentle enough to wear the kind of
"bauble" gentlewomen wear. The words Petruchio spoke in
act IV, scene iii, would be more easily remembered by an
audience if Katherine would wear the same cap (and gown)

m sns

(V, ii, 126-127)

the Haberdasher

(and Tailor) made for her. The situation,

then, in scene one— Sly is dressed as a lord to see if he
can think and act like a lord--is parodied in scene twelve-Katherine is not allowed to dress like a gentlewoman until
she acts like one. The first and last scenes are the only
two in the play in which no disguises are used, all the
characters acting like themselves and dressing according
to their social- positions.
The second and eleventh scenes parallel each other.
The action of the second scene is concentrated on setting
up the different levels of impersonation.

Sly is dressed

as a lord, the Lord is dressed as a servant, the Lord and
his servants pretend Sly is their lord, the page is dressed
as a gentlewoman (Sly's wife), Lucentio becomes Cambio,
Tranio becomes Lucentio, and Biondello pretends Tranio is
his master. Petruchio agrees to present Hortensio to
Baptista disguised as a music instructor. By the end of
scene eleven all disguises are shed. Lucentio explains his
disguise and his scheme to Baptista and Vincentio.

His ex

planation forces Tranio and the Pedant to give up their
claims to the upper class. Vincentio,

the one character

who has not used a disguise but has been identified as a
budding virgin, a lunatic, and an imposter, proves himself
to be the real Vincentio.
In the third scene Katherine ties her sister's hands,
clobbers Hortensio with the lute, strikes Petruchio and
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uses her sharp tongue on every character she meets. By the
end of this scene, Petruchio has convinced Baptista that
Katherine loves him, and has set the wedding day and the
dowry.

In the corresponding scene, ten, Katherine, Petru

chio, Grumio, and Hortensio are on their way back to Padua.
This is the first time Katherine makes it through an entire
scene without losing her temper. Although she disagrees
with Petruchio she does so politely. By the end of the
scene, to avoid Petruchio's tantrums or his suggestion they
turn around and return to Verona, she plays Petruchio's
game of supposes and she continues this behavior until the
end of the play.

In scene three, then, Katherine meets Petru

chio and displays her most shrewish antics.
she is amenable.

In scene ten,

In scene three Petruchio begins to tame

Kate. At the end of scene ten, Hortensio points out that
Petruchio has "won the field."
The next set of parallel scenes would be four and nine.
In scene four Bianca meets Lucentio. He reveals his disguise
and true identity to her and tells her of his plans to win
her love. By the end of scene nine, Lucentio's disguise
and game of supposes is at an end. He never appears as
Cambio again. By now everything is set for his secret mar
riage. All he needs to do is get Bianca and go to the church,
There are a number of parallels between scenes five
and eight. Scene five opens with Katherine dressed in her
spBBff

rich bridal gown waiting for Petruchio, who she is afraid
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will not come. When he does appear he is wearing:
. . . a new hat and
an old jerkin; a pair of old breeches thrice turned;
a pair
of boots that have been candle-cases, one buckled,
another laced; an old rusty sword ta'en out of the
town
armory, with a broken hilt and chapeless; with two
broken points.
(Ill, ii, 42-47)
In scene eight, after Petruchio and Grumio argue with
Katherine, the Tailor, and the Haberdasher about the ridicu
lous cap and gown Katherine is planning to wear for Bianca's
wedding, Petruchio decides both he and Katherine shall
travel to Padua in their "honest mean habiliments." Petruchio's opinion of the relationship between clothes and the
man are voiced in these two scenes. These are the only two
scenes in which Katherine voices the shortcomings of Petruchio's treatment of her.

In scene five she mentions how

Petruchio means to make a fool of her,
he means to make a puppet of her.
preparing to leave Padua;

in scene eight how

In scene five they are

in scene eight they are preparing

to return.
Scenes six and seven are the two central scenes of
the play. Each marks the high points of the two schemes.
As Petruchio explains to the audience, his "falcon now is
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sharp.'* If he starves her a little longer and keeps her
awake another night or two he will "curb her mad and head
strong humor"

(IV, i, 196). By the end of scene seven,

Tranio has made all the arrangements. The Pedant has been
convinced to impersonate Vincentio. Lucentio has apparently
secured Bianca's love and Hortensio has foresworn her. The
two schemers, Petruchio and Tranio, control these scenes.
The two women hardly speak at all. Katherine has three
lines, Bianca six (see Figure 1).
Each of the twelve scenes has a structure of its own.
Although most of the action or themes in the scenes are
arranged symmetrically, oftentimes the line numbers do not
correspond. A long segment sometimes parallels a short one.
This is typical in Shakespeare's earlier plays.

In many

of the later plays both the action and the lines can be
<
151-174) .
The following analysis of the scenic structure of The
Taming of the Shrew concentrates on the structure within
each scene, but there are a number of references to paral
lels between scenes. These parallel images, themes, and
characters help unite the multiple scenes to make the play
flow as one complete unit. My discussion will show that
Shakespeare's play, although it may be an early and rela
tively immature work, exhibits balance,

unity,

fruitful

repetition, and significant contrast, all signs of a skill-

sfin*«■

shown to display a symmetrical arrangement (Rose 1972, pp.
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ful craftsman at work.

-

1

-

Ind., i
The first scene, the only one in the play in which
none of the characters from the main play appears, divides
into five segments, determined by the entrances and exits
of the characters.
Christopher Sly and the Hostess of an Alehouse make
up the first segment. This is the only time Sly appears
as himself. That is, this is the only time Sly talks and
acts outside of the disguise the Lord imposes on him. This
action and dialogue is necessary in order for the audience
to judge whether or not Sly does "forget himself" when the
Lord's plan for him is executed.
The scene begins in the midst of an argument. Sly and
the Hostess enter, exchanging threats:
Sly

I'll feeze you, in faith.

Hostess

A pair of stock, you rogue!
(Ind., i , 1-2 )

Sly ignores the threat but objects to the name "rogue" and
both defends himself and establishes his character with
the comments,

"Look in the/ Chronicles: we came in with

Richard the Conqueror"

(Ind.,

i, 3-4).

self with royalty he cannot be a rogue.

If he can align him
If Sly could have
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his way, his ancestry, not his actions, would determine
the manner in which he were treated.

In scene eight Petru-

chio insists that Katherine will not dress like a gentle
woman until she is gentle. The Hostess and Petruchio react
to Sly and Katherine according to their actions rather than
their claims to gentry. This segment ends when the Hostess
runs off to fetch the constable and Sly, ready to defend
himself in the name of law, lies down and falls asleep.
Except for the sleeping Sly, the second segment in
volves an entirely new set of characters,

these from a dif-

j
«

ferent social environment: a Lord, his huntsmen and his
servants. During this entire segment,

they argue about which

of their dogs is the best hunter. Although the characters,
the mood, and the subject matter are different, by setting
these scenes side-by-side, Shakespeare encourages his audi
ence to notice the similarities:

they are approximately

of equal length (13 and 15 lines); both begin in medias
res, with an argument; both show the characters in what
the audience could imagine as "real-life" situations, each
of which typifies the characters--Sly's love of drink and
lack of logic, the Lord's love of sport; Sly's aspirations to
gentry, the Lord's position as an aristocrat.
The middle segment begins when the Lord notices Sly
lying on the ground. After the Lord is assured that Sly
Is drunk, not dead, and after he vents his disgust at Sly's
"image," he immediately makes plans for his jest, to change

*
a
a
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Sly's image. He will have "the beggar" dressed as a lord,
put in his chamber, and waited on by his servants.. He (like
Petruchio), merges his jest (play) with a real-life setting,
his chamber.

It is with this episode that the theme of sup

poses begins. The disguises and the complications keep com
pounding until the end of the play.
The players arrive and the Lord arranges for a perfor
mance that night. Although the Lord does allude to his
"sport" with Sly, the emphasis of this fourth episode is

r,

on the Lord's arranging to provide housing and meals for
the players in exchange for the entertainment the players
will present for him. For the second time, the audience
sees the Lord in his natural role. Shakespeare sets this
scene so that the professional actors in the Globe will,

y

in the next scene, play in one of three groups, as profes
sional actors (acting out The Taming of the Shrew), as ama
BUB*•'h.

teur actors (Lord, servants, and page), as real-life person
(Christopher Sly). The players leave and the Lord makes
arrangements for his page, Bartholomew,

to dress "like a

lady." His page is to
... bear himself with honourable action,
Such as he hath observed in noble ladies
Unto their lords, by them accomplished.
(Ind.,

i, 109-111)

Bartholomew is to use a
. . . soft low tongue and lowly courtesy

j
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And say,

'What is't your honour will command,

Wherein your lady and your humble wife
May show her duty and make known her love?'
(Ind.,

i , 113-116)

The Lord's directions to the page describes the opposite
treatment Sly received from the Hostess.
The first part of this scene is a parody of the last
part: Sly and the Hostess, both members of the lower class,
are compared with Sly and the page, dressed as gentry. The
Lord-Huntsmen and the Lord-Players sections parallel each
other. In both the Lord shows his love of entertainment.
In each he is involved with activities other than his jest.
It is in the middle episode, when the Lord works out the
details of his jest, that the three main themes of the play
begin: transforming a person's concept of self, pretending
to be someone other than that which others have known,
understanding the dream (wonder)-rea1ity balance (see
Figure 2).

-

2-

Ind., ii; I, i; I, ii
Unlike any other scene in the play, this one takes
place in three different locations,

in the Lord's chamber,

in front of Baptista's house, and in front of Hortensio's
house. Three women appear in this scene:
and Katherine.

the page, Bianca,

Each one provides the motivation for the

action of the play's three main plots and the three main
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segments of this scene. The page, Sly's "wife," never re
ceives a name other than "madam." The Lord tells Sly that
gentlemen call their ladies "Madam, and nothing else." This
is paralleled in the third scene when Petruchio insists
on calling Katherine by the nickname, Kate, and when Lucentio refers to Bianca by likening her to a goddess.
In the first scene, the Lord asks the servant to tell
the page to "bear himself with honourable action,/ Such
as he hath observed in noble ladies/ Unto their lords"
(Ind.,

i, 109-111). Taking into consideration that one

purpose of the Induction is to provide a contrast between
a realistic presentation of modern London life and fictional
Italian life, then it is by the page's example that we can
judge the other women in the play and by the Lord's behavior
that we can use for a measure for the gentlemen in the rest
of the play.
Although this scene has three main parts,

it actually

has a five-part structure. Two short discussions in the
main play separate the three longer parts. Just before
Lucentio and Tranio begin the main play, a messenger enters
to announce the play to Sly and the page. Just after the
segment beginning with Lucentio and Tranio, the Lord, Sly
and the page briefly comment on the play. This is the last
time the audience will hear from Sly and the Lord (see
Figure 3). A number of critics link the Sly and Petruchio
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plots together.* The jest the Lord plays on Sly is similar
to that which Petruchio plays on Katherine.
The Lord and his servants plan to manipulate the beggar
into believing he is a lord.

If he objects they are to con

vince him he has been a lunatic.

If Sly says he is, then

they are to tell him he dreams. Likewise the page manipu
lates Sly into asking his "madam wife to bed,"
Sly

Madam wife, they say that I have dreamed
And slept above some fifteen year or more.

Page

i

Ay, and the time seems thirty unto me,

fi

Being all this time abandoned from your bed.

a

(Ind.,

ii, 110-111)

But when Sly asks her to "undress," she admonishes him:
Thrice noble lord, let me entreat of you.

*
m
CK
S
«u
G&

To pardon me yet for a night or two,

In peril to incur your former malady,
That I should yet absent me from your bed.
I hope this reason stands for my excuse.
(Ind.,

ii, 116-122)

Sly excuses her despite his long-standing flesh. Both the
Lord and the page convince Sly to say one lie, then convince

*See Thelma Greenfield, "The Transformation of Christopher
Sly"; Richard Hosley, "Was There a "Dramatic Epilogue' to
The Taming of the Shrew?"; Cecil C. Seronsy, "'Supposes'
as the Unifying Theme in The Taming of the Shrew,"; and
Derek Traversi, An Approach to Shakespeare.

m m

For your physicians have expressly charged,

i

Or if not so, until the sun be set.

he is Lord
76

wonders
about wife
14

sure she
is wife
12
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him it is a lie and urge him to agree to another.
Petruchio plays the same jest on Katherine in scene
ten. He comments on "how bright and goodly shine the moon."
She corrects him and says it is the sun. When she finally
agrees it is the moon he says she lies, that it is the
"blessed sun." And likewise when Katherine pretends Vincentio is a budding virgin, Petruchio corrects her and tells
her he is an old man.
Each of the three main segments in this scene has a
structure of its own. This is not surprising because if
it were not for the two short segments in which the char
acters comment on the play these three episodes would have
each constituted a separate scene.
The Sly-as-Lord episode has a five-part structure,
determined by Sly's progression from his initial assurance'
that he is Christopher Sly, to his doubt over whether he
is Sly or Lord, to his confidence that he is "a lord in
deed." This is balanced by his initial doubts about his
wife,

"Are you my wife, and will not call me husband?"

(Ind.,

ii, 102), and his final conviction that she is,

"Madam undress you and come now to bed"

(Ind.,

ii, 115).

Christopher Sly is the only character who is onstage through
out this entire segment (see Figure 4).
The middle segment of this scene opens with the intro
duction of Lucentio and Tranio. They are also arguing but
unlike the three arguments before, this one is calm, rhetor
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ical, logical. Lucentio's first speech is 24 lines, his
second only 5, but it may have been cut short by the
entrance of Baptista, his daughters, and Gremio and Hortensio. Tranio speaks only once, for 16 lines. By the end of
this exchange the audience can see that Tranio and Lucentio
are well matched in terms of the rhetoric they use and their
knowledge of the "arts." However, after Tranio recommends
that his master not spend all his time with philosophy,
mathematics and metaphysics but also enjoy music and poesy
and conversation,

they may also already suspect that Tranio

directs his master rather than the opposite. Lucentio agrees
with Tranio's suggestions and then notices a "company" of
people approaching them.
Baptista begins this episode by announcing the end
of an argument,

"importune me no further." This argument

is as loud and as spirited as the first two. He will not
allow anyone to marry his younger daughter until someone
marries his elder. Gremio, the old buffoon,

rejects Bap-

tista's invitation to court his elder daughter and suggests
she be carted (driven through the streets like a criminal
or prostitute)

for "she's too rough" for him. Katherine

does not respond to his suggestion.
father's intentions.

She questions her

Hortensio answers instead of Baptista.

Like Gremio he criticizes her disposition.
. . . No mates for you
Unless you were of gentler, milder mold.
(I, i, 59-60)
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He is proved wrong by the end of the scene when Petruchio
decides, as he will live so will he "woo this wildcat."
Katherine's response is that Hortensio need not to be
afraid; she does not want to marry him and if she did she
would
. . . comb [his] noddle with a three-legged stool
And paint [his] face and use [him]

like a fool.
(

(I, i, 64-65)
She carries out her threat in the next scene, only she uses
the lute instead of the stool. Petruchio also uses this
technique. He gives warning rather than strike her,
I'll cuff you if strike again"

"I swear

(II, i, 223), but he does

use her like a fool. The question of who is playing the
fool surfaces again in the last scene.
Tranio and Lucentio (who are standing aside)

interrupt

to comment on the action. Tranio comments on Kate's mad
behavior, Lucentio on Bianca's "mild behavior and sobriety."
Lucentio is the only character who never criticizes Kather
ine. This may be attributed to his total absorption in
Bianca rather than his approval or tolerance of Katherine's
behavior. During both segments in which Lucentio and Tranio
speak, Lucentio is portrayed as a courtly lover, overcome
by his feelings for Bianca to the extent that he is ready
to forget all else--his duties as a master, his pursuit
of knowledge, his social position— and become her slave.
Baptista expresses his confidence that his plan will

f
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soon be carried out. Gremio and Hortensio try one more time
to get Baptista to change his mind but he insists he is
"resolved"

in his decision. One by one Bianca, Baptista,

and Katherine exit,

leaving Gremio and Hortensio alone on

center stage (Tranio and Lucentio are still standing aside).
Gremio is about to take his leave and simply wait for
Katherine to marry (even though he is sure that that will
never happen). He will,
bear[s his] Bianca,

in the meantime,

41
i!

"for the love [he]

if [he]/ can by any means light on a

fit man to teach her that/ Wherein she delights,
wish him to her father"

[he] will

c

(I, i, 109-111). That is just what
nn-Jia

he does. When he presents Cambio to her he gives her "a
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fit man to teach her that/ Wherein she delights." Hortensio
convinces Gremio to stay and listen to his plans. The next
34 lines are concerned with their working together to find
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a husband for Kate. Once that is accomplished they can re
sume their old positions as rivals. They exit,

leaving

nust .
w;„; >

Tranio and Lucentio alone on stage.
At Lucentio's request, Tranio tells his plan for Lucen
tio to be near Bianca by posing as a schoolmaster. Tranio
points out the one weakness of the plan, someone needs to
play Lucentio's part in Padua. Lucentio picks up the hint
and suggests that Tranio should be master. By now,

it should

be clear that unlike the Sly transformation, all Tranio
needs to be master is a change of clothes and a change of
name. He has been acting and talking like a master since
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his entrance.
They exchange clothes. As Biondello enters, Lucentio
identifies him as a "rogue." Shakespeare calls further at
tention to the Sly episode when Lucentio says:
Sirrah,

come hither.

'Tis no time to jest,

And therefore frame your manners to the time.
Your fellow Tranio, here, to save my life,
Puts my apparel and my count'nance on,
And I for my escape have put on his,
For in a quarrel since I came ashore
I killed a man and I fear I was descried.
Wait you on him,

I charge you, as becomes,

)
1
t

While I make way from hence to save my life!
«
You understand me?

C

(I, i, 222-231)
The Lord explains his jest to his servants, who are to con
vince Sly, the "rogue," that it is true, real-life. Lucen
tio explains to his servant his jest by way of another jest
and wants Biondello to believe it is true. Sly is to frame
his mind, Biondello is to frame his manners. The Lord dres
ses Sly in his clothes to see if he can change Sly's image,
and appears himself in servant's dress. Tranio dresses in
his master's clothes, Lucentio in his servant's. Both mas
ters command their servants to wait on persons whose count
enance has been changed, as becomes one of their rank.
Lucentio tells such a far-fetched story that the audi-
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ence is left wondering if he has been reading too much Ovid,
or if he felt Biondello would not agree to such a s.cheme
unless he believed his master's life was in danger. Just
before they exit, Lucentio asks Tranio to include himself
with Gremio and Hortensio among Bianca's courtiers. Lucen
tio has come full circle. He planned initially to spend
his time in Padua as a student,

learning to enrich his posi

tion of gentleman. By the end of this segment he is planning
to become a "slave," pose as schoolmaster so he can court
his Bianca.
Gremio and Hortensio's plan to find a husband for Kate
falls exactly in the middle of this episode. This action
is flanked by Lucentio's introduction to Bianca and his
plans to court her. The opening dialogue introduces Lucen
tio and Tranio,

the closing dialogue introduces Lucentio

and Tranio in disguise (see Figure 5).
The last episode in this scene begins with Petruchio
and his servant who,

like Lucentio and Tranio, have just

arrived in Padua. Whereas Lucentio and Tranio treat each
other almost as equals, Petruchio continually reminds Grumio
of his position. Twice he commands Grumio to knock, then
threatens to rap him if he doesn't knock, then wrings his
ears because he doesn't knock. All five episodes in which
new characters were introduced involved an argument.
Hortensio hears the noise and comes on stage to find
°ut the cause. He soon reconciles Petruchio and Grumio and
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asks Petruchio what brings him to Padua. When

he finds out

his friend has

begins to

come to seek a wife, Hortensio

carry out the plan he made earlier with Gremio.
Hortensio gives Petruchio both the positive and nega
tive qualities of Katherine. Petruchio assures him that
so long as she is rich, he is satisfied. His words regarding
the unimportance of the woman's looks, age, or disposition
so long as she is rich (just the opposite of Lucentio),
are interpreted by Grumio.
. . . Why

give him gold enough, and marry him to

a puppet or an aglet-baby or an old trot

with ne'er

a
tooth in her head, though she have as many diseases
as
two and fifty horses. Why, nothing comes amiss, so
money comes withal.
(I, ii, 76-80)
Grumio's description may come back to mind when in a later
scene Katherine objects because Petruchio means to make
a puppet of her. These descriptions of the relationship
between the dowry and the bride are important. The audience
needs to decide if Petruchio's primary concern is money
and if he tames Kate only to save his ears or if he has
a genuine concern for her. Baptista's decisions regarding
the marriage of his daughters is made almost entirely on
the size of the dowry, even though he gives lip service
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to his daughter's feelings.
Grumio's description of how Petruchio deals with Kate
serves the same function as his description of Petruchio's
need for money. Grumio says:
. . . She may
perhaps call him half a score knaves or so--why,

that's

nothing, an he begin once, he'll rail in his ropetricks.
I'll tell you what, sir, an she stand him but
a little, he will

j
use

throw a figure in her face and so disfigure her with
it

MP m .

that she shall have no more eyes to see withal than

fi’Sjif*'

a
cat.
(I, ii, 107-113)
Grumio is certainly accurate when the only rope-trick he
mentions is Petruchio's ability to stun her with his words.
But if Grumio is accurate on this account is he also right
in his "Why give him gold enough" speech? The reader needs
to decide if Petruchio was initially interested only in
marrying for money or if Grumio has misunderstood his master.
With that part of his plan carried out, Hortensio
eagerly asks a favor. Petruchio is to present Horteniso
disguised as "a schoolmaster, well seen in music," to Baptista.

In that way, he can gain access to his love. Before
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Figure 6: I, ii, 1-277
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Petruchio can accept, Gremio enters with Lucentio, disguised
as Cambio. They discuss the particulars of their plan as
Hortensio , Petruchio, and Grumio stand aside,

listening.

Hortensio makes his presence known and a brief argument
follows about who has the better chance to win Bianca.
Hortensio cuts the argument short by introducing Gremio
o take on Kate

i
s

interrupted by
, and once again
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dialogue does
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r the first time,
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, Hortensio, and
his wife are also
in. There will
ce that this is
a play (see Figure 6).
The structure of this episode para]

Is that of the

segment immediately preceding it. This one begins with the
introduction of Petruchio and ends with a plot for him to
win his bride,

just as the last episode began with the in

troduction of Lucentio and ended with his plot to win his
love. In the next two parallel panels Katherine is intro
duced and Petruchio expresses his interest in marrying her.
Likewise in the last episode, Lucentio sees Bianca,

falls

in love with her and then expresses his interest in marrying
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her. Conversation concerning Bianca dominates in the central
portion, even though most of the rest of the episode con
cerns Petruchio and Katherine. Likewise the marriage of
Kate took central position, even though the Bianca plot
dominated the rest of the episode.

-3II, i
Scene three begins with an argument between the sis
ters. Bianca says:
Good sister, wrong me not, nor wrong yourself,
To make a bondmaid and a slave of me—
That I disdain. But for these other gawds,
Unbind my hands,

I'll pull them off myself,

Yea, all my raiment,

to my petticoat,

Or what you will command me will I do,
So well I know my duties to my elders.
(II, i, 1-7)
This speech is parodied in the later scenes as Katherine
responds to Petruchio's treatment of her. Petruchio states
that regardless of her preference, he will marry her:
. . . Your father hath consented
That you shall be my wife, your dowry 'greed upon,
And will you, nill you,

I will marry you.

(II, i, 271-273)
He prevents Katherine from attending her bridal dinner.
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He refuses to allow her to eat, sleep or dress as she
pleases. When Petruchio explains that she may wear .such
caps as gentlewomen wear when she is gentle, she says:
Why, sir, I trust I may have leave to speak,
And speak I will.

I am no child, no babe.

Your betters have endured me say my mind,
And if you cannot, best you stop your ears.

<
(P

My tongue will tell the anger of my heart
ry
Or else my heart, concealing it, will break,
And rather than it shall,

I will be free

ff
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Even to the uttermost, as I please,

in words.

(IV, iii, 73-80 )
Bianca objected to Katherine's making a slave of her for
not naming her favorite suitor

(for her silence). Katherine
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insists she will be free to speak regardless of whether
or not her speech is gentle. Bianca promises to obey Kather
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ine's commands because she knows her duty to her elders.
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Katherine gives the duty-to-a-husband speech after she obeys
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Petruchio's "command" to come to him at Bianca's bridal
feast. Later Katherine imprisons ("as on a pillory") Horte.nsio in his lute. Lucentio agrees to become "a slave, t'
achieve that maid." Allusions to slavery and freedom are
used by Petruchio and Katherine as well as Lucentio and
Bianca. Earlier Sly and the Hostess opened the play with
allusions to stocks and thirdboroughs (constables). This
is one way in which Shakespeare draws attention to the simi-
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He refuses to allow her to eat, sleep or dress as she
pleases. When Petruchio explains that she may wear such
caps as gentlewomen wear when she is gentle, she says:
Why, sir,

I trust I may have leave to speak,

And speak I will.

I am no child, no babe.

Your betters have endured me say my mind,
And if you cannot, best you stop your ears.
My tongue will tell the anger of my heart
Or else my heart, concealing it, will break,
And rather than it shall,

I will be free

Even to the uttermost, as I please,

in words.

(IV, iii, 73-80)
Bianca objected to Katherine's making a slave of her for
not naming her favorite suitor

(for her silence). Katherine

insists she will be free to speak regardless of whether
or not her speech is gentle. Bianca promises to obey Kather
ine's commands because she knows her duty to her elders.
Katherine gives the duty-to-a-husband speech after she obeys
Petruchio's "command" to come to him at Bianca's bridal
feast. Later Katherine imprisons ("as on a pillory") Hortensio in his lute. Lucentio agrees to become "a slave, t'
achieve that maid." Allusions to slavery and freedom are
used by Petruchio and Katherine as well as Lucentio and
Bianca. Earlier Sly and the Hostess opened the play with
allusions to stocks and thirdboroughs

(constables). This

is one way in which Shakespeare draws attention to the simi-
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larities between the pairings in the play.
Petruchio continues to work on convincing Baptista
that he wants to marry Katherine until Gremio interrupts
to present his gift, a schoolmaster

(Lucentio), to teach

Bianca. Gremio uses Lucentio to gain favor with Baptista
and Bianca, but he is also expecting that Lucentio will
speak favorably of him while he teaches Bianca.

Instead,

Lucentio uses his position to convince Bianca that he, above
all others,
cial face").

is fit to be Bianca's husband (he is that "spe
Tranio (as Lucentio) presents the Latin books

so that he can keep Lucentio in Baptista's favor while Lucen
tio is in his disguise. This gift-giving segment is paral
leled by Gremio and Tranio's attempts to afford the biggest
dowry for Bianca.

In each, Gremio is tricked, first into

believing Cambio will act in his behalf, second into believ
ing Tranio has possession of the riches he claims. Baptista
promises to marry Bianca to Lucentio if his father assures
him of the dower. The scene ends with Tranio's plans to
beget a false father.
The middle of this scene concentrates on Petruchio.
He makes plans with Baptista for the dowry,

compliments

Katherine's spirit when he hears Hortensio's version of
the music lesson,

tells the audience his plot, successfully

carries the plot through and departs after announcing the
wedding. He is the first character the audience sees who
is not terrorized or intimidated in Katherine's presence
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(see Figure 7 ) .

-4III, i
The fourth scene begins with Lucentio and Hortensio,
both in disguise, arguing over who will be the first to
teach Bianca. Lucentio asks Hortensio to give up bothering
them and reminds him of the treatment he received from Kath
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erine, as if Bianca will give him some of the same. This

-

is the first time anyone has suggested a similarity between
Kate and Bianca. Up until this scene, the differences be
tween the two sisters has been emphasized.

Hortensio dismis

ses Lucentio's remarks by calling Bianca the "patroness
of heavenly harmony." Lucentio suggests that Hortensio pay
attention to his harmony and let Bianca finish her Latin
lesson. For most of this scene Hortensio interrupts Bianca
and Lucentio only to have them insist his lute is still
out of tune. This helps Hortensio realize that he is also
out of tune with Bianca's favor. After Hortensio objects
to Lucentio's insults Bianca finally speaks. Her words echo
Kate's in the first act. Bianca says,
Why gentlemen, you do me double wrong
To strive for that which resteth in my choice.
I am no breeching scholar in the schools;
I'll not be tied to hours not 'pointed times,

£•«*

But learn my lessons as I please myself,
(III, i, 16-20)
Ear 1
t ion
Why, and I trust I may go too, may I not? What
shall I be appointed hours, as though, belike,

I knew

not what to take and what to leave? Ha!
(I, i, 102-104)
This
duce
Tran
sio
the
ment
true
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from Lucentio, Gremio, Hortensio, and Baptista. The only
one in the play who speaks rudely to her or treats her harsh
ly is Katherine; and, because Shakespeare has not had Bianca
say anything or do anything to deserve Katherine's treat
ment, Katherine seems more the shrew and Bianca even more
the saint.
In this scene Hortensio and Lucentio parody the actions
of Hortensio and Gremio in the first act. Hortensio and
Gremio have been invited by Baptista to court his elder
daughter.
0n Kate,

In their refusals to comply, they pour insults
in this scene, neither of the two gentlemen has
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Baptista's approval to court his daughter and both lavish
Bianca with praise and love songs. Bianca accepts Lucentio's
advances with "I must believe my master" and rejects Hortensio's "gamut" with:
. . . Tut, I like it not
Old fashions please me best; I am not so nice
To change true rules for odd inventions.

K

(Ill, i, 77-79)
Bianca is then called away to help her sister prepare for

il» ' «k
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the wedding. Lucentio leaves because without Bianca's being
■ZU
there he has no reason to stay and Hortensio is left on
stage alone. He lets the audience know that he is quite
iitntta
sure Bianca and Lucentio are in love and if he finds proof,
he will simply quit Bianca and court someone else.
This scene then begins with Lucentio's indirect compari
<cm
son of Katherine and Bianca and ends with Hortensio's liken
ing Bianca to an ill-trained hawk who will cast her "wander
ing eye on every stale." Shakespeare begins and ends with
allusions to Bianca's shrewish nature.

It is in the middle

of the scene that Bianca agrees to put her trust in Lucentio
who has earlier likened her to Minerva and the daughter
of Agenor. About twenty lines before this and about twenty
lines after, we hear Bianca use a tongue very much like
that of her shrewish sister.

Because the symmetry for this

scene depends on verbal echoes line numbers for this figure
were not appropriate

(see Figure 8).
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So, twice a character suggests Bianca's shrewish nature,
twice Bianca demonstrates this side of her personality and
in the center of this action, Lucentio, who is still con
vinced that Bianca is the paradigm of a gentlewoman, wins
her love.

-5III, ii
All but twenty lines in the fifth scene concern the
Katherine-Petruchio plot. These twenty lines (where Tranio

V*,

wm
and Lucentio scheme)

fall in the middle of the scene. Each

of the two segments concentrating on Katherine and Petruchio's wedding can be divided in three sections.
The scene begins with Baptists, his family, and friends
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wondering if Petruchio is going to arrive in time. Just
after they have decided he will not come, Biondello enters
and gives the news that he and his lackey are on their way
but oddly dressed. Baptista expresses relief that "he's
come, how so'er he comes." Petruchio and Grumio enter and
at the sight of them Baptista changes his mind. He says,
"First were we sad, fearing you would not come,/ Now sadder
that you come so unprovided"

(III,

ii, 94-95;

see Figure

9). Petruchio's attitude toward clothes and the man are
given here:
To me she's married, not unto my clothes.
Could I repair what she will wear in me
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As I can change these poor accoutrements,
'Twere well for Kate and better for myself.
(Ill, ii, 113-116)
They are echoed in the correspondent scene eight:
Even in these honest mean habiliments.
Our purses shall be proud, our garments poor,
For

'tis the mind that makes the body rich;

And as the sun breaks through the darkest clouds
So honor peereth in the meanest habit.
(IV, iii, 167-171)
This is the opposite of the Lord's attitude. He sees no
honor in Sly's beggarly clothes and thinks he can repair
WUI*
Sly's habits as easily as he can change his clothes. After
the argument concerning Petruchio's attire, all but Tranio
and Lucentio leave for the wedding. Tranio briefly makes
plans to produce a false Vincentio and Lucentio thinks of
a secret marriage.
Then the second segment concentrating on Katherine
and Petruchio begins. Gremio enters and gives an account
of the wedding ceremony. The wedding party enters and Petru
chio

excuses himself, Katherine, and Grumio from the feast:
I must away to-day, before night come.
Make it no wonder.

If you knew my business

You would entreat me rather go than stay.
(III, ii, 186-188)
His business is the taming of Kate. The argument between
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Katherine and Petruchio ends when Petruchio carries her
offstage. The rest of the wedding party remains ons.tage
(the same characters who began the scene minus Katherine)
to wonder about the mad couple (whereas at the beginning
they were wondering if these two madmen would be married)
and Baptista invites them all to the wedding feast with
Bianca and the false Lucentio supplying the bride and bride
groom's place (see Figure 10).

This scene then concentrates

on Petruchio's actions and Katherine's reaction. His method
of training Kate, begun in the previous scene, continues
with a vengence.
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Shakespeare has arranged the scene by first
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having Biondello,

then Gremio, report on Petruchio's actions

istrami

and dress and then allows Petruchio to enter, give his ver
sion or defense of what is going on and lets the audience
decide on the appropriateness of his behavior

(see Figure

11) .

This is the one scene from The Taming of the Shrew
Hirsh comments on. Although he does not give his readers
any illustrations or diagrams to support his analysis, he
does describe the scene as having a "nearly" symmetrical
structure:
the segments after the offstage wedding balance the
segments before the wedding.

In the opening segment

characters express dismay at Petruchio's failure to
arrive and his possible absence from the wedding cere
mony;

in the final segment characters comment on Petru-
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chio's departure with Kate and their consequent absence
from their own wedding feast. The early segment in
which Biondello describes the zany wardrobe of the
still offstage Petruchio is balanaced by the later
segment in which Gremio describes Petruchio's zany
behavior at the offstage wedding.

Each of these descrip

tions of Petruchio's offstage zaniness is followed
by Petruchio's entrance.

'•*11.
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In his first appearance on

stage in the scene, he peremptorily refuses to stay
for the wedding feast.

(Hirsh 1981, p. 157)
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Hirsh's description could be illustrated as in Figure 12.
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IV, i
Scene six begins and ends with a soliloquy. The first
is given by Grumio who lets the audience know what has hap
pened (between Padua and Verona) before he arrived at Petru
chio's house and warns the audience of Petruchio and Kather
ine's imminent arrival. The second is by Petruchio who re
minds the audience of what his treatment of Kate has been
and how he plans to treat her in the future.
When Curtis enters, Grumio is complaining of the cold.
He asks that a fire be lighted. Curtis, eager to hear about
their new mistress begs to hear "the news," but Grumio con
tinuously manages to bring the conversation back to the
cold and the fire.

It is not until Grumio is assured the
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fire and all else is ready that he begins to list the events
of their trip:
Tell thou the tale--but hadst thou not crossed me
thou shouldst have heard how her horse fell, and she
under her horse; thou shouldst have heard in how miry
a place; how she was bemoiled, how he left her with
the

•4i.
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.

horse upon her, how he beat me because her horse
stumbled, how she waded through the dirt to pluck him
off me; how he swore, how she prayed, that never prayed

■i

before; how I cried, how the horses ran away, how
her
SSi.’
^U
bridle burst; how I lost my crupper--with many
things of worthy memory, which now shall die in obliv
ion, and thou return unexperienced to thy grave.
(IV, i, 63-73)
Brian Vickers describes the symmetry in Grumio's account
of the journey as "a sort of scenario for stage action (here
reported). And although the organizing anaphora [defined
by Vickers as the same word beginning successive clauses
or sentences] on 'how' suggests their mechanical str-uggle
with accidents,

the remainder of each clause is consciously

varied so as both to avoid obviousness and to convey the
different nature of each event"

(Vickers 1968, pp. 50-51).

There are a number of symmetrical speeches in The Taming
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of the Shrew, most of which are spoken by characters from
the bottom of the social scale: Biondello, Sly, and Grumio.
These speeches reinforce the symmetrical structure evident
in the scenes.
The servants are called in and checked over by Grumio
who is concerned that the house be in order when Katherine
arrives. The tension builds as Grumio, temporarily master

.13

of the house, displays a similiar combination of humor and
blustering behavior his master had displayed in earlier
scenes. This segment of scene six is controlled by Grumio

■‘‘■■til!
•well

(see Figure 13).
Before the servants have a chance to ask Grumio fur
a™}
ther questions about their new mistress, Katherine and
Petruchio appear and the audience can judge for itself
how accurate Grumio's report was.
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In this entire scene
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Katherine speaks only twice for a total of three lines.
Both times she tries to calm Petruchio. Depending on how
the actress plays Katherine's part,

it could appear that

Petruchio's plan has already worked. Those who know the
rest of the play could not be fooled into accepting this
appearance. After Petruchio decides the service and the
food are not worthy of his bride, he takes her to the "bri
dal chamber."
The servants enter, comment on the treatment Katherine
is receiving from Petruchio and hastily exit when they hear
their master enter. Then follows Petruchio's soliloquy in

saw
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Figure 14: IV, i, 1-198
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which he reviews how well his plan has worked so far and
tells what he plans for the future. He concludes with the
invitation that anyone who "knows better how to tame a
shrow,/ Now let him speak"

(IV, i, 197-198; see Figure 14).

In the two soliloquys and the two episodes where the ser
vants appear on stage without Petruchio,

the characters

intimate that they and Petruchio are acting.

In this way,

Shakespeare emphasizes that the middle scene does not il
lustrate the usual goings on between the servants and Petru
chio. They also point out that the only person who is not
in on the plan is Katherine. So it is only while Kate is
offstage that we can assume the actors are "in character."
Shakespeare draws attention to the parallels between
this scene and the scene (two)

in which the Lord plans to

transform Sly. The servant describes Katherine in her bed,
sitting as if "new risen from a dream." The Lord

wonders

if Sly will think he dreams when he wakes.
In the appendix of The Structure of Shakespeare's
Scenes, Hirsh divided this sixth scene in two. When Petru
chio takes Katherine off to bed, the stage could be cleared
But if the servants enter the stage as Katherine and Petru
chio exit, then Nathaniel's line,

"Peter, didst ever see

the like?" could refer to the way in which Petruchio brings
Katherine to her bridal chamber.

Even if the stage is clear

ed momentarily, however, marking a new scene would not make

1
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sense. The characters comment on the action immediately
preceding, so there would have been no significant change
in time. There is no change in location. This action seems
continuous, and an arbitrary division at this point would
be clumsy.

-7IV, ii, 1-121
Tranio controls the seventh scene. He is the only char
acter who remains on stage throughout. He begins and ends
in disguise (as Lucentio) and in the middle, when only Lucentio, Bianca, and Biondello are present, he takes up his
-•aunt
old name and station.

In his disguise Tranio accomplishes

two important functions:

he gets rid of Hortensio, who

could get in the way, and he convinces the Pedant to pose
as Vincentio.
While Tranio is posing as himself, he informs Lucentio
and Bianca of what has just taken place between himself
and Hortensio and also what he has planned for the Pedant.
The only other information he gives (and this is the first
time the audience hears of it) is that Hortensio is going
to Petruchio's training school. The main reason for giving
out this information at this point is to prepare the audi
ence for Hortensio's presence in the next scene, but it
also provides another tie between Bianca and Kate. Hortensio

has just told Tranio all he has discovered about Bianca,
labels her a "proud disdainful haggard" and announces that
it is "Kindness in women, not their beauteous looks"

(IV,

ii, 41) which will win his love. Hortensio has found out
in this central scene that Bianca is not the sweet gentle
woman she at first appeared to be; just as by the end of
the play he realizes that Katherine is not the cursed shrew
he originally thought she was.
Hortensio also draws attention to the similarity be
tween his match with the Widow and Petruchio's marriage
to Kate. Hortensio says he will soon marry a wealthy Widow.
He does not give her name or a description of her character
or her person. Similarly, when Petruchio was looking for
a wife, money was the only criterion. He did not care what
she looked like, nor was he concerned about her personality
The scene could be divided into three parts: Tranio
in disguise as he speaks with Hortensio, Tranio as servant
as he reports to Bianca and the real Lucentio, and Tranio
in disguise as he arranges for the Pedant to pose as Vincen
tio. Again Shakespeare draws attention to the fact that
whether Tranio is acting the role of gentleman or servant,
he is the director of affairs.
when to leave.

He tells Lucentio and Bianca

It is his scheme to convince the Pedant he

must pose as Vincentio in order to save his life. Lucentio,
who has come to Padua to study the arts, has become the
student of Tranio and will find the opportunity to marry

94
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Tranio in disguise
with Hortensio
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Figure 15: IV, ii, 1-121.

Tranio as self
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Tranio in disugise
with Pedant
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Bianca while Tranio keeps her father (the man Lucentio
should be spending his time with) occupied with the Pedant.
This scene, then, also falls into the symmetrical pat
tern according to the exits and entrances of the characters
(see Figure 15).
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IV, ii, 1-193
Paired with the sixth scene,

in which Katherine was

unusually quiet, the eighth scene shows her once again using

U*

her voice and pointing out the possible shortcomings of
Petruchio's plan. She begins by comparing herself to a beg

;V *
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gar and decides that her lot is worse. After Grumio teases
her into beating him, Petruchio enters "with meat." But
when Kate refuses to thank him, he refuses to allow her
to eat. Then starts the fiasco with the Haberdasher and

■awttrrrx
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the Tailor.
Petruchio's comments about the absurdity in women's
fashions and his antics with the cap and dress are amusing
until Katherine brings out the idea that Petruchio is trying
to make a "puppet" of her. This comment falls almost exactly
in the middle of the scene. Petruchio avoids having to come
to terms with her objection by turning her criticism to
the Tailor. This then leads to the argument between Grumio
and the Tailor.

‘ '*1,
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In this way Katherine is prevented from

speaking again until the end of the scene.
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Beggar— food
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Figure 16: IV, iii, 1-193.
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Just as the scene began with Katherine's reference
to being treated like a beggar, Petruchio ends with the
argument over the dress by deciding that Kate will dress
like a beggar,

in "mean habiliments" and "garments poor."

Rather than give Kate a chance to object to this latest
idea he adds:

"Let's see,

I think

'tis now some seven

o'clock,/ And well we may come there by dinnertime"

(IV,

iii, 184-185). This distracts Kate enough that instead of
arguing about his philosophy of the relationship between
one's appearance and one's mind, she argues about the time

. H' "if liB fli
,

1

of day. Petruchio has presented a serious argument. But
adding the reference to the time of day not only prevents
Katherine from presenting a counter argument,

it also allows
i|ciHi

the scene to end on a lighter note.

\
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If the eighth scene is considered in terms of its

SlvrPiH
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images, it can be seen to have a symmetrical design. The

a gentle woman out of Kate by forcing her to understand
how it feels to be a beggar.

In the midst of the hurly-

burly, Katherine objects to Petruchio's attempt to make
a puppet of her

(see Figure 16).

-9IV, iv, 1-105
The ninth scene is divided into three parts.

In the

first part the false Lucentio makes plans with Baptista
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scene begins and ends with Petruchio's attempts to make
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false Lucentio
makes plans to
marry Bianca
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Figure 17: IV, iv, 1-105.
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to marry Bianca. Now that he has found a false Vincentio
to assure Baptista of a sizeable dowry, only the final ar
rangements need to be made. Baptista asks Cambio to run
home and let Bianca know "how she's like to be Lucentio's
wife." In the third part of this scene, Biondello tells
the real Lucentio that he had better take Bianca to the
church and marry her now or bid her "farewell forever and
a day." Tranio actually gave these messages to Lucentio
by way of winks and laughs, but because Lucentio apparently
did not understand, Tranio asked Biondello to stay "behind/
to expound the meaning or moral of his signs and tokens"
(IV, iv, 77-78). The reference to Gremio, which falls almost
exactly in the middle of the scene, gives both parties the
opportunity to work out their plans. Baptista does not want
to take a chance of being interrupted by Gremio who is still
hoping he can win Bianca. So he visits Tranio at Lucentio's
house, giving Lucentio the chance to take Bianca to the
church (see Figure 17).
Hirsh also divided this scene into two because again the
stage culd be momentarily left empty.

He recommends a scene

division when Tranio, Baptista, and the Pedant leave to go
to Lucentio's house.

But Biondello and Lucentio could

enter on the heels of the characcters who are exiting. After
all, Bionello explains that Tranio has left them "behind"
So he can explain the action which has just taken place.
Once again the extra scene division Hirsh recommends would

100
be extraneous.

-10IV, v, 1-78
The tenth scene can be seen as symmetrical if the pun
on the words "sun" and "son" is considered. Basing the
structure of a scene on a pun may be tenuous but, consider
ing the playful games Petruchio plays in this scene,

it
.4

seems appropriate. Perhaps Shakespeare is playing with his

' si

audience.
The scene begins with Petruchio's comment,
Come on, a God's name , once more toward our father's

JWI'TM

Good Lord, how bright and goodly shines the moon!
(IV, v, 1-2)
Katherine corrects him with,
moonlight now"

"The moon? The sun. It is not

(IV, v, 3). They argue about whether it is

the sun or the moon until Vincentio
and Katherine agree that

enters. After Petruchio

Vincentio is a man, rather than

a "gentle mistress," they find out that he is on the way
to visit his son, Lucentio. The rest of the dialogue concen
trates on his son's marriage to Bianca.
Critics have objected to this part of the play (see
below

p. 276).

■3
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They don't believe Petruchio could have

known about Lucentio's plans to marry Bianca. But the plans
were set before Petruchio and Katherine were married. Bianca
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Figure 18: IV, v, 1- 78.
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was to marry the false Lucentio if her dowry could be con
firmed by Lucentio's father.

If Petruchio and Katherine

did not know of this arrangement, certainly Hortensio did.
Because none of these characters on the road know of Lucen
tio's disguise,

there is no reason for them to doubt the

occasion.
Vincentio does not know if he can believe Petruchio's
information about the wedding:
But is this true, or is it else your pleasure,
Like pleasant travellers,

to break a jest

Upon the company you overtake?
(IV, v, 70-72)
Petruchio convinces him it is true and they continue on

3
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their way.
The games Petruchio plays with Katherine provide the
basis for this structure

(see Figure 18).
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V, i, 1-138
The primary action of the eleventh scene concentrates
on the disassembling of disguises.

Lucentio admits he has

been disguised as Cambio and that Tranio was disguised as
Lucentio at his request. The Pedant's disguise is revealed
as soon as Lucentio acknowledges his father. This action
is framed by two brief incidents, one from each of the two
Plots.
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marries
secretly
5
Figure 19: V, i, 1-138.
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The scene begins with Lucentio's announcement that
he and Bianca are going to the church to be married. Bianca
and Lucentio exit and Gremio speaks the line,

"I marvel

Cambio comes not all this while." His remark reminds the
audience that he still considers himself in the competition
to get Bianca for his wife. The second time Gremio speaks
he almost gives away the plot:
Take heed, Signior Baptista,
in this business.

lest you be cony-catched

I dare swear this is the right

Vincent io.
(V, i, 88-90)
Gremio find out very shortly that not only has Baptista
been "cony-catched," but so has he.
The scene ends with Katherine's giving Petruchio a
kiss. For the first time the audience has heard Kate and
Petruchio talk affectionately to each other or has seen
them act like lovers. They continue to act and speak
politely until the end of the play (see Figure 19).
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V, ii, 1-194
The last scene of the play involves the turnabout of
the shrew. Lucentio opens the scene by welcoming the guests
to their wedding feast. He refers to "fair Bianca" and
Hortensio's "loving widow" but witholds any admirable
description of Kate by addressing her simply as "sister

Froward Bianca
Obedient Kate
84
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When The Taming of the Shrew is divided into an Induc
tion and five acts, the three plots seem artificially pieced
together; but when the twelve part division (determined
by the cleared stage)

is employed,

the symmetrical structure

of the entire play and of each of the scenes becomes appar
ent. This symmetry is achieved through the "counterpointing"
of the entraces and exits of characters, the verbal echoes,
and the juxtaposition of similar actions, themes, and charac
terization. By analyzing and identifying the structure of
this play, readers can get a better understanding of the
characterization and themes; that is, by identifying how
s
r
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the play is written we understand what is written.

CHARACTER

In 1890 George Bernard Shaw objected to the way Shake
speare handled Petruchio's taming of Katherine.

He especial

ly disliked Kate's long speech on the duty women owe their
husbands. Since then, critics have,

in a sense, worked on

liberating Kate. Some believe the problems with the view

*UMT
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of women Shakespeare presents in The Taming of the Shrew
35
is connected with the limitations posed by the genre. Ralph
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Berry attributes the success of this play to the "synthesis
of farce and comedy. The kernal of the play is . . .

a fair

Z
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ly brutal sex farce." Berry does not treat the "farce ele
*13
ments" in the play but concentrates instead on the "broadly
sw
(Berry 1972, p. 54). He thinks Katherine's

area

"contrived fury" is "an instrument of policy." As long as

'•'him

comic aspects"

"she continues in this shrewish vein, there is no possibil
ity that Baptista will dare permit the popular Bianca to
be married first." Petruchio's "process of forcing her into
submission is hastened by the curiously modern tactic of
starvation allied to deprivation of sleep"

(italics mine).

Katherine's address to Vincentio and her final speech are
given in "hyperbole," her "parallel, and answer" to Petru
chio's rhetoric. These actions mark, not submission, but
108

XI
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she is forced by Petruchio to say it does. He believes Shake
speare tried to endow Kate with dignity but when "she is
compelled to come on stage at the end of the play, to stomp
obediently on her new hat, and to lecture on cue about the
duties of wives,
bear"

she still has some vestiges of a trained

(Bean 1980, p. 74).
Other critics have claimed that The Taming of the Shrew

iJSW

suffers because of the way Shakespeare handles the battle
between the sexes. David Farley-Hills says that Petruchio
'•it*
"defeats Kate, the shrew, by asserting his physical and

"**Uq

psychological strength over her. She challenges him on the
masculine ground of muscular force, wilful determination
and overt violence, and loses"

(Farley-Hills 1981, p. 167).

J. Dennis Huston describes Petruchio's actions in terms

to:
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of rape. Taking into consideration the sexual puns, he

ym
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describes the courtship as "psychological rape." Petruchio
converts the marriage ceremony to rape and declares his
Us

wife,

"with purposely obscene suggestion,

'household stuff'

(III, ii, 227), tearing her at point of sword from her fam
ily, and carrying her off like mere cartable goods"

(Huston

1976 , p. 74) .
Hugh M. Richmond offers a point of view opposite from
Shaw's. He begins with a historical account of women in
high offices and decides women such as Joan of Arc, Queen
Elizabeth and Cleopatra made excellent competition for Nero
and Caligula. He makes a smooth transition from women rulers

.<
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cooperation. He says of her "set-piece on the woman's place"
We need not argue the content, but a modified version
of the hyperbole--the notion that males adopt a formal
lead, and initiative,
still exists,

in matters involving both sexes--

if only in ritual form in our day. In

other words, Katherina,

like her husband,

overstating an essential truth.

is merely

(Berry 1972, p. 70)

According to Berry, then, readers are not offended by the
sexist action because they can accept them as farce and
the dialogue is considered inoffensive because Petruchio
and Katherine are exaggerating their real attitude toward
women.
E.

M. W. Tillyard thinks Shakespeare combined fabliau

and fairy tale when he wrote the Induction and the Petruchio
and Katherine plot (Tillyard 1964, pp. 110-114). John Weld
views the play as a combination of fable, folk-tale and
farce. He thinks the play "makes almost no claim on pathos.
The action is distanced esthetically throughout; we are
never asked to feel strongly for anybody"

(Weld 1975, p.

173). John C. Bean also explains the play's shortcomings
by way of the genre:
What we should emphasize in The Taming of the Shrew
is the emergence of a humanized heroine against the
background of depersonalizing farce unassimilated from
the play's fabliau sources.

(Bean 1980, p. 66)

Katherine's final speech does not bother Bean, but the way

Ill
to the unmarried professional women and explains that many
"distinguished women in the academic profession are far
more exacting than a top sergeant at his most overpowering."
He recommends a little humiliation or subordination but
feels women would consider such treatment a show of contempt
for their sex. He concludes:

"Thus women in authority are

all too often relentless to others in their profession,
yet savagely intolerant of criticism of their own perfor
mance by anyone else"

(Richmond 1971, pp. 84-85). His inter
S!l4

pretation of The Taming of the Shrew parallels his distorted

CJL,
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view of history: Katherine is a "neurotic shrew," whose
"sadistic persecution" of Bianca is motivated by "envious
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rage"; Christopher Sly is "hopelessly depraved" and his
"pathological state amply justifies any shock treatment
that may startle him out of acceptance" of his view of his

Tan
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own identity; Sly's "depraving alcoholic intoxication"
equals Lucentio's "depraving amatory intoxification"; and
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Katherine "illustrates all the evil potentialities of soured

''•TEI

virtue" summed up in the concluding line of Sonnet 94:
"Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds."

It is this

same line from Sonnet 94 he uses to bring his argument full
circle, ending with the comparison of Kate to the modern
American woman. Kate's final speech should be admired be
cause she "puts her malevolent companions in their place
without disarranging a hair or displaying a trace of false
pride or superciliousness." His advice:

"Unmarried profes-

sional women might profitably note her discreet method:
Only the inconveniences of matrimony normally make it acces
sible to their sex"

(Richmond 1971, p p . 83-100). According

to Richmond, Petruchio's method of taming Katherine is an
admirable one. His objection would probably be that there
are not enough Petruchios around now to teach women their
duties.
Before we can decide if it is possible to present The
Taming of the Shrew as a serious comedy, we need to demon
strate that the characters possess more depth than the stock
characters common to farce and that the dialogue is more
stimulating than the insipid dialogue usually found in
farce. This play can be staged as farce, by exaggerating
the action to such an extent that the words are used only
insofar as they support the action.

Farce depends on action

for comic effect; true dramatic comedy depends on dialogue
to present characters with perception,

imagination, wit and

fluency. The characters in this play display a depth and
complexity critics oftentimes overlook. Christoper Sly,
Katherine, Bianca,

in particular, are thought to display

one kind of personality at their first appearance on stage,
only to present an entirely different one the last time
they are seen. These are the characters I will focus on in
this chapter.
Most critics consider Christopher Sly a drunken idiot
who is easily convinced of his fairy-tale identity. They
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agree that Sly remains a beggar whether he is dressed in
his rags or the Lord's "costly suit," and that Sly is
actually convinced he is a lord. According to Richard Henze,
Sly's sudden decision to believe he has been dreaming for
fifteen years occurs because he sees the "obvious evidence"
to prove he is a lord. Henze adds that although Sly may
convince himself he is a lord, an audience never believes
he is anything other than a beggar because he is unable
to play his part effectively (Henze 1970, p. 233). W. B.
Thorne just assumes, without presenting any proof, that
Sly is "fully convinced that he has been metamorphosed into
a 'Lord'"

(Thorne 1968, p. 485). Whereas Jeanne Addison

Roberts believes that Sly is superficially transformed
(Roberts 1983, p. 161), Cecil Seronsy thinks he is momen
tarily chnaged into "the lord he is supposed to be, and
he talks fittingly in blank verse for the first time (Ind.,
ii, 66-73). This is Sly's apogee, but a moment later he
slips back into his comic role"

(Seronsy 1963, p. 27).

Hugh Richmond assumes the Lord's description of Sly
as "monstrous beast" is an accurate one:
This pathological state amply justifies any shock
treatment that may startle him out of acceptance of
so pernicious a view of his own identity. Shakespeare
shows how feeble a sense of reality man has by plaus
ibly transforming Sly's disintegrated personality into
a confidently lordly one, which he finally accepts

114
as his proper role.

(Richmond 1971, p. 87)

Steven Young compared Christopher Sly's transformation to
Kate's but points out that Sly's change remains illusory
and impermanent, unlike Kate's (Young 1974, p. 116).
In order for us to understand the personality of Shake
speare's characters we need to consider the words the char
acters speak as well as what other characters say about

jjffll

them. We also need to consider the actions (both those
specified in the text, and those implied in the dialogue)
•Cl*

the characters perform as well as the actions others take
against them. The silences of characters,

though, can be

as important a consideration as the words they speak. This
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is especially important if it is obvious that characters
are silent when they snould be vocal or if they speak but
avoid a direct response to an event or comment by changing

X
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the subject.
J. Dennis Huston would apparently begin the play with
an empty stage and sound effects:
From offstage we hear sounds of a quarrel, and perhaps
of glass breaking, and then Sly reels across the stage
in drunken flight from the enraged Hostess. He promises
violence, and she no doubt inflicts it, as they argue
about his bill.

(Huston 1976, p. 78)

Huston's description of the opening action is a good example
of how much liberty a reader

(or director or actor) can

take with a Shakespearean text. The only stage directions
Shakespeare (or whoever prepared the texts for the printers)
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supplies are,

"Enter Beggar and Hostess" at the beginning

of the play and "Falls asleep" after Sly speaks his last
lines. He does not indicate when the Hostess exits or when
Sly lies down. The dialogue does not necessitate adding
any beatings by the Hostess or by Sly, but neither would
the lines prohibit adding them.

It is necessary,

however,

if a reader is going to get a clear picture of what these
characters are like, for him to try to associate actions
with the words they speak. Oftentimes, even though the words
do not name an action, a reader can decide if the speaker
is angry, surprised,

calm, or indifferent. The actions

should support whatever mood is indicated by the words.
Although Ralph Berry labels this play "a fairly brutal sex
farce"

(Berry 1972, p. 54), the dialogue and stage direc

tions supplied in the text would not necessitate any brutal
ity and would require very few instances of physical force.
Most of the action which could possibly qualify as brutal
or violent takes place offstage and is reported by the char
acters. Because these reports are accepted with amusement
rather than horror, the violence is played down even fur
ther .
Regardless of the sound effects a reader may supply,
the words make it clear that the predominant feeling of
the Hostess is anger. Sly could be presented as angry, but
his lines convey more annoyance than anger:
Sly

I'll feeze you,

in faith.
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Hostess
Sly

A pair of stocks, you rogue!

Y'are a baggar, the Slys are no rogues. Look in
the chronicles: we came in with Richard Conqueror.
Therefore pocas palabras,

let the world slide.

Sessa!
Hostess

You will not pay for the glasses you have
rfi

burst?
Sly

No, not a denier. Go by, St Jeronimy, go to thy
cold
bed and warm thee.
iiu

Hostess

I know my remedy:

I must go fetch the third-

borough .
■
‘
c
Sly

Third or fourth or fifth borough,

I'll answer

him by
law. I'll not budge an inch, boy:

let him come,

and kindly.

The rhythms of this opening scene must vary. The first two
lines, both threats, must be delivered fast and with force.
Both lines have a short break in the middle before the last
two syllables are tagged on. The meaning of Sly's comment,
"I'll feeze you,

in faith," is not clear.

It could be his

comment on why he broke the glasses. That is how he will
"fix" her. Or if the Hostess and Sly enter and before he
speaks she does start beating him, his comment could be
a promise that he will return the beating in kind.
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(Ind., i, 1-13)

Part of the problem in deciding why Sly says,

"I'll

feeze you," is connected with the ambiguity of the word
"feeze" which has three definitions:

(1) "to drive off or

away," or (2) "to frighten." The Oxford English Dictionary
defines separately the threat,
"vaguely, to 'do for',
b. To beat, flog,"

"I feeze you,":

'settle the business of'

(3) a.
(a person),

("feeze, O E D ). Shakespeare's The Taming

of the Shrew is the first source listed which uses the first
meaning of the third definition; Ben Jonson's, The Alchem
ist , is the first to use the second.

Is Sly threatening

to drive the Hostess away, to beat her, or is he giving
a more vague threat, saying in effect,

"I'll fix you?" If

Sly is drunk enough to lie down and pass out just twelve
lines later, would he be able to act and sound as though
he were capable of carrying out a threat? The personalities
of these two characters will vary depending on whether they
are yelling idle threats at each other or beating on each
other (as Huston suggests). These thirteen lines could be
spoken without either of the characters touching each other
or with one or both of them getting in as many punches as
they can.

If the violence is played up, this scene would

be played as farce,

if not it would be closer to a comedy.

The Hostess threatens Sly with a "pair of stocks" and "the
thirdborough." Because neither character says anything to
indicate he has received a beating,
left promised but not performed.

the violence is better
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Sly responds to the Hostess; first comment by calling
her a prostitute and asking her to look in the chronicles
for proof that he is not a rogue. Later Gremio infers that
Katherine is a prostitute when he suggests she be "carted,"
not courted, and Petruchio tells Kate to put him in her
books because he is a gentleman.

Even though Gremio and

Petruchio's lines are similar to Sly's, more than likely
their lines are delivered with sarcasm and good humor rather
than in anger. Shakespeare draws attention to the similari
Wt!
ties between a number of characters in this play by having
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them speak similar lines or by putting them in similar situ
ations but he is very careful to make the differences
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obvious by having them say similar phrases in different
situations,

thus implying that they speak in different tone

of voice or by changing the reaction of the character to
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whom they are speaking. Sly is trying to prove he is not
a rogue, yet he speaks and acts like a drunken scoundrel.
Gremio and Petruchio are ...aking fun of Kate's notorious
reputation. But Gremio's comments are intended to insult
her (as Sly's are intended to insult the Hostess), whereas
Petruchio's comments are more playful.
A central theme in The Taming of the Shrew centers
on the definition of gentle. Certainly the Lord's primary
curiosity is to see if Sly can act like a gentleman, given
the appropriate clothes and setting. Petruchio succeeds
in transforming Katherine from a shrew into a gentlewoman.
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Katherine's concerns about Petruchio,

from the first meeting

until they meet Vincentio on their return to Padua,

is

whether he is acting like a gentleman or a "madcap ruffian."
Petruchio argues with Tranio and Baptista about the impor
tance of dressing like a gentleman and argues with Katherine
about the appropriate dress for a gentlewoman who does not
act gentle.

In this way, Shakespeare brings the argument

back to his play on the word "kind."
If the reader has not understood Sly's drunken condi
tion by the way he entered the stage or from the first two
lines, they should by the time he finishes his next lines.
He mistakenly refers to Richard Conqueror rather than
William. The Folio copy had him pronounce "pocas palabras"
"paucas pallabris." Shakespeare may have been drawing atten
tion to Sly's slurred speech (but disregarding this possi
bility, the editor of the Pelican edition, missing the
point, corrects the spelling). By now Sly is willing to
give up the fight and "let the world slide," dismissing
his opponent with "Sessa!" This passage should warn a reader
to question the words and punctuation he sees printed in
a modernized text. After Sly either asks the Hostess "to
let the world slide" or announces his intentions to do that,
after he has mistaken the name of the great conqueror and
mispronounced his first Spanish phrase,
would say "Sessa" with the loud, sudden,
the exclamation mark demands.

it is unlikely he
forceful expression

It is more likely he would
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pronounce this sibilant softly, drawing out the word,

let

ting it slide.
It is after this word of dismissal that he Hostess
begins to give up. She gives him one more chance when she
asks if he will pay for the glasses and he makes it clear
he will not. Sly may choose to lie down when he invites
her to go to her "cold bed." This would make her next line
about fetching the constable easier to apply. By then, she
can be assured that she will find Sly in the same place
she left him.

If she has any doubts,

in his last response

to her, Sly makes it clear he is not planning to go any
place.

Instead of having the Hostess exit before Sly speaks

his last lines (as the Pelican text recommends),

it would

be better to have him say these lines as she exits. He is
clearly saying,

"I'll not budge an inch, boy" to her. He

could say, "let him come and kindly" to the Hostess, to
himself, or to the audience.
Huston describes the end of this episode with these
words: the Hostess "tried to beat Sly into shape and failed,
leaving behind her on the stage a mass of indeterminate,
subhuman form"

(Huston 1976, p. 72). This description seems

more fitting when applied to Caliban, not Sly. Regardless
of what the Lord calls Sly when he finally notices him on
the stage, Sly never sinks below the level of human being.
■■

I

lf anything, he presents an all-too-fami 1iar picture for
'
many members of the audience. The Lord's exclamation,

"0
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monstrous beast"

is an exaggeration of what Sly looks like,

not an accurate description.
Although John P. Cutts believes Sly is "literally pos
sessed" by a "flattering dream or worthless fancy" at the
hands of the Lord, he implies that Sly is just pretending.
If the Lord and his servants want him to believe he has
been in a dream,

"there is no harm in seeing what present

benefits are to be derived from awaking"

(Cutts 1968, p.

46). It would certainly be more logical to attribute Sly's
sudden transformation from "Am I a lord" to "I am a lord
indeed" to his decision to pretend he is a lord rather than
to believe he is convinced he actually is a lord.

If Sly's

part is played as though he is persuaded he is a lord, the
audience would have to imagine that Sly has moved from doubt
to conviction in the time it takes him to speak five lines.
The most difficult part of Sly's transformation for
a reader to understand is how or why he begins to speak
in blank verse. This is not as much of a problem if the
reader imagines that Sly is pretending,

that he consciously

imitates the speech of those around him. The Lord and his
Servingmen speak over forty lines of blank verse as they
try to convince him he has been dreaming for fifteen years.
Sly continues to use both slang and casual diction, such
as "By my fay,"

"ay," "pot o' th' smallest ale,"

"let the world slip,"

"commonty,"

"ne'er." What changes is the rhythm

°f his speech. His logic does not improve, nor does his
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personality change. He continues, as from the beginning,
to get what he wants with trickery.
The first things Sly asks for after he announces he
is "not a tinker nor Christopher Sly" is "our lady" and
a "pot o' th' smallest ale." Our lady rather than my lady
could be one of the unintentional mistakes of Sly's or it
could be his mischievous way of showing he is not entirely
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convinced, yet wants to find out how much he can possibly
benefit from his new status. By now he has probably started

,J 3

to eat some of the "evidence" of his new position. But he
.<3
seems more interested in drinking the ale.
Sly is somewhat surprised to find out he has been dream
ing for fifteen years:
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"These fifteen years?" But he quickly

recovers with his hyperbole,

"By my fay, a goodly nap."

Either out of curiosity or in order to gain a better under
standing of the game they are playing, he asks,

"But did

I never speak of all that time?" Sly listens quietly until
he hears the name, Cicely Hacket. Then, as if by reflex,
he identifies her as the "maid of the house." While the
Servingman tries to drum into Sly's head that there are
no such people as Sly has known, Sly must be looking around
the room, knowing he must agree or give up his new life.
He gives a noncommital agreement,

"Now Lord be thanked for

roy good amends!" Just one look around the room and Sly can
be assured he is better off playing along with the jest
than he would be if he insisted on claiming his acquaint-

3
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ances and therefore insisting on his status as a tinker.
Sly calls special attention to his newly acquired
riches only one more time. The page enters, dressed in his
disguise as gentlewoman and asks,
Sly answers,

"Marry,

"How fares my noble lord?"

I fare well, for here is cheer enough."

He may not have any idea why he has been put into this new
setting, more than likely he does not care. He does know,
however, that so long as he plays along, the food and drink
(and possibly a woman) will be supplied. The confusing cir
cumstances do not bother Sly as long as they continue to
supply the "cheer."
The decision to present Christopher Sly as though he
actually believes he is transformed (rather than that he
is pretending) determines the nature of the relationship
critics find between the Induction and the main play.

If

Sly is presented as having been transformed from a "mon
strous beast" to a lord, his transformation would be com
pared with Kate's who is changed from a "devil's dam" to
a gentlewoman.

If he is pretending, his abiltiy to deceive

others would resemble (according to the critics) Bianca's
strategy. But Tranio would actually provide a better subject
for comparison.

He, like Sly, is from the lower end of the

social scale. Both use their highly developed art of decep
tion in order to enjoy the comforts of the aristocracy,
something their birth into the lower class has made inacces-
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sible. Bianca's part can be played as though she is a master
of deception but, again, the lines do not require it.
Ralph Berry labels Bianca the "minx to set off the
shrew" and the "rebel," the "opponent of order"

(Berry 1972,

pp. 60, 62). John P. Cutts believes it is Bianca who has
the "truly shrewish dispositon"
does Irving Ribner

(Cutts 1968, p. 48), as

(Ribner 1967, p. 175). Alexander Leggatt

considers Bianca's "sweet disposition" a "part of a deeper
strategy"

(Leggatt 1974, p. 48). David Farley-Hills speaks

of Bianca's "militancy" when she becomes the "incipient
shrew" at the end of the play (Farley-Hills 1981, p. 173).
Richard Henze labels her a "hypocritical vixen"

(Henze 1970,

*

p. 239). Robert B. Heilman decides that for the symmetrical
"The

new Kate has developed out of a shrew, so the old Bianca
must develop into a shrew"

(Heilman 1966, p. 154).

One reason so many critics believe Bianca is trans
formed from "sweet" Bianca to "froward" Bianca is that they
take the comments of Lucentio, Hortensio, and Petruchio at
face value,

instead of asking if their comments are justi

fied by the action. The first time Bianca appears on stage
the audience hears Gremio and Hortensio arguing with her
father to have leave to court her. She stands silent while
the other characters engage in a heated argument. Shake
speare draws attention to the contrasting picture presented
by Bianca and Katherine by having Tranio and Lucentio com-
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effect Shakespeare wanted a double reversal of roles.
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ment on the action they are witnessing:
Tranio

Hush, master, here's some good pastime toward.

That wench is stark mad or wonderful froward
Lucent io

But in the other's silence do I see

Maid's mild behavior and sobriety.
(I, i, 68-71)
The rhyming couplets used by each of these two characters

.
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to describe the sisters draws greater attention to their
comments. Tranio's couplet ends with "toward" and "froward;"
want
Lucentio rhymes "see" and "sobriety." These two adjectives
typify the general attitude the characters in the play take
toward Katherine and Bianca. And most critics assume their
description is accurate.
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Katherine does not display her temper until she has
been insulted twice. When Hortensio alludes to treating
..%iM
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her like a criminal or prostitute (by using the word "cart")
she appeals to her father:
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I pray you, sir,

is it your will

To make a stale of me amongst these mates?
(I, i, 57-58)
There is very little in these lines to indicate her response
is anything other than polite. At first reading it would
seem that Hortensio and Gremio are either exaggerating her
unkind disposition or referring to past behavior the audi
ence has not witnessed. Unless the reader or actor chooses
to have Kate speak these lines with a sharp tongue and there-
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by justify Gremio and Hortensio's comments, Kate could be
thought of as possessing more of the characteristics usually
given to Bianca.
When Kate first speaks she seems to be more puzzled
than angry. She shows proper respect to her father with
"I pray you, sir." She shows great patience by letting
Gremio's comment pass without objection. When Hortensio
follows up with an equally insulting comment,

"No mates

for you/ Unless you were of gentler, milder mold"

(I, i,

59-60), she seems even more justified in replying the way
she does:
I' faith, sir, you shall never need to fear:
Iwis it is not halfway to her heart.
But if it were, doubt not her care should be
To comb your noddle with a three-legged stool
And paint your face and use you like a fool.
(I, i , 61-65 )
Although Katherine's temper is evident, her reply is rich
in wit. She is more likely to receive sympathy from the
audience than scorn, because she uses this comment to defend
herself. While all this is going on, the reader must imagine
what Bianca is doing.

Shakespeare gives very few clues.

The reader must decide if she is looking bored or if she
finds Gremio and Hortensio's comments funny.

If she appears

to sympathize with her sister's humiliating position, her
character would certainly be different than if she seems
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to be enjoying their remarks.
It is only after Baptista mentions his love for his
younger daughter that Katherine criticizes Bianca:
A pretty peat!

it is best

Put finger in the eye, and she knew why.
(I, i, 78-79)
The meaning of the expression "Put finger in the eye"

is
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not clear. R. C. Hood annotates it as "turn on the tears"
(Hood 1975, p. 58).

In the next scene, when Baptista enters

in the midst of the fight between the two sisters, Bianca
may very well just turn on the tears in order to gain more

mac

sympathy from her father.
Bianca's reply,
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"Sister, content you in my discontent"

(I, i, 80), makes Katherine look jealous.
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If the reader

believes Bianca's comment, they would probably discount
the accuracy of Katherine's insult to Bianca and vice-versa.
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The way the argument between these two is imagined will
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m
determine which sister has the better cause for complaint.
If Katherine is presented as headstrong and malicious,

ready

to take offense without cause and gain revenge with vicious
comments or violence, the audience will be likely to agree
with Hortensio and Gremio's cutting remarks.
During their argument, Katherine continues to accuse
her sister of "dissembling" and "lying" while Bianca con
tinues to accuse Kate of jealousy. Surely after the previous
scene, Bianca can not believe Katherine envies her on Gremio
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and Hortensio's account. Certainly the reader is not per
suaded. Regardless if Bianca believes it or not, she lives
up to her reputation of being sweet and kind. She does not
insult Katherine, except by inference, when she suggests
Kate needs help to secure a man and offers to "plead" for
her. She addresses Kate politely as "good sister" and other
wise as sister.

Even after Baptista enters and she can feel

safer as he provides some protection, she does not engage
in name calling or return any of Kate's blows.
Shakespeare shows Bianca with her suitor, shortly after
he has shown Katherine and Petruchio in their courting
scene. Many of the differences between these two scenes
are obvious. Katherine and Petruchio exchange insults, Lucentio and Bianca speak of love; Petruchio must work at keeping
Katherine from leaving, Bianca stays until she is called
away; Petruchio received Baptista's permission to court,
Lucentio did not. Some of the more subtle differences are
also important. Shakespeare has Bianca echo Katherine's
comments. The words and meaning are very similar. But Bianca
does not insult anyone when she speaks. Her manner is gentle
and this is the main difference between the sisters. Bianca
is as honest, as vocal as Katherine, but the audience never
sees her lose her temper. She even puts up patiently with
Hortensio's interruptions and ridiculous lesson without
resorting to violence or harsh words.
It is not until the final scene that Bianca speaks
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more than a few words.

It is in this scene critics believe

Bianca changes into the shrew that Kate used to be. The
scene begins with the same kind of quick, bawdy exchanges
that were common during the courtship episode of Kate and
Petruchio.

In both these scenes it is Petruchio who begins

these exchanges and, for the most part, it is he who con
tinues them. This time Kate is unusually silent. She speaks
only to ask the Widow to clarify her comment. Bianca is
the only woman who participates in the bawdy exchanges.
Again the difference between the way she speaks and the
way Kate had spoken before is very important. Bianca is
more playful,

Katherine was more vindictive.

Baptista

How likes Gremio these quick-witted folks?

Gremio

Believe me, sir, they butt together well.

Bianca

Head and butt!

An hasty-witted body

Would say your head and butt were head and horn.
Vincentio
Bianca

Ay, mistress bride, hath that awakened you?

Ay, but not frightened me, therefore I'll sleep

again.
Petruchio

Nay, that you shall not; since you have

begun,
Have at you for a bitter jest or two.
Bianca

Am I your bird? I mean to shift my bush

And then pursue me as you draw your bow.
You are welcome all.
(V, ii, 46-48)
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Shakespeare draws attention to the comparison of the sisters
by having Petruchio continue the exchange begun by Bianca
and Gremio. Bianca,

like Katherine, builds her comments

on words that were spoken before.

In her first comment she

changes Baptista's "quick-witted folks" to "hasty-witted
body" and Gremio's "butt well together" to "head and butt
were head and horn." Because Bianca directs the "head and
horn" comment to Gremio,
apply.

>11

the cuckoldry inference does not

If she is alluding to "horn" as the phallic symbol,
"they butt well together"

(referring to

Petruchio and Hortensio) must be what Bianca is referring
to. Her comment then is not a description of Gremio but
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Gremio's comment,
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a description of the earlier conversation between the Widow,
Hortensio, and Petruchio.
MlDIIII

Widow

Thus I conceive by him

Petruchio

Conceive by me? How likes Hortensio that?

Hortensio

My widow says, thus she conceives her tale.
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(V, ii, 22-24)
She is building on Petruchio's bawdy pun as well as turning
Gremio's comment into a bawdy pun just as Petruchio does
with the Widow.
When Vincentio questions her sudden interest in the
conversation and asks if that "awakened" her, she again
brings up the previous argument. With "Ay, but not frighted
me, therefore I'll sleep again," she combines the earlier
argument about being "afeard" and conceiving. Bianca and

ill
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Lucentio were not included in the argument on who was afraid
of whom. Hortensio believes both he and Petruchio are mar
ried to unkind women. Petruchio infers Hortensio is afraid
of his wife and the Widow assumes Petruchio, who is married
to a shrew, believes others are as miserable as he is.
Bianca, by bragging about not being frighted brings to the
audience's attention her romantic relationship with Lucen
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tio. The "I'll sleep again" would have the same sexual con
notations as does "conceive by me."
Unlike Katherine, when Bianca is ready to quit Petruchio's company, she does. She manages to leave before Petru
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chio has a chance to respond to her last comment. But she
3 !'

does make it clear that if it is she he is now hunting,
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she knows how to avoid him. With those lines she exits.
It is because of Bianca's last lines and actions in
the play, however,

that critics are convinced Bianca has
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been transformed into a shrew. They take Petruchio's label
of "headstrong women" and Lucentio's "froward" as facts.
But if the action in the closing scene is considered, Horten
sio and Lucentio look like fools for admiring the absurd
duty Katherine demonstrates. Her actions must look silly
for anyone who is not in on the jest. Although Hortensio
should have a good idea of what Petruchio is doing, appar
ently he does not make the connection between Petruchio's
actions at the "taming school" and on the return trip to
Padua with his actions in this scene. He is as certain as
the others that Katherine will not obey Petruchio's commands
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and as surprised as the others when she does. But, Lucentio,
Bianca, and the Widow have no idea of Petruchio's taming
methods.
Bianca refuses to return to the bridal feast just min
utes after she left. She is entertaining the women guests
while her husband and the male guests continue their celebra
tion. Her answer that "she is busy and she cannot come"
is recognized by the others as a "kind" response. The Widow
seems to understand the situation when she sends back her
reply:

"She says you have some goodly jest in hand./ She

will not come. She bids you come to her"

(V, ii, 95-96).

Their replies are as kind as were the requests. Lucentio
asked Biondello to "bid" his mistress come to him and Hortensio asked Biondello to "entreat" his wife to come. Bianca
and the Widow's refusals to obey are played down by their
husband's choice of words.
It must seem odd to the Widow and Bianca to hear Petruchio "command" his wife to come and watch her obey a request
they refused. But when she returns to "fetch them" they
must be doubly confused. The three wives re-enter the room
as Petruchio says:
See where she comes and brings your froward wives
As prisoners to her womanly persuasion.
Katherine,

that cap of yours becomes you not.

Off with the bauble, throw it under foot.
(V, ii, 124-127)
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Earlier Katherine had made Bianca her prisoner by tying
her hands. Now she has made her prisoner by using only her
words, her "womanly persuasion." Just as Petruchio uses
persuasion to get Katherine to do what he wants so Katherine
now uses his method with Bianca and the Widow. But, imme
diately after the Widow and Bianca have seen Katherine come
when commanded, after they have been brought back to their
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husbands against their will and labeled "froward wives"
and "prisoners" as they enter the room, they see Katherine,
without hestitation,

take off her cap and stomp on it accord

ing to her husband's command. This action is meant to seem

h
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silly and foolish for anyone who does not understand Petru-
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chio's jest.

It must seem as foolish as Petruchio's earlier

game of pretending Vincentio was a fair young maiden. The
men seem more the fools for accepting Petruchio and Kather
ine's actions at face value. The women seem the wiser for
pointing out the absurdity of the jest.
The first time Katherine appears on stage she is char
acterized as a shrew, not so much because of anything she
says or does but because of what the other characters say
about her (see above, pp. 124-125). Baptista invites Hortensio and Gremio to court his elder daughter:
If either of you both love Katherina,
Because I know you well and love you well,
Leave shall you have to court her at your pleasure.
(I, ii, 52-54)
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Baptista is asking them to court his daughter on his behalf,
because he knows them and loves them. He seems to be assum
ing that Katherine does not love them and that they do not
love her. Yet later in the play, when Petruchio asks,

"if

I get your daughter's love/ What dowry shall I have with
her to wife? Baptista insists the "convenants" will not
be drawn up until "the special thing is well obtained/ That
is, her love, for that is all in all"
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(II, i, 128-129).

73
Petruchio's comment on acquiring her love must have sounded
a familiar note. This seems to be the first time Baptista
considers this as a possibility.

He has gone on the assump
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tion that no one could possibly love her, as evidenced by
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his earlier comment to Gremio and Hortensio as well as his
illllill

comment to Petruchio,

"But for my daughter Katherine, this
mar

I know,/ She is not for your turn, the more my grief"

(II,

i, 62-63).
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When Petruchio meets Katherine, he makes sure he speaks
first, so as to set the tone for their meeting.

Instead

of introducing himself, he greets her and calls attention
to her name.

it

In a sense, he? introduces he r . Up until this

act everyone had referred to her as Katherine. But at the
beginning of this scene, Bianca calls her "sister Kate"
when she begs her to untie her hands and immediately before
Katherine appears onstage, Baptista asks if he should send
bis "daughter Kate" to him. When Katherine objects to the
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nickname, he answers by telling her of her reputation.

He

says she is called "plain Kate," "bonny Kate" and "Kate
the curst."

"Plain Kate" could mean he has heard her name

only as Kate, nothing else, but it could also be understood
as meaning homely. Before he finishes these ten lines, how
ever, he refutes this connotation by referring to her as
"prettiest Kate" and speaks of her beauty.

"Bonny" can mean

charming and sweet but it can also mean plump. He contra
dicts her title of "Kate the curst" when he reports of her
"mildness praised in every town."
The line,

"Take this of me, Kate of my consolation"

must be an indication that he is being affectionate. As
he extends proof of his fondness for her, he refers to her
as his comfort,

lists her virtues, and ends by introducing

his intentions:

"Myself am moved to woo thee for my wife."

Katherine allows his complimentary description of her to
pass without objection.

Instead she picks up on the word,

"moved," and uses it as a recommendation that he be "re
moved." But, as if on second thought, she also plays on
this word to begin her game of name calling.
Katherine calls Petruchio a "joint-stool"

(a "move-

able"), an "ass," a "jade," a "swain," a "buzzard," a
"fool." She questions if he is a gentleman, asks if his
crest is a coxcomb, says he crows like a craven, calls him
a crab, accuses him of being inexperienced (a "young one"),
yet "withered,

and ends by calling him "witless." Not once
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does she mention his name. Petruchio calls Katherine a
"wasp," a "wild Kate" and says she looks "sour." The rest
of his comments concentrate on complimenting her or defend
ing himself.

He calls her by name twenty-nine times and

gains most of his ground by figuring out how to keep her
in sight.
The first time she tries to leave, he may succeed in
getting her back with the bawdy joke alone. But more than
likely he also guides her back as he says,
good Kate, I am a gentleman"
"That I'll try"

"nay, come again,

(II, i, 221). When she says,

(II, i, 222) and strkes him,

she is keeping

up the same kind of witty exchange which began their meet
ing. For the first time, he follows with a serious comment,
"I swear I'll cuff you if you strike again"

(II, i, 223).

Katherine seems to be getting the better of him. She does
not miss answering with a pun or an insult until he uses
physical force to keep her from leaving:
I tarry;

let me go"

"I chafe you if

(II, i, 243). As Kate tries to escape

from him, he concentrates on the plan he outlines in his
soliloquy. As she fights to escape, he claims to find her
gentle. He objects to the reports that she was "rough and
coy and sullen" and calls her "pleasant, gamesome,

passing

courteous."
Petruchio must release Katherine when he says,
me see thee walk"

"0 let

(II, i, 258). She does not try to escape

from his presence this time, but as at the beginning of
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their meeting tries to make him leave,
thou keep'st command"

"Go, fool, and whom

(II, i, 259). Her tactics have come

full circle. At the beginning of their meeting her command
for him to leave went unheeded. Her insults to him were
received either in good humor or were turned into compli
ments. Her attempts to escape were thwarted. She must rea
lize by now that she will stay in his company until he is
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ready to leave or ready to allow her to leave.

If this atti
•wi

tude has been impressed on her, the last time Petruchio
speaks at length to her he can easily set the stage for

mum
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when Baptista, Gremio, and Tranio enter.
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Petruchio prefaces his proposal to Katherine by respond
ing to her last insult. He has just asked her,
wise?" To which she answers,

•
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"Am I not

"Yes, keep you warm." Petruchio

•El

replies:
Marry, so I mean, sweet Katherine,

in thy bed.

Hi
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And therefore, setting all this chat aside,
Thus in plain terms. Your father hath consented
That you shall be my wife, your dowry 'greed upon,
And will you, nill you, I will marry you.
Now, Kate,

I am a husband for your turn,

For by this light, whereby I see thy beauty-Thy beauty that doth make me like thee well-Thou must be married to no man but me,
Enter Baptista, Gremio, Tranio.
For I am he born to tame you, Kate,

II
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And bring you from a wild Kate to a Kate
Conformable as other household Kates.
Here comes your father. Never make denial,
I must and will have Katherine to my wife.
(II, i, 268-282)
The first word he speaks in this reply is an oath,

in the

name of the Virgin Mary. But, considering the word "marry"
begins his proposal of marriage,

that in the last word of

the first line he refers to their marriage bed, that six
lines later he declares he will marry her, and that the
last word in this dialogue is "wife," Shakespeare must have
intended the pun on marriage.

For the first time since they

met, he calls her Katherine instead of Kate. He begins and
ends this exchange by calling her Katherine.

In the middle

he refers to her as Kate and continues to pun on her name,
as he did in his first long response.
Although the first sentence in this response is short,
the next begins with "And" as if he begins this sentence
without drawing a breath or taking a long pause so as not
to give Katherine a chance to respond to his comment on
keeping warm in her bed. He says he is "setting this chat
aside." After he listened to Hortensio's description of
the music lesson, he told Baptista how eager he was to "have
some chat with her." He and Katherine have just finished
their idle talk and now, before the others return, he sets
down the terms for their argreement. He changes the facts
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somewhat to give Katherine the idea that whether she likes
it or not, the marriage will take place. Her father has
consented to the marriage but on condition that Petruchio
can assure him of his daughter's love. Petruchio conven
iently avoids mentioning this detail.
After Petruchio has presented Kate with the fact,
will you, nill you, I will marry you"

"And

(II, i, 273), he sud

denly softens his tone. Perhaps Katherine shows her disap
proval. He begins with "Now, Kate,
turn"

I am a husband for your

(II, i, 274), as he switches to mimic or mock the

more traditional romantic proposal. He talks of her beauty
and his love for her and assures her that she must marry
no man but him. When Baptista, Gremio, and Tranio enter
he again quickly changes his tactics. He goes back to the
earlier tone of voice and assures her that not only does
he mean to marry her, he also plans to tame her, to change
her from a wild cat to a domestic conformable woman.

It

is as if after he has aroused her with his blunt proposal,
he softens her with his talk of her beauty only to arouse
her again with his puns on "wild Kate" and "household Kate.
Apparently Katherine had her back to the door her
father uses to enter the stage. Petruchio informs her of
the approaching Baptista and taunts her with "Never make
denial,/ I must and will have Katherine to my wife"
i, 281-282).

(II,

He says this as if he is encouraging her pro

tests to the match. Petruchio must be able to predict, as
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well as the audience, what Kate's response is going to be
if her father asks her opinion of the marriage.
This last exchange of Petruchio's could be staged to
show the audience how well Petruchio has planned out this
first meeting with Katherine. He begins by speaking so
brashly as to stun her into silence so that he can make
his proposal uninterrupted. Just as Baptista, Gremio, and
Tranio enter he speaks romantically, which would make it
easier for him to hold her as he talks of her beauty or
at least stand close to her. But when he sees her father
enter, he changes his tone as if hoping she will return
to her "curst" behavior. This would explain why the others
accept so readily his explanation of Kate's vehement opposi
tion to Petruchio's announcements:
'Tis bargained

'twit us twain, being alone,

That she shall still be curst in company.
I tell you,

'tis incredible to believe

How much she loves me. 0 the kindest Kate!
She hung about my neck, and kiss on kiss
She vied so fast, protesting oath on oath,
That in a twink she won me to her love.
(II, i, 306-312)
If Petruchio's last speech to Katherine is staged this way,
then this explanation of Petruchio's would appear to be
accurate rather than bizarre and Baptista's readiness to
accept his explanation would be more logical.
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Katherine's silence after Petruchio's statement further
suppports his explanation. She can not effectually continue
her protests. But what is surprising is that when Petruchio
asks for Katherine's hand, as if to confirm their bargain,
she either gives it or he takes it. Baptista seals their
announcement with:
I know not what to say— but give me your hands.
God send you joy! Petruchio, tis a match.
(II, i, 320-321 )
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Gremio and Tranio complete this agreement with an "Amen"
and confirm their L
participation as witnesses. According

«
m

to Renaissance convention, this agreement would be binding:
Marriage

required no religious ceremony for its valid-

I
a

ity, although the omission of it was an offense. The
only essential was verba de praesenti (as distinguished
i
from a promise to marry at a future date) the man and
woman saying to each other,

'I receive you as mine'.

No ceremony, no priest, no physical consummation was
required; so that after such a pre-contract (as it
was called) neither party could marry any other per
son.

(Underhill 1916, p. 407)

Kate does not give her vocal agreement to the match. Giving
her hand and remaining silent seems to have been taken as
her approval.
ment :

If this applies,

then Katherine's later com
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Now must the world point at poor Katherine,
And say,

'Lo, there is mad Petruchio's wife,

If it would please him come and marry her!
(Ill, ii, 18-20)
would be read to mean that technically speaking she is mar
ried, she is already Petruchio's wife. They just have not

before the church wedding, as his son-in-law (III, ii, 3).

Baptista gives them his blessing to the end of the play.
Similarily, Petruchio mentions to Vincentio, as they are

f iwssms em mh

Petruchio refers to Katherine as his wife from the time
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had the public celebration. Baptista refers to Petruchio,

on their way to Bianca's wedding and bridal feast that Lucen\
tio is married to his wife's sister (IV, v, 61-62).
*
Katherine begins to gain some sympathy from her family
and friends when Petruchio displays his unorthodox behavior
more openly. Everyone is left wondering if Petruchio is
going to show up for his wedding. When he does appear in
his outlandish costume, Tranio and Baptista try to convince
him he should change his clothes so as not to appear as
"an eyesore to our solemn festival." They must all be
shocked into silence as Petruchio makes a mockery of the
wedding ceremony (which takes place offstage). Petruchio
might very well have known that the sympathies would switch,
that instead of their feeling sorry for him for having mar
ried a shrew, they would sympathize with Katherine for hav
ing married someone more devilish than she. Petruchio cannot
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effectively begin his taming until he has her alone, away
from those who would argue in her favor. All three gentlemen
who have attended the wedding, Baptista, Gremio, and Tranio
(who is disguised as a gentleman whereas Hortensio is dis
guised as a servant) try to change Petruchio's mind about
leaving so abruptly, thus,

in effect, siding with Katherine.

In Grumio's account of the journey from Padua to

I*
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she objects to Petruchio's beating of Grumio. Likewise,
when she and Petruchio enter Petruchio's house, she speaks
only twice, each time trying to diminish the anger Petruchio

S tig t

Verona, Katherine is unusually quiet, speaking only when
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directs at his servants. For the first time, the statement
Petruchio made during their initial meeting, that Katherine
was "slow in speech,"

is coming true. Up until her introduc

tion to Petruchio she was quick to find fault with everyone.
Now she asks her husband to be "patient" for the servant's
mistake was a "fault unwilling." But her attempts to mollify
him are as effective as were the other characters attempts
to assuage her. At this point, Katherine seems to be more
confused than angry. She found out earlier that regardless
of whether she insulted him or pleaded with him, Petruchio
would do as he wished.
Shakespeare emphasizes Katherine's volubility at the
beginning of the play, then her silence, then her volubility
again in the tailor scene. Katherine speaks at length to
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what Petruchio is doing:
The more my wrong,

the more his spite appears. .

What, did he marry me to famish me?
Beggars that come unto my father's door,
Upon entreaty have a present alms;
If not, elsewhere they meet with charity.
But I, who never knew how to entreat
Nor never needed that I should entreat,
Am starved for meat, giddy for lack of sleep,
With oaths kept waking and with brawling fed.
And that which spites me more than all these wants,
He does it under name of perfect love,
As who should say,
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if I should sleep or eat

'Twere deadly sickness or else present death.
I prithee go and get me some repast,
I care not what, so it be wholesome food.
(IV, iii, 2-16)
It is not clear if she is speaking this entire dialogue
to Grumio. Clearly the last two lines are spoken to him
but the first thirteen could be spoken as if she were wonder
ing aloud. She begins with the idea of how Petruchio seems
to be protecting her, but quickly follows up with the draw
back. Even though he shows his anger when he feels someone
is mistreating her, what he is actually doing is starving
her. Unlike the beggars who come to her father's house,
no matter who she entreats, her requests are refused. When

I
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Petruchio enters moments later and offers her meat which
he has prepared himself, she accepts it silently. He com
ments that the "poorest service is repaid with thanks."
The comparison of their situation to that of the poorer
class, the beggars,

continues with their argument on how

to dress for Bianca's wedding. Part of Petruchio's lesson
includes teaching Katherine the similarities between the
way she should act and the way others act.
Although Katherine knows what Petruchio's method is,
she is not yet ready to give into it. As during the first
scene she appears on stage, she insists on exercising her
freedom to do as she pleases. Before, when her father in
vited her to stay and continue talking to Gremio and Hortensio, she asked,
Why, and I trust I may go too, may I not? What,
shall I be appointed hours, as though, belike,

I

knew not
what to take and what to leave? Ha!
(I, i, 102-104)
Now she objects to the idea that someone "should say, if
[she] should sleep or eat." As she tries to persuade Grumio
to get her something to eat, the reader should notice the
different ways Grumio and Petruchio thwart Katherine's
wishes. Grumio taunts her until she loses her temper. He
tempts her with a mouth-watering description,

such as,

"How

say you to a fat tripe finely broiled?" But as soon as she
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agrees he withdraws the offer by claiming it is too chol
eric, and the mustard was too hot. He will not allow her
to have the beef without the mustard but when she asks for
"both or one, or anything thou wilt," he offers her the
"mustard without the beef."
Although Katherine understands what others are doing,
she is still unsure what her proper response should be.
I
She has tried arguing (before the bridal feast), keeping
m
silent (the first night in Petruchio's house), and begging.
In frustration she resorts to beating the "slave." Petruchio's method of circumventing Katherine's desires is more
subtle. Both Grumio and Petruchio pretend to deny Kate her
requests out of a concern for her better interests, but
Petruchio's excuses anticipate Katherine's complaints. For
example, one reason Petruchio gives for disliking the new
cap is that it is a "baby's cap." When Katherine defends
her right to speak, she says,

"I am no child, no babe."

That allows Petruchio the opportunity to agree with her
and make it seem that her argument coincides with his:
thou sayst true.

It is a paltry cap/ . . .

in that thou lik'st it not"

"Why,

I love thee well

(IV, iii, 81-83). The Haber

dasher and Petruchio must consider the argument of the cap
ended when Katherine says,

"I will have it or I will have

none" (IV, iii, 85).
Unlike Grumio, Petruchio avoids belittling Katherine
by making it appear to be the Tailor and Haberdasher who

»

have made the wrong choices. By seeming to agree with her
and twisting her words to make it appear as though she
agrees with him, he can claim to act in Katherine's better
interests. He wants as much as she does to make sure she
is not treated like a "babe" or a "puppet." This is even
more apparent in the scene which includes the journey back
to Padua.
Katherine does not need Hortensio to coach her on the
trip. She must know Petruchio will not be satisfied if she
simply agrees with him. When she says the sun is the moon,
Petruchio objects because she is lying. She must be able
to play with the language as he does. She must,

in effect,

find the truth in Petruchio's lies. Rather than simply agree
with him when he recognizes the sun, she anticipates his
disagreement and closes the argument with:
But the sun is not when you say it is not,
And the moon changes even as your mind.
What you will have it named, even that it is,
And so it shall be still for Katherine.
(IV, v, 19-22)
By concentrating on the movement of the sun and moon and
comparing the ever-changing moon to Petruchio's mind, Kather
ine has thought of an argument by which both can win.

In

the Ptolemaic system, the sun and moon move in their spheres
and, in effect, do change places. Petruchio,

then, could

see the moon in the place where the sun used to be. But
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Katherine shall remain as "still" as the earth. The moon
will always be the moon when Petruchio says it is and the
sun when that is what he sees.
When Katherine is asked to pretend an old man is a
"lovely maid" she continues to use the allusions to astron
omy and adds allusions to superstitution. It is the influ
ence of the stars that will determine how favorable her
(Vincentio's ) bedfellow will be.
as "son," Petruchio)

It is the "sun"

(as well

that has so "bedazzled" her eyes to

make an old man look young ("green"). Petruchio would not
be satisfied if Katherine simply agreed with everything
he said. She needs to justify her "mad mistaking" as he
has justified his mad behavior throughout the play. By argu
ing over who is telling the truth and what the truth actual
ly is, Katherine must eventually question what is true love.
When Katherine gives her long speech on the duty women
owe their husbands she alludes to women's "true obedience"
and the husband's "honest will." The way in which the reader
defines these phrases will determine how sexist these lines
are. In a play in which so many servants have become lords
and lords servants,

it is impossible to assume that the

duty the "subject owes the prince" should be understood
in the traditional sense. She alludes to the husband who
cares for his wife and her "maintenance" by watching the
"night in storms, the day in cold,/ Whilst thou li'st warm
®t home"

(V, ii, 155-156). Her marriage to Petruchio, how-
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ever, can hardly be said to be described by these words.
She has experienced the same amount of cold outside as he
has. Katherine is voicing the traditional Elizabethan idea
of duty and obedience. But put this speech in the context
of the play and all the arguments she makes must be redef ined.
Both Katherine and Petruchio voice the orthodox views
of men and women in marriage. Petruchio announces Kate is
his chattel, his goods. But he voices these words as he
acts out the imaginary attempted theft of his bride. Simi
larly, Katherine voices her philosophy on the duty women
owe their husbands in another gamesome situation. Combine
the words with the actions and readers must realize they
are not to be taken seriously. The view of women (as goods)
and women's duty (serving their husbands)
absurd.

is presented as

It is the irony implicit in the contrast between

what is said and how it is said which opens the possibility
that Shakespeare was presenting an attitude toward women
radically different from that common to his day. This play
does not have to be presented as a farce, concentrating
on sexism and violence.

It can instead be presented as a

comedy more in the vein of a comedy of manners. As the fol
lowing chapter illustrates, while this interpretation is
not unheard of, it is the exception.

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW IN THE PLAYHOUSE

i
Adaptions and Productions:
1594-1900

If we include various adaptations, The Taming of the
Shrew has been, and continues to be, one of the most popular
Shakespearean comedies on stage. The Printer's notes to
the first edition (1594) indicate that it had been acted
"sundry" times by Lord Pembroke's men.

It seems to have

held the stage throughout the seventeeth century (Chambers
1930, pp. 320, 328). Very little is known about the actual
performances of particular plays during the time Shakespeare
was writing. But it is known that the London theatres of
the time used the repertory system.

In an ordinary season,

as Bernard Beckerman has shown, one playhouse would likely
produce ten different plays in a two week period. The
theatre was not likely to repeat a play two days in succes
sion. Of these plays, six would likely have been new, two
would be carried over from the previous spring and two would
be older plays which had been revived.
150

In the following weeks.
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some of these plays would be presented again but many would
be new. Beckerman estimates that in four weeks a Londoner
could see fifteen different plays. Most plays would "fade
from the theatre" only a year and a half from the time it
was introduced on the stage (Beckerman 1962, pp. 5-8). Un
less the play was exceptionally popular,

it would be pro

duced only a few times.
The subject of taming a termagent woman may have been
a favorite one for the English public under the rule of
a woman known for her bad temper. Perhaps this explains,
at least in part, why Shakespeare handled the taming scenes
as he did. Instead of having Petruchio use more violent
methods of taming Kate (as the authors of the source mater
ials did), he uses the conventions of starving her and keep
ing her awake but does not use any physical force except
when he playfully keeps Kate from leaving during their first
meeting and when he pretends he is protecting her from
thieves. Stage history, however, replaces Shakespeare's
concept of the sportive Petruchio with a vicious, whip wield
ing tamer.

It is important to remember that the actors who

revised the play found it necessary to rewrite The Taming
of the Shrew in order to include their ideas as to how a
man should tame his wife. Because the action and characteri
zations common in these new versions affected the presenta
tion of Shakespeare's play when it was finally returned
to the stage (i.e. when the Folio copy was used for the
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script),

it would be helpful to give a short summary of

each of the plays based on The Taming of the Shrew.
The first adaptation (not considering the memorial
reconstruction of A Shrew) was written by John Fletcher
and entitled The Woman's Prize or The Tamer Tam'd. Although
the date of composition is not known,

it was probably staged

in 1611 (Bowers 1979, p. 3). Instead of rewriting Shake
speare's play, Fletcher,

in effect, writes a sequel. The

Woman's Prize begins after Kate's death. Petruchio marries
a woman, Maria, who decides to tame him.

In the first act

she declares to the other two women in the play her inten
tions to "Turn him and bend him as I list, and mold him/
Into a babe again"

(I, ii, 172-173). Later in the same

scene, she refuses to allow Petruchio in the same bedroom
and tells him her intentions:
lie make ye know, and fear a wife Petruchio,
There my cause lies.
You have been famous for a woman tamer,
And beare the fear'd-name of a brave wife-breaker:
A woman now shall take those honours off,
And tame you;
Nay, never look so bigge, she shall, beleeve me,
And I am she.
(I, iii, 266-273 )
Unlike Shakespeare's tamer, Maria abuses and terrorizes
Petruchio even after he agrees to her conditions.

In act
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two he says,

"No more wars: puissant Ladies, shew condi

tions,/ And freely I accept

'em" (II, vi, 115-116).

In the

next act, after Maria insists on buying the most extravagant
dresses, a horse, and a side saddle, Petruchio tells her,
You mistake me;
I urge not service from you, nor obedience
In way of duty, but of love, and credit;
All I expect is but a noble care
Of what I have brought you, and of what I am,
And what our name may be.
(Ill, iii, 103-108)
This is not enough to satisfy Maria.
Fletcher seems intent on including as much of the
farcical knockabout stage business as possible, whether
the plot he has devised warrants it or not. Maria locks
her husband in a room claiming he has the plague, orders
a doctor to bleed him, and makes arrangements to have his
casket delivered.

Even after all this Petruchio says,
upon my conscience

I shall forgive her yet, and finde a something
Certaine,

I married for: her wit.
(IV, ii, 24-26)

But Maria is still not ready to accept Petruchio.
threatens to,
tur ne
Utterly from you, and what man I meet first

She
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That has but spirit to deserve a favour,
Let him beare any shape, the worse the better,
Shall kill you, and enjoy me.
(IV, ii, 147-151)
Apparently Maria's threats are not enough. Petruchio is
put into his casket and carried to his grave. The play ends
when Petruchio climbs out of his coffin and Maria announces
she has tamed him and will never use her old tricks again.
By including all these unnecessary tricks, Fletcher sacri
fices any subtleties in the development of his characters.
The Woman's Prize provides a striking contrast to the tone
and spirit of Shakespeare's play.
Fletcher likens Maria's methods of taming Petruchio
to those Petruchio used to tame Katherine in Shakespeare's
play. This is a gross exaggeration. Petruchio is not pre
sented as "wife-breaker"
does he use the cruel,

in The Taming of the Shrew, nor

inconsiderate,

inappropriate behavior

Maria does. Petruchio informs Katherine and the audience
(the audience more often than Kate because of the two solilo
quies) in lengthy,
for his actions.

logical explanations the justification

He speaks courteously and displays a sense

of humor. Maria does none of these.
In 1698 a comedy entitled Sauny the Scot: or the Taming
of the Shrew, written by John Lacy, was printed in London.
There is no reference to the original author

(Shakespeare),

but because Lacy had died years before the printing of his
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play, he may not have been responsible for the omission
(Lounsbury 1902,p. 368). Lacy's play is in prose and the
Christopher Sly material is omitted, but otherwise the play
is basically the same as Shakespeare's, except for the last
act. Margaret, or Peg, the scold, and Biancha [sic] are
the two daughters of Lord Beaufoy. Petruchio and Sauny the
Scot (Grumio) tame Margaret with many of the same ploys--the
burnt meat, the Tailor and Haberdasher. Lacy adds a bedroom
scene. Maragret is kept awake because of damp sheets and
in a "vulgar" scene Sauny is told to undress her (Odell
1920, vol. I, p. 39).
In the last act, Margaret resumes her shrewish behavior
when she returns to her home. Petruchio waits until she
has tired herself by her raving, pretends she has a tooth
ache and send for a barber to pull the tooth. Margaret
drives him out, then sulks silently. Lacy,

like Fletcher

did with Maria, has Petruchio pretend she is dead and has
her carried on a bier. Her spirit breaks and she admits
her defeat. The wager scene follows and, after she is the
only one who obeys, Margaret gives a short speech on obedi
ence .
Lacy's play depends on antics rather than language
for its humor. Margaret is humiliated (by Sauny and Petru
chio) until she reluctantly gives in. In Shakespeare's play,
Grumio and Petruchio convince Katherine her shrewish be
havior is ridiculous and inappropriate by way of the lan
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guage they use and their use of logic. Katherine does not
reluctantly submit in The Taming of the Shrew. She enthusi
astically joins them in their play and continues to use
her wit and satire to humor others instead of using it to
threaten or insult others as she did at the beginning of
the play.
On 9 April 1667, Samuel Pepys saw a production of
Lacy's play. He wrote that
some very good pieces

it has
in it, but generally is but a

mean play; and the best part, Sawny, done by Lacy,
hath not half its life, by reason of the words I sup
pose not being understood,

at least by me.

(Odell 1920,

vol. 1, p . 40)
On 1 November of the same year he and his wife saw the play
again. This time he labels

it a "silly play" and an old

one.
Playwrights in the eighteenth century contributed a
number of versions of The Taming of the Shrew. Christopher
Bullock and Charles Johnson each wrote a farce concentrating
on the Christopher Sly material. Both named their plays
The Cobler of Preston. In Bullock's play, a drunken Toby
Guzzle (Sly)

is reprimanded by his wife, Dorcas. Still fum

ing, she leaves him. The Hostess of an alehouse, Dame
Hackett, enters demanding the money he owes. She leaves
while Sly sings a maudlin song. Sir Jasper Manley finds
Guzzle, has him carried to his house and put to bed. The
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dialogue the characters use to convince Guzzle he is a lord
is much the same as Shakespeare's. After some song and
dance, Guzzle acts the part of judge. His first case invol
ves settling a row between his wife and the hostess. He
punishes them with a ducking.

In the next case, because

the charges against the Miller and the Puritan sound even,
he witholds judgment. Guzzle falls asleep,

is carried out

and put back where he was found. His wife and the Hostess
find him and beat him with sticks in repayment for the duck
ing they received.

Sly orders them to put down their

weapons, pulls out a purse filled with shillings and they
all return to the alehouse to drown their animosities.
Bullock's play was as popular as Johnson's play was
not. Although his story also concentrated on Sly, he in
cluded too many serious political statements for a play
that was ostensibly a comedy. Johnson's play was revived
in 1817 as an opera with most of the political overtones
taken out. A ballad farce of equal unimportance was first
performed 25 February 1735 at Drury Lane. This prose play
was a reworking of Sauny the Scot. Apart from the numerous
songs, the only major addition is the chambermaid who helps
Flora (Bianca) and Gainlove (Lucentio) to elope. After David
Garrick's first performance of Catherine and Petruchio in
1756, this ballad farce was never seen on stage again (Odell
1920, vo1. 1, pp. 254-255).
Garrick shortened Shakespeare's play (so it could be
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performed in an hour's time) and used it as an afterpiece.
Although he is not able to capture the subtleties of char
acter and the complexities of plot, most of his lines are
taken from Shakespeare.

He cut both the Christopher Sly

material and the courtship of Bianca and Lucentio, perhaps
to avoid violating the unities. Bianca is married to Hortensio at the beginning of the play; Lucentio and Gremio never
appear. Even though many of the lines in Catharine and Petruchio are taken from Shakespeare, some of the changes Garrick
does make are quite unsettling.

For example, when Petruchio

hears the music master's story he says:
Now, by the world,

it is a lusty wench,

I love her ten times more than e'er I did.
Oh, how I long to have a grapple with her!
(I, 104-106)
When Catharine and Petruchio meet for the first time, Gar
rick adds to the wasp-bee allusions with:
The fool knows where the honey is, sweet Kate.
Catharine

'Tis not for Drones to taste.

Petruchio

That will I try.
(I, 168-170)

When Petruchio announces to Baptista that they will be mar
ried, Catharine,

in an aside, promises to tame him. Baptista

and Petruchio leave, and she explains her intentions in
a soliloquy:
Look to your seat, Petruchio, or I throw you.
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Cath'rine shall tame this haggard; or, if she fails,
Shall tie her tongue up, and pare down her nails.
(I, 284-286)
But in Garrick's play (unlike Fletcher's)

Catharine does

not carry out her promise. After Petruchio calls the sun
the moon, she says,
I see 'tis vain to struggle with my bonds;
So be it moon or sun, or what you please.
(Ill, 165-166)
This play, then, demands that Catharine's part be played
as though she is beaten into submission. But even worse
*£;■

than this Garrick gives the last few lines of Catharine's
speech on obedience to Petruchio. The play ends, then, with
Petruchio's asking why women are so simple and telling them
to "love, to honor and obey"

(III, 286).

Perhaps the first performers of Garrick's play regret
ted the ommission of the added violence in the Bullock and
Lacy versions. Thomas Davies,
, . f «'•

in an eyewitness account,

wrote that
Woodward's Petruchio was, perhaps more wild,
extravagant, and fantastical than the author designed
it should be; and he carried his acting of it to an
almost ridiculous excess . . .

In one of his mad fits,

when he and his bride are at supper, Woodward stuck
a fork,

it is said,

in Mrs. Clive's finger; and in

pushing her off the stage he was so much in earnest
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that he threw her down.

(Salgado 1975, pp. 72-73)

Despite these ridiculous additions, Garrick's version of
The Taming of the Shrew was extremely popular.

It was not

until 1844 that Shakespeare's play returned to the stage.
Even with the return of the original play, however, Cathar
ine and Petruchio did not disappear.

It was performed a

number of times in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
usually as an afterpiece.
John Philip Kemble, manager of Drury Lane (1788-1789),
revived Henry VIII, Henry V , and The Two Gentlemen of
Verona, none of which had been acted for twenty years. He
also revived numerous other Shakespearean plays which had
not been off the London stages for such a long period. Yet
he used Catharine and Petruchio instead of Shakespeare's
The Taming of the Shrew. In Kemble's own marked copy of
Catharine and Petruchio are the words "whip for Petruchio"
written opposite Petruchio's entrance in the wedding scene.
Sprague doubts this is the first time audiences saw Petru
chio crack his whip.

In his words,

"Petruchio has a fair

amount of beating to do— even in Shakespeare,

let alone

Garrick--and he has just dismounted from the most decrepit
of nags"

(Sprague 1945, p. 57). This statement of Sprague's

suggests Petruchio treats Katherine the same way as he
treats his lame and "infected" horse. When Katherine and
his horse balk, he whips them. The text, however, suggests
Petruchio uses rhetoric, not violence, to tame his shrew.
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Added stage business between Petruchio and his servants
was commonplace. Walter Leman describes his first appearance
onstage at the Tremont Street Theatre in Boston during the
1827-1828 season. He played Nicholas (a servant of Petru
chio) in Catharine and Petruchio but was told very little
about the part, only that it was not very long and "princi
pally business."
The rehearsal progressed as far as the scene in which
Petruchio brings home his shrewish bride, and . . .
administers his first lesson by whipping and beating
his affrighted servants around the stage . . . while
the scared wife stands trembling at the violence of
a temper worse than her own. Doyne [the prompter] here
shouted out to the property man to "bring the wash-bowl
for Mr. Leman," and Mr. Leman found that [Nicholas]
was one of the mob of menials which Petruchio whips
around the stage--not a word to say, but to come on
. . . with a basin full of water, tumble over his mas
ter's legs, breaking the basin with a sprawl, and run
off with a howl to avoid the angry thwacks and blows
which fall impartially on all around.

(Sprague 1945,

pp. 58-59)
George Odell,

in his extensive study of Shakespearean

stage history, thinks Benjamin Webster's performance at
the Haymarket Theatre in 1844 was "undoubtedly" the first
complete acting of The Taming of the Shrew since the days
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before the closing of the theatres in 1642. At the recommen
dation of J. R. Planche, screens and curtains were .used
instead of scenery. He used only two scenes, the outside
of the alehouse and the Lord's chamber in which the strol
ling players would act the comedy as he believed they would
have done in Shakespeare's time. He used placards attached
to the walls to inform the audience of the different loca
tions. But,

in Planche's words, there was one more "diffi

culty . . .

to be surmounted.

How was the play to be fin

ished?" He decided to have Sly
seated in a great chair in the first entrance, 0. P.
[orchestra pit], to witness the performance of the
comedy. At the end of each act no drop scene came down,
but music was played while the servants brought the
bewildered tinker wine and refreshments, which he par
took of freely. During the fifth act he appeared to
fall gradually into a heavy drunken stupor, and when
the last line of the play was spoken, the actors made
their usual bow, and the nobleman,
a sign to his domestics,

advancing and making

they lifted Sly out of his

chair, and as they bore him to the door, the curtain
descended slowly upon the picture.

Not a word was ut

tered, and the termination . . . was indicated by the
simple movement of the dramatic personae, without any
attempt to continue the subject.
75)

(Salgado 1975, p.
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His ideas of trying to imitate Elizabethan stage settings
were again used around the turn of the century by William
Poel, who also used Elizabethan costumes instead of those
appropriate to the setting in the play.

In a century known

for elaborate scenery and stage effects, this innovation
must be considered revolutionary. Reviewers found that by
de-emphasizing the scenery,

the arrangement "tended to give

closeness to the action, and by constantly allowing a great
deal of stage room afforded a sort of freedom to all the
parties engaged"

(Styan 1977, p. 48).

Samuel Phelps revived The Taming of the Shrew, also
"from the text of Shakespeare," at Sadler's Wells in 1856.
But even after using Shakespeare's complete play, he oc
casionally used Garrick's Catharine and Petruchio. Phelps
revived about one Shakespearean play a year. Considering
the short runs of these plays (his was one of the last
repertory theatres in England), these revivals must be con
sidered even more remarkable.

He was one of the only pro

ducers to try Timon of Athens, Per icles, and Lo v e 's Labour's
Lost.
Odell describes the Daly production of The Taming of
the Shrew in 1886 starring John Drew and Ada Rehan as the
production which finally removed it from "the realm of farce
and restored it to a comedy plane"
■■s!;'■

(Odell 1920, vol. 1,

P. 362). Daly brought his production from New York to Lon

-V sii

don. On 29 May 1888, at the Gaiety Theatre Londoners saw
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the play in its entirety, the first time since the days
of Phelps. Ada Rehan and John Drew performed in this London
production after they had played in New York one hundred
and twenty nights. Although Daly presented the complete
play, he ran together scenes Shakespeare had separated and
transposed scenes out of their natural sequence. This way,
he was able to cut down on the number of scenery changes.
For example, he ran together scenes one, three, and five
of act four, so that in one scene Petruchio brings Kate
to his house, argues about the food and her new cap and
gown and leaves again for Padua.

Instead of having Petruchio

and Kate meet Vincentio on the road, they see him as soon
as they step out the door. Odell comments that every time
he saw this performance he was disconcerted by this ridicu
lous "speeding up" of the action. He "could not help wonder
ing why Katherine had been brought to her husband's house
merely to spend a few minutes and depart again for the place
whence she had just come"

(Odell 1920, vol. 2, p. 406).

Sprague lists a number of "attacks," used in the later
nineteenth century, which were continued for a generation
in productions of The Taming of the Shrew. For example,
when Petruchio is ready to leave without attending the ban
quet, Baptista and his guests draw their swords to prevent
him from leaving.

In Daly's production Petruchio draws his

sword, seizes Kate and "she takes his whip from his belt-lashes him"

(Sprague 1945, p. 57).

In an 1870 production,
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Petruchio's complaints about the meat and Katherine's dress
are justified. The meat is brought in, "black as a coal--so
black, as to smurch the face and dress of the cook, at whom
Petruchio throws it" and the gown "is a worn, faded, and
ridiculous garment no woman of taste or reason would consent
to wear"

(Sprague 1945, p. 58). Max Beerbohm criticizes

Mrs. Benson's performance as Katherine, especially her man
ner of threatening Bianca with a pin and thought "the pro
longed shriek which she uttered when Petruchio held her
in his arms was such that the shriek of an express train
passing through a station would have seemed musical by con
trast"

(Beerbohm 1969, p. 341). Sprague has found in the

directions included in prompt books that Petruchio beats
the cook with the leg of mutton. Kate hides behind the s e t 
tee while Petruchio "storms and raves," Grumio hides under
the table then "walks off with the table on his back." Petru
chio makes the Tailor hop over his sword or whip,

"slapping

his back--at each hop." Garrick added a fight between the
Tailor and Grumio. Benson had Katherine "snatch up a knife
and raise it to strike Petruchio, when the sight of his
mocking face, quite unruffled by her fury, breaks her proud
spirit, and plunging the knife into the table, she sinks
sobbing at his feet"

(Sprague 1945, pp. 59-60).

With such characters as these performing such exagger
ated actions,

it is not surprising that in a letter to The

Pall Mall Gazette, George Bernard Shaw considered the play
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"one vile insult to womanhood and manhood from the first
word to the last"

(Wilson 1961, p. 186). Shaw is referring

in this letter to the Daly production. He describes it as
"not Shakespear:

it was only Garrick adulterated by Shake-

spear." Although he describes Petruchio as a "fop," he says
"he cannot make the spectacle of a man cracking a heavy
whip at a starving woman other than disgusting and unmanly."
He hoped that in the future "all men and women who respect
one another will boycott The Taming of the Shrew until it
is driven off the boards"

(Wilson 1961, pp. 186-187).

In an article Shaw wrote 6 November 1897, he explains
why he passed up an opportunity to see Garrick's Catharine
and Petruchio. He believes in Shakespeare's play the process
of taming is "quite bearable, because the selfishness of
the man is healthily goodhumored and untainted by wanton
cruelty." But even in Shakespeare's play,
the last scene is altogether disgusting to modern sensi
bility. No man with any decency of feeling can sit
it out in the company of a woman without being ex
tremely ashamed of the lord-of-creat ion moral implied
in the wager and the speech put into the woman's own
mouth.

(Wilson 1961, p. 188)

He thought The Taming of the Shrew was worthy of "a complete
and efficient representation" but even at that it would
need some apology. But for the Garrick play, he simply says,
"thank you : n o ."
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These adaptations of The Taming of the Shrew encouraged
actors, directors and critics to believe Shakespeare had
written a play saturated with violence and sexist ideas.
Lise Pedersen notices a number of similarities between Shake
speare's The Taming of the Shrew and Shaw's Pygmalion. "In
both plays a man accepts the task of transforming a woman
from one kind of person to another,

radically different

kind. In both plays the man who undertakes this task is
an overbearing bully"

(Pedersen 1979, p. 33). The major

difference she points out is that Shaw repudiated "the male
chauvinism of his day and Shakespeare's" and replaced it
with his support of "women's liberation"
p. 39).

(Pedersen 1979,

In order to prove this argument Pedersen assumes

that
Petruchio consistently plays the role of a bully in
his relationship with Kate, and it is, indeed, the
means by which he transforms her from a quarrelsome
shrew to a sweet-tempered and obedient wife. Not only
does he frustrate her every wish, but he subjects her
to mental anguish in the humiliation brought upon her
by his attire and behavior at their wedding and to
physical abuse in causing her horse to dump her into
the mud,

in preventing her from sleeping night after

night, and keeping food from her with the declared
intention of starving her into submission.
1979, p. 33)

(Pedersen
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There is no indication in the text that Katherine suffers
mental anguish at any point in the play or that Petruchio
causes h e r .horse to dump Katherine in the mud. According
to Grumio's report her horse simply fell into the mud. Petruchio's declared intention is not to starve Katherine into
submission,

it is to "curb her mad and headstrong humor"

(IV, i, 196). Pedersen's claims seem to be taken from a
performance she has seen rather than from a close reading
of the text. Petruchio need not be presented as a bully
who beats Katherine into submission.
Irene G. Dash (who has also worked with the influence
of Garrick's Catharine and Petruchio on contemporary produc
tions of Shakespeare's play) comments,
Beneath the horseplay and farce,

[Shakespeare's] comedy

offers a remarkably mature affirmation of the potential
for understanding between a man and a woman.

(Dash

1981, p. 64)
Such an interpretation can only be accomplished on stage,
however, when The Taming of the Shrew is presented as ser
ious comedy. After all, Katherine and Petruchio reach their
understanding by way of the dialogue, not the horseplay.

ii
The Taming of the Shrew
on the Modern Stage

One of the major differences between the twentieth
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century productions and those of the previous three-hundred
years lies in the balance of farce and comedy. Many of the
performances between 1600 and 1900 depend on added stage
business for comic effect, encouraging the audience to pay
less attention to the dialogue as they concentrate on the
slapstick. Harmonizing these elements has presented one
of the greatest challenges for directors and actors. The
most commendable production would be one which relies as
heavily on the humor implicit in the words as in the added
gags and gimmicks. As the following discussion suggests,
either this kind of production is a rarity or most critics
devote an inordinate proportion of their reviews to the
description of the rough and tumble.
Barry Gaines,

in his review of a 1978 production,

described some of-the gimmicks used: Petruchio entered Padua
on a Vespa and took his bride home on the same motorbike;
Grumio kept Katherine's family at bay with a pistol; Kather
ine tied Bianca's hands and dunked her repeatedly in a foun
tain and during the wooing scene Petruchio and Katherine
ended up in the same fountain (Gaines 1978, p. 239). Robin
Phillips justifies his use of gimmicks by claiming that
nothing gets "into his production unless it has proved to
support or in some way assist the sharing with the audience
whatever the given thought is." He believes any "trick"
should stay in so long as it produces "the direct contact
between actor and audience so that they are spontaneously
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arriving at a scene together." Any gimmick is acceptable,
"even if it is as anachronistic as a car suddenly driving
into the middle of a Renaissance production," provided it
makes an audience listen to a line in the text which they
would otherwise not notice. He adds, however,

"God forbid

that one should drive a car into a Renaissance play, of
course"

(Berry 1977, pp. 101-102).

In Barry Jackson's 1925

production Petruchio drives a battered Ford on stage when
he arrives for the wedding. Other gimmicks Jackson included
in this self-consciously modern dress production were: photo
graphs taken of the wedding group and an electric stove
which Grumio hands to Petruchio when he asks for fire
(Grebanier 1975, p. 427).
It is most often the beginning and ending of The Taming
of the Shrew which invites the use of gimmicks. Anabelle
Henkin Melzer had the actor who played Sly double as Petru
chio and the actress who played the Hostess double as Rather
ine. The drawback was that Petruchio and Sly were played
as much the same character.
oaf, a drunkard,

"Petruchio turned into a boorish

a tinker, devoid of redeeming traits."

As the reviewer points out, Shakespeare's Petruchio is "a
gentleman, a landowner, gentry"

(Rothwell 1980, p. 179).

Denise Coffey, at the Neptune Theatre in Halifax, presented
Sly as a local drunk. A touring group of actors entertain
him in a "local Italian restaurant." She tried to improve
the ending of Shakespeare's play by having Sly "set off
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down Halifax's Water Street to 'tame' the restaurant's char
lady"

(Knowles 1981, p. 180). Barnet Kellman introduced

his Shrew with a "modern dumb show"

(Gaines 1978, p. 239)

and Judd Parkin used a Punch and Judy show,
ing and whacking"

"with much pound

(Dessen 1979, p. 256). One advantage of

using such a violent beginning is that the action which
follows would likely seem tame by comparison.
Ellen Dowling,

in her study of the Induction, found

that only 14 of the 62 productions she researched left out
the Sly episodes (Dowling 1983, pp. 87-96). Yet R. 0. Ceballos justified his decision not to use the Sly scenes with
the statement:
Since it's become standard to drop the Sly scenes,
most of the audience— not familiar with the text--would
have questioned whether they were watching Shakespeare.
(Godshalk 1979, p. 210)
Most reviewers disagree. Ralph Berry regretted the omission
of the Sly scenes at the 1979 Stratford Festival in Canada.
He comments,

"I now align myself with the Sly-preservers.

Someone ought to hurl a boulder at what is going on out
there"

(Berry 1980, p. 169). Albert C. Labriola complimented

the Sly scenes in the Three Rivers production. He believed
the effect of staging the Induction,

"cannot be overstated,

for the Induction is a microcosmic reflection of the play
as a whole"

(Labriola 1981, p. 205).

The ending poses equally difficult decisions for
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directors. Some decide to avoid a sexist ending by giving
Kate's final speech an ironic interpretation. According
to one reviewer, Kate nearly choked on "thy keeper, thy
head, thy sovereign" and she "strained valiently" after
irony on "I am ashamed that women are so simple" but "it
did not work"

(Mills 1978, p. 254).

In another production

Kate and Petruchio both laughed at the end of her duty
speech (Mullin 1982, p. 395).

In two other stagings Kather

ine ended her speech by kneeling at Petruchio's feet in
"apparent humility." But as she spoke t'he words,

"may it

do him ease," she tossed his feet upwards turning him off
the bench. Lester Barber thought this interpretation "made
sense of Katherine's lines and her whole tongue-in-cheek
attitude"

(Barber 1978, p. 247). Charles Frey thought such

an ending was overdone, that "the humanizing touches were
overwhelmed by manipulative toughness"

(Frey 1981, p. 275).

Most reviewers prefer the straight ending. Virginia
Carr believes that by having the play end with Petruchio's
kneeling beside Kate "at last on an equal footing" the
director had found a way to "redeem Petruchio in the eyes
of the fiercest feminist"

(Carr 1978, p. 231). Jeanne Addi

son Roberts' description of the final scene sounds like
a paragraph out of a Barbara Cartland novel: As Kate began
her final speech,
Petruchio faced the audience uncertain what game she
was playing, and painfully vulnerable.

In mid-speech
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their eyes met, telegraphing naked desire, mutually
shared. By the time Kate offered her hand, which Petruchio kissed instead of permitting her to put it under
his foot, male sexual conquest had been transformed
into female seduction.

(Roberts 1981, p. 207)

One director tried to bring across the idea that "Kate's
last speech would just as willingly be spoken by Petruchio,
should she ever request it, with the pronouns and the words
'husband' and

'wife' reversed"

(Wilds 1982, p. 386).

There are only a few Shakespearean plays which can
be performed (in their entirety)
hour time period,

in a two/two-and-a-half

("the two hours' traffic on our stage").

This (very obviously)

requires most directors to cut pas

sages from the text. Any time lines are cut the director
takes the opportunity of changing the tone or mood of a
character or scene. Some directors welcome this opportunity;
others consider it a necessary evil. Another way directors
adapt Shakespeare's plays to fit their interpretation is
by adding lines, characters, or props. Perhaps the oddest
addition to The Taming of the Shrew were the horses. Shake
speare clearly made it easier to stage this play by having
all but one of the "travel" scenes reported. Biondello
describes the horse Petruchio rides to his wedding; Grumio
relates what happened on the road from Pauda to Verona.
It is on the return trip to Padua that the horses would
likely appear. But because no character refers to a horse
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many directors prefer to leave them out, and stage the scene
as if Petruchio, Katherine, Grumio, and Hortensio are walk
ing back to Padua. The directors who chose to use horses
usually included sawhorses in their productions instead
of the real thing '(Barber 1978, p. 247 ). It was not always
easy to understand if the reviewer approved of the idea:
"Things went from bed to wurst as the actors hustled through
the first half riding sawhorses, knocking at falling gates,
throwing Bianca's food, and drawing from their scabbards
sausages instead of swords"

(Frey 1981, p. 275). James H.

Maguire made the confusing comment (after describing Biondel
lo as zooming around on a "pair of distinctly twentieth-cen
tury roller skates)

that "the other mode of stage transporta

tion consisted of a herd of Monty Python invisible horses
that pranced about convincingly"

(Maguire 1981, p. 248).

Very closely connected with the added gimmicks is the
use of modern dress. Most of Shakespeare's plays "act" with
equal success in any kind of costuming but The Taming of
the Shrew presents special problems.

Some of the allusions

to clothing are general enough that modern dress could be
used without having to rewrite passages or delete them.
For example, when the Lord sees Sly he says:
0 monstrous beast, how like a swine he lies!
Grim death, how foul and loathsome is thine image!
(Ind.,

i, 32-33)

He immediately makes plans to "practice" on the drunkard
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by transferring Sly to his chambers and see that he is "wrap
ped in sweet clothes, rings put upon his fingers" and served
a "most delicious banquet"

(Ind.,

i, 36, 37). When Sly

wakens in the Lord's chambers and is asked what he would
prefer to wear, he says:
Ne'er ask me what
raiment I'll wear,

for I have no more doublets than

backs, no more stockings than legs, nor no more shoes
than feet; nay, sometimes more feet than shoes, or
such
shoes as my toes look through the overleather.
(Ind., i i , 7-11)
So far the only word requiring Elizabethan dress is "doub
let." But a director who decides to use modern dress would
either have to change the word to a modern equivalent or
leave it in and hope the audience could make sense of it.
The number of references to clothing increases tremen
dously in the main play. One of the first lengthy descrip
tions of Elizabethan dress is given by Biondello:
Why, Petruchio is coming,

in a new hat and

an old jerkin; a pair of old breeches thrice turned;
a pair
of boots that have been candle-cases, one buckled,
another laced; an old rusty sword ta'en out of the
town
armory, with a broken hilt and chapeless.
(Ill,

ii 42-46 ;
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He follows up with an equally detailed description of Grumio:
0 sir, his lackey, for all the world caprisoned like the horse: with a linen stock on one
leg and a
kersey boot-hose on the other, gart'red with a red
and
blue list; an old hat and the humor of forty fancies
pricked in't for a feather--a monster, a very monster
in
apparel, and not like a Christian footboy or a gentle
man's lackey.
(Ill,

ii, 62-68)

Much of the humor of the Tailor/Haberdasher scene depends
on the description of the current fashions in women's cloth
ing. If directors decide to use modern dress, the number
of textual changes they need to make increases proportion
ately as the play progresses.
Kevin L. Seligman has found more allusions to specific
Elizabethan syles in this play than he has in any of Shake
speare's other plays. He explains how Shakespeare uses
fashion "as a form of exposition,
spectacle"

thought,

language and

(Seligman 1974, p. 39). Directors could stage

those portions of the play in Elizabethan dress which re
quire them and the rest of the characters to be clothed
in a different set of costumes. Peter Brook, a long-time
uirector at the Royal Shakespeare Festival, would likely
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prefer this solution.

He objects to a Shakespearean produc

tion which confines itself to a "single attitude and a
single interpretation":
I think any complete and consistent set of historical
costumes is a fantastic imposition,
play in certain directions

...

and forces the

I saw recently a play

directed in this manner, so that for two-and-a-half
hours you were always conscious of the play as an ex
ample of writing at such-and-such a moment of history.
Of course,

it's intolerable. You cannot enter into

a play if part of you is squashed into that footnoting
attitude, you cannot enter into the experience . . .
I

think

that a mixture of any sort is already a bet

ter solution than one that is consistent. And the
moment anything is all of a piece,
a straitjacket onto Shakespeare.

then it's putting

(Berry 1977, pp. 125-

126 )
In this interview, Ralph Berry follows with the suggestion
that comedy (unlike tragedy)
to go for the provocations"

"permits one the licence [sic]
(Berry 1977, p. 127). Brook

disagrees:
you want an actor in either a tragedy or a comedy to
look natural— natural in the sense that you accept
him--you just watch him and look at his face and his
hands and you listen to what he's saying, and yet you
don't want him to look contemporary.

(Berry 1977, p.
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For Peter Brook it is most important for the costuming to
be simple, not distracting. As a number of critics evidence,
this is oftentimes not the attitude directors assume when
they present The Taming of the Shrew.
In a California production, directed by Mark Lamos,
Petruchio arrived for his wedding,

"pretending to be drunk,

in top hat and tails over white long johns, red socks, white
oxfords, yellow tie and yellow gloves. Grumio carried him
piggyback style"

(Stodder 1980, pp. 256-257). Michael Maggio

had Petruchio arrive in "a mutilated gown, one shoulder
bare, tricolor in hand--Delacroix's 'Liberty Leading the
People"

(Wheeler 1980, p. 23.7). The director of an Old Vic

production hinted at the "tricolor" motif by dressing Petru
chio in red, white and blue corsets (Grebanier 1975, p.
469).
Some critics prefer the production which presents Petru
chio in modern absurd apparel.

In the 1928 Barry Jackson

production, Petruchio dressed in a top hat, a red handker
chief round his neck, morning coat, highly colored pullover,
a pair of khaki breeches, a riding boot on one foot and
a patent leather shoe on the other. The humor was sustained
because of the contrast with the crowd of wedding guests
dressed correctly. Norman Marshall,

in a review of this

Production, thought the "wedding scene was more successful
than usual because modern audiences did not know how an
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Elizabethan bridegroom should look anyway"

(Styan 1977,

pp. 150-151).
These changes in the costuming may well elicit an extra
laugh or two from an audience. Such changes may catch the
audience unaware and the humor then is attained by present
ing the unexpected,

shocking them. Provided the director

is making a statement, as Shakespeare certainly was when
he had Petruchio arrive for his wedding in old, mismatched
clothes, any dress could be appropriate.

But it is diffi

cult to imagine, even with the recent popularity of Boy
George, how the director could justify,

in terms of Petru-

chio's character, having him arrive for the marriage cere
mony in drag. Any audience can understand when they see
a production done in Elizabethan or Victorian dress that
Petruchio's outfit (if it comes close to fitting Biondello's
description)

is very different from the others.

If not,

the comments made by Baptista and Tranio would certainly
make this clear.
Costuming the other characters involves equally diffi
cult decisions.

If modern dress is used how should a servant

be clad? Gremio, who is described as a pantaloon (the buf
foon figure most commonly found in pantomime) would have
worn an outfit in Elizabethan times to distinguish him as
such. The Lord, Hortensio, and Lucentio would be dressed
so that an audience would know as soon as they walked on-
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stage that they belonged to the gentry. As soon as they
change their clothes when they disguise themselves for their
lower class positions the audience again could recognize
their station simply by looking at their clothes.
William Foeller used "theatricl-Italianate" costumes
"overlaid with contemporary articles" for his Philidelphia
production: Katherine wore running shoes; Tranio and Lucentio sported caps, sweater-vests, and plus-fours and carried
pipes and golf clubs; Baptista was outfitted as a mafioso
padrone and Biondello wore a fedora and a doublet shaped
like a trenchcoat

(Mazer 1982, p. 225). Lillian Wilds

described the costumes of Ellen Geer's production "ContempoGrubby." Sly wore jeans, boots, a Hawaiian shirt, and a
blue satin baseball jacket. His page-wife wore a split
skirt, straw hat, and fur stole (Wilds 1983, p, 390). Barnet
Kellman used modern dress. When Vincentio sees servant
Tranio dressed in his master's clothes Shakespeare's lines,
"A silken doublet, a velvet hose, a scarlet cloak, and a
copatain hat!" became,

"double-knit pants and Gucci shoes!"

(Gaines 1978, p. 240). Daniel Sullivan used a mixture: Kate
wore a
pink and wine-colored dress and boots. Petruchio's
five servants all had identical costumes with orange
caps topped by balls of light green yarn. Gremio was
portrayed as a pantaloon figure in light blue leotard
and tights and with a long stocking cap; a polka dot
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purse, hanging from a long chain, served in place or
a codpiece. Hortensio was in a polka dot clown outfit.
(Barber 1978, p. 247)
Katherine's dress varies from the emphasis on women's
liberation:

(a cigar smoking Kate in a trim, mannish green

suit coat, off-pink slacks, and a paisley vest to a "turban
and Turkish trousers— a kind of female Lord Byron"
1980, p.237))

(Wheeler

in one production to a Kate with a "plunging

decolletage that made her appear more the lewd and lascivi
ous wanton to be bought"

(McLean 1980, p. 239). Costume

designer Dan L. Wilkelm presented Kate in a red dress and
a live six-foot-long snake draped about her neck (Wilde
1981, p. 259). Katherine can certainly be viewed as a liber
ated woman. She has a strong will, an intelligence matched
only by Petruchio and perhaps Tranio, and a wit comparable
only to the Lord and Petruchio in this play. But, by giving
her a six-foot-long snake, the director imposes a preposter
ous Freudian interpretation on the play.
In order to make a production of The Taming of the
Shrew work, a director must create some kind of harmony
between the characterization of the principal roles and
those of the minor characters. Too often when either the
imagination of the director or the talents of the actors
are limited, the minors in this play are presented as dirty
or dumb. Brian Hansen presented Hortensio as "something
resembling a twelve-year old idiot: wall eyed, slack of
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jaw, loose of limb, and given to baby-talk"

(Mills 1978,

p. 253). Laird Williamson went one better. He presented
everyone, except Kate and Petruchio, as "childish." Baptista
and Hortensio
were idiot figures,
respectively.

impossibly foolish and simpering,

Early in the play Bianca handed Baptista

an enormous lollipop, which he began to suck while
she made faces behind his back.

(Montgomery 1978, p.

257 )
Petruchio's servants have been presented as "slow-witted
GI's, with southern accents"
Grumio as a "gangly,
Grand Army"

(McLean 1980, p. 239), and

ragged leftover from the Emperor's

(Wheeler 1980, p. 237).

In another they were

"motley and dirty as well as obviously retarded; one ap
peared to be modeled after Frankenstein's monster"

(Wilds

1982, p. 386).
Those directors who prefer to keep up the "battle of
the sexes" without using a military setting find a substi
tute in the Wild West.

In one production Katherine entered

in jeans and a Western hat, shooting a pistol and carrying
a whip. Petruchio prepared for his wooing scene by unbuck
ling his gunbelt as does Katherine. But with her whip still
in hand she knocks him off his feet. When he gets the whip
away from her she draws her knife. Petruchio ends the scene
by "bulldogging" her and tying her up with a rope (Wilds
1981, p. 257).

In another production Christopher Sly is
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a whip. Petruchio prepared for his wooing scene by unbuck
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P. 257).

In another production Christopher Sly is
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a drunken prospector, Kate is dressed in Annie Oakely braids
and boots and once again Petruchio "calf-roped and hog-tied
his heifer after she decked him"

(Kelly 1981, p. 240). James

Dunn presented Gremio as an undertaker and Kate as Calamity
jane (Jacobs 1980, p. 277).
Another production problem revolves around the songs
in the play. Shakespeare included only eight lines of song
in The Taming of the Shrew. Petruchio exits in act two,
confident his match with Kate has been confirmed, singing,
"We will be married a Sunday"

(II, i, 326). When Petruchio

and Kate arrive at his house he sings,
that late I led?"

"Where is the life

(IV, i, 125) and "It was the friar of

orders grey,/ As he forth walked on his way"

(IV, i, 129-

130). After Biondello announces Petruchio's imminent ar
rival, he quibbles with Baptista about whether Petruchio
comes or his horse. When Baptista insists "that's all one"
Biondello sings:
Nay, by Saint Jamy,
I hold you a penny,
A horse and a man
Is more than one
And yet not many.
(Ill, ii, 78-82)
Most of Shakespeare's other comedies contain a number of
songs. There are more than a half-dozen songs in A Midsummer
1s Dream, some over twenty lines, sung by a variety
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of characters: Oberon, Puck, Bottom, and the Fairies.
As if to compensate for Shakespeare's omission some
directors have added songs to The Taming of the Shrew. The
Sly plot invites the addition of song because it is through
food, drink, art, and music that Sly is to be convinced
he is a lord. Roger Hendricks Simon, using a modern setting,
had singers in a pub performing "The Nut Brown Lass"
(Roberts 1981, p. 207). Barnett Kellman opened his play
with a blind musician (Gaines 1978, p. 239).

In another

Sly and his wife were entertained by four dancing girls
and a male singer

(Wilds 1982, p. 390). Because these addi

tions are suggested by the text and are used more as back
ground, they are not obtrusive.
Some of the songs added by directors are more difficult
to justify.

In one, Baptista opened the main play with the

song, "Another Op'nin, Another Show," from Kiss Me Kate
(Wilds 1982, p. 390). The words require him to step out
of his role as Baptista and comment on the play.

If the

director follows the text, Tranio and Lucentio have already
begun the play before Baptista enters and are still on the
stage. Four other characters--Bianca, Katherine, Hortensio,
and Grumio--enter at the same time as Baptista. What do
they do while Baptista sings? As if to accentuate the artifi
cial world of the play, Geer included a musician on a plat
form who used cymbals, drums and clackers to freeze the
action or to punctuate the play. Bianca doubled as a violin
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ist (Wilds 1982, p. 390). These additions serve to remind
the audience that they are watching a play, put on by actors
impersonating another character. But these reminders,
throughout an entire performance,

used

can grow tiresome.

Katherine and Petruchio's roles invited the most un
usual additions. Petruchio and Grumio entered to the William
Tell Overture. Kate came in on a drum roll, making a muscle
with her arm and eating an apple (Wilds 1982, p. 390).

In

another Kate and Petruchio celebrated their wedding with
a "tempestuous tango" that turned into an "Apache

dance"

(Gaines 1978, p. 239). While Kate gives her duty speech
the rest of the company hums."incongrously"
Hymn of the Republic"

"The Battle

(Mazer 1982, p. 225:

Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the
Lor d ;
He is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of
wrath are stored;
He has loosed the fateful lightning of his terrible
swift sword;
His truth is marching on.
("Battle . . . 1978,,

#332)

Any director who suggests these words likens Petruchio to
God and suggests Katherine is now singing praises to her
Almighty Lord.
The interpretation most often praised by reviewers
was that which played down the farce and brutality. Ralph
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Berry was one of the only exceptions. He objected to the
behavior modification theme used by Peter Daws. Petruchio
fit in the "Social Worker mode" as he provided a "role
model" for Kate. Berry labeled this interpretation a "homi
letic drama" and complained of the difficulty "for those
of us who regard its vital essences as brutality and sexual
ity" to accept such a version.

If Berry had been "referee

ing" during Kate and Petruchio's first meeting he would
have stopped the "contest" and "warned Katherine to show
more action, and reprimanded Petruchio for gentlemanly con
duct"

(Berry 1982, p. 200).
W. L. Godshalk compliments that which Berry criticizes.

He says of a 1979 production:

the director "de-emphasized

the physical"; the play was "witty rather than brutal."
Kate was more aggressive verbally than physically. According
to Ceballos (the director),
farce . . .
this play"

"the traditional concept of

is too narrow to contain the many facets of
(Godshalk 1979, p. 210).

In another production,

Kate and Petruchio secretly fall in love at first sight.
Petruchio was less a tyrant taming a shrewish Kate than
a "sympathetic and perceptive--if seeret--lover painfully
instructing a defensive Kate to discover that attractive
self he had seen earlier." Robert J. Fehrenbach likened
the courtship to an embryonic Beatrice/Benedict relationship
which "lifted Kate and Petruchio a notch above the farcical"
(Fehrenbach 1979, p. 197).

In another, Kate played her
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physical and psychic suffering so lightly that there never
was a "doubt they loved each other, or at least that they
found each other's intelligence and verve so far above the
rest of the stock characters that their own genuine humanity
transcended the farce." Kate's bad temper involuntarily
melted under Petruchio's charm, each time returning more
slowly (Mullin 1982, p. 376).
These three productions strongly suggest that The Tam
ing of the Shrew can be presented in such a way that a
modern audience can enjoy it, rather than be offended by
it. It is not surprising that each of these three reviewers
mentioned that the director chose to play down the violence
(which is not specified in the play) and concentrated in
stead on the verbal qualities of the work.
readers, actors, critics,

In order for

and directors to appreciate the

strengths of this play, they must transcend the "traditional
concept" of it as a farce. Once these "counterfeit supposes"
are disregarded, The Taming of the Shrew can be seen as
one of Shakespeare's early successes which prefigures his
later comedies.

CONCLUSION

It is likely that the familiar arguments favoring The
Taming of the Shrew as farce will continue to be the most
prevalent. Larry Champion's description typifies the view
many critics have of this play. The Taming of the Shrew
is a comedy of "action":
characters are significant only in terms of what they
do, not in terms of what they are or how they are tranformed by what happens to them; they are puppets or
stock characters run through the complications that
temporarily prevent the success of youthful romance.
(Champion 1970, pp. 24-25)
This is one common assumption of this Shakespearean comedy
I hoped to refute in my study. Shakespeare uses a number
of stock characters in this play--the shrew, the pantaloon,
the conniving servant, the rich Widow--but he gives them
a deeper "identity," a more complex characterization than
those commonly used in farce.

It is much more important,

if a reader is to understand the ironies and subtleties,
to pay attention to what the characters say in The Taming
of the Shrew than it is to notice what they do.
Another "problem" critics have yet to dispel is the
188
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contention that The Taming of the Shrew is popular on stage
despite its unsavory plot and its amateurish style and struc
ture. Arthur Quiller-Couch writes:
To call The Shrew a masterpiece is not only to bend
criticism into sycophancy and a fawning upon Shake
speare's name.

It does worse. Accepted,

standard of judgment,

it sinks our

levels it, and by levelling for

bids our understanding of how a great genius operates;
how consummate it can be at its best, how flagrantly
bad at its worst.

. . To pretend that The Shrew, with

its 'prentice grasp on poetry, can compare for a moment
with A Midsummer-Night's Dream or with Twelfth Night
is an affectation, as foolish as most other human fol
ly; as to assert The Shrew's underplot (the whole
Ariosto intrigue) as master-work. Any careful,

candid

examination will expose it as patchwork, and patched
none too cleverly.
But the trouble about The Shrew is that, although
it reads rather ill in the library,
on the stage.

it goes very well

(Quiller-Couch 1928, pp. xxiv-xxv)

It is tempting after working so closely with this play to
think of it as one of Shakespeare's major achievements.
I will not claim it is Shakespeare's masterpiece. But, I
am convinced that until readers recognize the better quali
ties of this play,

it will continue to be regarded as one

of Shakespeare's less successful experiments in his develop
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ment as a playwright. Shakespeare presents in The Taming
of the Shrew a skepticism of traditional values which can
be understood only by those who are not goaded into inter
preting literally the seemingly simple language and cliched
expressions. Readers must learn (as Katherine did) that
rhetoric oftentimes contains simultaneously truth and fic
tion, reason and illogic, design and chaos, complexity and
simplicity.
The Taming of the Shrew has an elasticity matched by
only a few of Shakespeare's other plays.

It can be presented

as a farce or a comedy of manners or a romantic comedy.
When Quiller-Couch criticises the poetry in this play and
compares it with that of A Midsummer Night's Dream and
Twelfth Night he misses the greatest accomplishment of the
dialogue: the diversity of style. Petruchio does not use
poetry to court Katherine or to impress her father. He re
lies on his ability to play with the language; he uses wit
and rhetoric. Neither his behavior, nor his language, com
plies with those of the ideal poetic Renaissance lover.
Shakespeare has Lucentio court Bianca with poetry. The Lord,
Tranio, and Hortensio vary their speech depending on whom
they are addressing and which identity they are assuming,
sometimes using poetic speech, oftentimes using the plain
straight-forward speech reserved in other plays for the
servants and clowns.

It is the variety in the dialogue,

not the poetry, which distinguishes this play.
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Another elastic quality of this play involves the
"ethics." George Bernard Shaw criticizes Shakespeare for
espousing the accepted morality of his time instead of mak
ing "an original contribution" to morality as Ibsen does
(Wilson 1961, p. 230). As I mention above, Shaw abhorred
the obedience speech Katherine gives in the last act to
such an extent he encouraged "all men and women who respect
one another" to "boycott The Taming of the Shrew until it
is driven off the boards"

(Wilson 1961, p. 187). Rather

than banish the play from the stage, a few directors have
found a way to present the play to fit their twentieth cen
tury sensibility. Without requiring any emendations to the
text, The Taming of the Shrew can be (and has been) presen
ted as a play which ridicules both the belief of women as
property, born to serve man, as well as ridiculing the be
liever of that philosophy.
Ralph Berry documents the turnabout of the evaluation
of Shakespeare's Measure for Measure which took place "over
the last quarter of a century." He quotes a statement made
by Hardin Craig in the introduction of The Complete Works
of Shakespeare. It is uncannily close to the opinion Quiller-Couch gave on The Taming of the Shrew:
Measure for Measure in spite of its touches of beauty
remains one of Shakespeare's worst plays.

Its badness,

however, has not prevented it from having great popu
larity on the stage.

(Berry 1981, p. 37)
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According to Berry,

"It is now universally accepted that

Measure for Measure, whatever its difficulties,

is one of

the leading achievements of Shakespeare's Jacobean work"
(Berry 1981, p. 37). Perhaps it is time that actors, direc
tors, readers and critics "rediscover" The Taming of the
Shrew and, as John Russell Brown recommends,
play from "one-sided interpretations"

"free" the

(Brown 1974, p. 83).

The purpose of this study was to contribute to that process.

APPENDIX

A Shrew and The Shrew

The Taming of the Shrew is generally thought to be
one of Shakespeare's earliest plays, perhaps his second
essay in comedy. Despite this agreement, the estimates for
an appropriate date range from 1590-1598, depending on each
critic's analysis of how Shakespeare's play is related to
the anonymous play, The Taming of a Shrew. That these two
plays are in some way connected is unanimously accepted,
but critics have been attempting to determine for over a
century the precise nature of this relationship:
the source of the other

(and,

is one

if so, which is which) or

are they independently derived from a version of a Shrew
play now lost.
Edmund K. Chambers traces the publication dates of
these two plays from 1594-1631.

"A plesant Conceyted his

toric called the Tayminge of a Shrowe"
Stationer's Register on 2 May 1594.

is entered in the

In the same year the

play was printed at London by Peter Short and sold to
Cuthbert Burbie. Added to the same description and title
194
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as was listed in the Stationer's Register is the informa
tion:

"As it was sundry times acted by the Right honorable

the Earle of Pembrook his servants,"

indicating the play

must have been written some time earlier. The play was re
printed in 1596 and 1607 and changed hands a few times.
On 22 January 1607 the play was entered for Master Linge
"by direccon of A Court and with consent of Master Burby."
There is an entry also in 1607 for Nicholas Ling by Valen
tine Simmes and on 19 November 1607 to John Smythick for
copies "whiche dyd belonge to Nicholas Lynge." The Taming
of the Shrew was printed in the First Folio in 1623 (this
is the first time the title included the definite article
"the" in front of the word "Shrew").

In 1631 it was printed

in Quarto version and that entry reads:

"A Wittie and Pleas

ant Comedie Called The Taming of the Shrew. As it was acted
by his Maiesties Servants at the Black Friars and the Globe.
Written by Will. Shakespeare. Printed by W. S. for Iohn
Smethwicke"

(Chambers 1930, p. 323). Because of the similar

titles no one can be certain which of these plays is refer
red to in the copyright.

Chambers says it "is clear that

A Shrew and The Shrew were regarded commercially as the
same, and that the copyright acquired by Smethwick in 1607
covered both F. and the Q of 1631, which was printed from
it" (Chambers 1930, p. 323).
In many respects,

the plots of these two plays are

also similar, even though the locale and all the names (ex-
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cept for Sly and Kate) are different. Both plays begin with
the Christopher Sly episode.

In A Shrew the play begins

and ends with Sly and includes a number of interruptions
by him, whereas in Shakespeare's play Sly is not heard from
again after the middle of the first scene of the Katherine
and Petruchio plot. Nevertheless, the Sly episode in The
Shrew is almost twice as long and includes more intricate
detail.

In both plays Sly is thrown out of an alehouse for

not paying his bills, falls asleep on the ground, and is
discovered by a Lord returning from hunting who decides
to play a jest on Sly by transforming him into a lord. Play
ers arrive and plans are made for them to present a comedy
before the new "lord." When Sly awakes, the servants and
the Lord (dressed as a servant)

try to convince him of his

noble status. Sly agrees he is a lord, continues to ask
for "small ale," meets his wife (in both accounts a boy
dressed as a gentlewoman), and watches part of the play.
There are some similarities in phrasing. Both plays
have Sly say,

"I'll feeze you," and "I am lord indeed,"

and in both he requests at various intervals "small ale."
However, one of the major differences between the two Sly
episodes is in the writing style. One example should be
sufficient to illustrate this.

In A Shrew, when the Lord

and his "men from hunting" enter, the Lord begins with a
bombastic description of the end of the day:
Now that the gloomie shaddow of the night,
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Longing to view Orions drisling lookes,
Leapes from the' antarticke World unto the skie
And dims the Welkin with her pitchie breath,
And darkesome night oreshades the christall heavens.
(i, 10-14)
The Lord then notices Sly and sets up his plans to turn
the drunkard into a lord. Although in Shakespeare's play
the Lord usually speaks in blank verse, his dialogue exhi
bits the easy, colloquial rhythms and down to earth vocabu
lary of everyday speech:
Huntsman,

I charge thee, tender well my hounds.

Breathe Merriman,

the poor cur is embossed,

And couple Clowder with the deep-mouthed brach.
Saw'st thou not, boy, how Silver made it good
At the hedge-corner in the coldest fault?
I would not lose the dog for twenty pound.
(Ind.,

i, 14-19)

Shakespeare leaves out the purple prose and the Marlovian
echoes. Lucentio,

in the main play,

is the only character

who uses the more formal discourse. Unlike the author of
A Shrew, Shakespeare oftentimes uses dialogue as a means
of characterization.
The main plots of both Shrew plays are also quite simi
lar in outline. Kate, thought to be a devilish scold, mar
ries a braggart who is eager to gain her generous dowry.
Her husband courts her with sarcasm, arranges a hasty mar-

ifitesiBi.j,
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riage, dresses and behaves outlandishly at the wedding,
beats his servants, and denies her food and stylish clothes.
Kate repeatedly demonstrates her shrewish nature, matches
his sarcasm, refuses to agree that two o'clock is the time
of day, agrees the sun is the moon and pretends an old man
is a beautiful young woman.

In both plays the main plots

end with Kate's husband winning the wager on which wife
will be the most obedient and Kate gives a lengthy duty
speech.
The sub-plot in A Shrew and The Shrew, however, differ
in a number of major areas. There are three sisters in A
Shrew, two in The Shrew. Although A Shrew contains the equiv
alents of Hortensio, Tranio, and Lucentio, all of whom use
similar disguises, there is no real rivalry for the hand
of Kate's sisters and no real motivation for the disguises.
Both the younger sisters in A Shrew are thought to be sweet
and meek as Bianca is in The Shrew, but neither of them
obeys her husband's requests in the wager scene.

It is be

cause of the substantial differences in the sub-plots that
there have been so many conflicting opinions regarding the
relationship of these two plays.
A number of different propositions have been suggested
to explain the relationship between Shakespeare's The Taming
of the Shrew and the anonymous The Taming of a Shrew, but
three theories dominate the continuing argument:

(1) A Shrew

is the original play which Shakespeare used as his source;
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(2) The Shrew is the original play and A Shrew is a memorial
reconstruction;

(3) both plays derive independently from

a lost Shrew play.
As early as 1850, Samuel Hickson presented an objection
to those critics (whom he does not name) who, without "au
thority," call A Shrew the "older play." He noticed that
in similar passages in The Shrew and A Shrew "the original
conception was invariably to be found in Shakespeare's play"
(Hickson 1850, p. 22). Using seven parallel passages from
the two texts, he supports this contention.

In Shakespeare's

scene including Grumio and the Tailor, Grumio denies he
ordered that specific gown and adds:
Grumio

Thou hast faced many things.

Tailor

I have.

Grumio

Face not me. Thou hast braved many men: brave

not me. I will neither be faced nor braved.

I

say
unto thee,

I bid thy master cut out the gown
but I did

not bid him cut it to pieces.

Ergo,

thou liest.

(IV, iii, 122-127)
Shakespeare begins by having Grumio use "face"

in the

tailoring sense, and when the Tailor, entrapped into answer
ing, agrees he faces things, Grumio switches over to the
meaning of facing men, with the pun on "face," suggesting
the meaning of decking (as in knocking someone to the deck)
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and defying in "brave." The author of A Shrew when he trans
poses this passage,
Sander

loses both the spirit and the pun:

Doost thou heare Taylor, thou hast braved Many

men: brave me not.
Thou'st faste many men.
Taylor

Well sir.

Sander

Face not me lie nether be faste nor braved

At thy hands I can tell thee.
(xiii, 34-39)
By substituting "men" for "things" he fails completely to
bring off the play on words and deprives the dialogue on
its point (Hickson 1850, p. 346).
In The Shrew Petruchio repeatedly tries to establish
the relationship between one's mind and one's outward ap
pearance :
Well, come, my Kate; we will unto your father's,
Even in these honest mean habiliments.
Our purses shall be proud, our garments poor,
For

'tis the mind that makes the body rich.
(IV, iii, 167-169)

In A Shrew the author fails to make this comparison when
he says:
Come Kate we now will go see thy father's house
Even in these meane abilliments
Our purses shall be rich, our garments plaine,
To shrowd our bodies from the wintry rage.
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(x ii, 53-56)
The author of A Shrew has remembered most of the words,
but by alluding to the practical necessity of clothing--to
protect the body from the cold--he has mistaken the purpose
of the speech.
Some of Petruchio's last lines in the play are the
subject of Hickson's last parallels:
Come, Kate, we'll to bed.
We three are married, but you two are sped.
(V, ii, 189-190)
The imitator remembers enough of the words to keep the rhyme
but he misses the fact that all three were married.
Tis Kate and I am wed, and you are sped.
And so farewell for we will to our beds.
(xviii, 53-54 )
Hickson concludes that in all the examples the purpose and
sometimes the meaning is intelligible only in the form in
which we find it in Shakespeare. The weakness in his argu
ment is in his attributing A Shrew to none other than
Marlowe with the explanation:

"if in some scenes it appears

to fall short of what we might have expected from such a
writer, such inferiority arises from the fact of its being
an imitation, and probably required at a short notice"
(Hickson 1850, p. 347).
Despite Hickson's convincing proof, critics such as
F. S. Boas, R. Warwick Bond, and E. K. Chambers assumed
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(but did not provide any substantial evidence)

that Shake

speare revised the anonymous play for his own because of
the dates they assigned for each play. Chambers approximates
the date for A Shrew at 1592 and believes The Shrew was
hastily written in 1594 (Chambers 1930, p. 327). Bond of
fered the explanation that A Shrew seemed to be older be
cause Shakespeare's play is "more fully developed and
finished" and surpasses "the other in fluency and natural
ness of dialogue in the handling of the plot and in small
but telling points of characterization"

(Bond 1904, p. xv).

In 1926 Peter Alexander, objecting to those critics
who just take for granted that A Shrew is older than The
Shrew, suggested that not only was A Shrew based on Shake
speare's play,

it could be characterized as a Bad Quarto

(a memorial reconstruction). He noticed that the sub-plot
of the two Shrew plays is similar to the main plot of
Ariosto's I Suppositi, but that Shakespeare's handling of
the situation is much closer to the source. The locality
in both Shakespeare and Ariosto is Italy, whereas the anony
mous play takes place in Greece. There are three characters
whose transformations are common to I Suppositi, The Shrew,
and A Shrew: the "disguised hero," the "masquerading ser
vant," and the "supposed father." In A Shrew the disguises
are introduced casually without suggesting adequate motives
or without influencing the subsequent action. But the most
convincing evidence Alexander presents are the examples
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he takes from Hickson's article published seventy-six years
earlier,

illustrating the way in which some of the puns

in Shakespeare's play are garbled in the anonymous play.
Alexander concludes:
If this were the original on which Shakespeare worked
it would be curious that the writer should have stum
bled unconsciously on words whose presence and point
seem to depend on the punning sense in which Shake
speare uses them.

(Alexander 1926, p. 614)

This viewpoint was accepted by some. J. Dover Wilson be
lieved Alexander "proved conclusively" that A Shrew was
a Bad Quarto of The Shrew. But he added a footnote, explain
ing that his co-editor, Arthur Qui1ler-Couch did not share
his conviction (Quiller-Couch 1928, p. 105).

It would take

over forty years before anyone could regard the Bad Quarto
theory as the modern "orthodox" view.
T. M. Parrott objects to the theory that A Shrew is
a "memorized version" or Bad Quarto of Shakespeare's play.
He cannot believe an actor would have forgotten the names
of the character he played or the locale. But even more
importantly,

three characteristics of a memorized text (ac

cording to W. W. Greg)

include the shortening of long

speeches, the omission of mythological allusions, and the
reduction of the number of actors. None of these holds true
for A Shrew. Although there are not many long speeches in
either play, the few that exist are about the same length
in both plays. There are far more mythological allusions
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in A Shrew and, although some of the characters are dif
ferent (a third sister in A Shrew but the Widow in The
Shrew, for example),

the number of actors required remains

the same. Neither does the internal evidence in dating A
Shrew support the Bad Quarto theory. The numerous echoes
from Marlowe are from his early plays, Tamburlaine I and
II, and Dr. Faustus. If the author of A Shrew composed this
play after Shakespeare wrote his Shrew play, he would have
been likely to borrow from The Jew of Malta (1588-90) and
Edward II (1592) as well (Parrott 1945, pp. 157-160).
In 1942 Raymond Houk published an article which
turned the textual criticism of these two plays around.
He suggested A Shrew and The Shrew derive from a common
source, a lost play which could have been either a manu
script play or a set of notes, probably written by Shake
speare. The main advantage this point-of-view offers is
that it uses the strongest arguments from the first two
theories. A Shrew does appear to be a source for The Shrew
because the author of A Shrew used the same source as
Shakespeare. But A Shrew contains some of the characteris
tics of a Bad Quarto because it was a "memorial reconstruc
tion" of the earlier Shrew play.
Houk uses a comparative chart in which he places
in parallel columns the corresponding texts of The Shrew.
A Shrew, and a suggested reconstruction of the original
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play with indications of order, chronology, and subject
matter. By examining Houk's chart it is clear there are
a number of instances in which the order of certain
scenes,

in both extant plays, has been changed. Most of

the problems in the changed order in A Shrew involve a
discrepancy between the dialogue in the Sly interludes
and the action which follows. Houk's first example is
his most convincing. The lute lesson occurs in a different
order in the two plays.

In A Shrew, Sly's concluding line

of the interlude is: "0 brave, heers two fine gentlewomen"
(iii, p. 194). But Valeria and Kate enter instead and
the lute scene follows.

If this scene were put in the

same order as it is in The Shrew (between the dowry and
betrothal scene) and the scene where Emelia and Philema
appear with Aurelius and Polidor put immediately after
Sly's lines, the order would be more logical and the dia
logue more meaningful. Houk lists two other interludes
which involve the derangement of order in A Shrew and
concludes that in all three examples the original play
must have presented the scenes in the same order as they
appear in The Shrew (Houk 1942, pp. 1014-1018).
The second part of Houk's argument,

regarding the

lost Shrew play, concerns the differences in chronology
between A Shrew and The Shrew. Five days are clearly indi
cated in The Shrew, whereas no more than two days are
certainly involved in A Shrew. The obscured chronology
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of the first part of A Shrew points to an earlier form
of the play which used a clear and extended chronology
as does The Shrew. But Houk closes the discussion of these
two hypotheses with the observation that his conclusions
"would seem to be in harmony with the theory of Hickson,
Alexander, and Wilson that A Shrew is a corruption of
The Shrew, revised or unrevised"

(Houk 1942, p. 1023).

Houk believes his two final arguments provide the
evidence that The Shrew is a revision of an earlier play
which was similar,

in some respects, to A Shrew.

The element of rivalry in The Shrew culminating in
an elopement,

involves a shortening of the chronology

of the latter part of the play--a shortening which
seems to have been the result of a revision which
introduced the element of rivalry into an earlier
form of the play.

(Houk 1942, p. 1024)

He assumes the original Shrew play did not present the
"meat" scene and the "apparel" scene side by side but
included the scene with the Pedant in between, as in A
Shrew. The reason Houk thinks the chronology has been
shortened in The Shrew is because the Pedant (disguised
as Vincentio) accounts for his early arrival in Padua
by telling Baptista he came "To gather in some debts"
(IV, iv, 25). Houk concludes:
Thus coincidence is utilized to explain the early
arrival of the supposed father of the supposed
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Lucentio;

if time had to be allowed in The Shrew,

as in A Shrew, for the Pedant to come as if in re
sponse to a message, the forgery scene could not
have been placed so early in the week. While Baptista
is busy about the assurances of dowry, Lucentio and
Bianca steal their marriage. Not only does the mar
riage, accordingly, take place before the day ap
pointed, but it occurs also before the arrival of
Katherine and Petruchio.

(Houk 1942, pp. 1027-1028)

In A Shrew Kate and Ferando arrive too late for the wed
ding because Ferando delays the trip to punish Kate for
her obstinacy.

In The Shrew Kate and Petruchio arrive

too late because Shakespeare decides to have Bianca and
Lucentio marry before the appointed day.
Houk assumes that several inconsistencies in The
Shrew provide further evidence for his theory of the short
ened chronology. The third scene of act three ends with
Petruchio's declaration that they will not go to Padua
"to day." Yet, without any verbal indication that he has
changed his mind, they are next seen on their way, on
what must be the same day. In A Shrew Ferando's declara
tion that they will not go "to day" results in a postpone
ment of their journey until the next day. Another inconsis
tency is that Katherine says it would be "supper time"
before they arrived in Padua if they left at two o'clock.
Despite their many delays, caused by the argument over
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the sun and the moon, the jest with Vincentio and the
scene they witness in Padua which exposes the false.Lucentio and the false Vincentio,

they still arrive in Padua

by supper time. The last inconsistency is that Petruchio,
who has no way of knowing Lucentio and Bianca have mar
ried, tells Vincentio,

"Thy Son by this hath married"

(IV, v, 63). These inconsistencies lead Houk to conclude
that the chronology of The Shrew is a revision of an
earlier play which was similar,

in the corresponding

parts, to A Shrew (Houk 1942, p. 1039).
E. A. J. Honigmann attributes the discrepancies Houk
outlines as resulting from the way Shakespeare reworked
Ariosto's I Supposes. Shakespeare assumed the false Vincen
tio was going to Padua anyway,

"To gather in some debts"

(IV, iv, 25), as Supposes suggests. Then Houk's argument
about the message to Vincentio can be dropped as can
Bianca's early marriage and Kate and Petruchio's arrival
after the wedding. Honigmann believes Shakespeare used
a "common priviledge of the dramatist" when he has Petru
chio tell Vincentio that Lucentio and Bianca are married.
Because the audience already knew of the marriage,

the

dramatist could suppose the characters were aware of the
affairs that affected them (Honigmann 1954, pp. 302-303).
Honigmann does not give an alternative explanation as
to how Katherine and Petruchio could still have managed
to arrive in Padua "by supper time." One

simple explanation is that the delays Houk mentions are
not so time-consuming as to make a significant difference
in the time it would take to complete their trip. Another
would be that Shakespeare was not always attentive to
the improbabilities caused by speeding up the time in
his plays.
G. I. Duthie presents a theory similar to Houk's.
In the first half of his essay he uses Hickson's parallels
(see Appendix), and adds some of his own to prove that
the author of A Shrew reconstructed from memory the Sly
plot and the main plot from The Shrew. His most convincing
argument concerns the anonymous author's confusion of
falconry imagery. Perando reveals his plans for taming
Kate:
Nor sleepe nor meate shall she injoie to night,
Ille mew her up as men do mew their hawkes,
And make her gentlie come unto the lure.
(ix, 45-57)
Whereas in The Shrew Petruchio says:
My falcon now is sharp and passing empty,
And till she stoop she must not be full-gorged,
For then she never looks upon her lure.
Another way I have to man my haggard.
(IV, i, 190-193)
A few lines later Petruchio mentions that she has not
slept or eaten. Duthie believes the confusion over the
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falconry terms, mewing a hawk and manning a haggard, oc
curs because the author remembered Petruchio had alluded
to some term in training hawks but what he used was the
wording Tranio uses to describe Baptista's treatment of
Bianca,

"And therefore has he closely mew'd her up."

Duthie explains "that a memorial reconstructor combined
various fragments which he happened to remember from dif
ferent points in The Shrew." But in doing so, the author
of A Shrew introduces a technical error. Hawks are mewed
up for moulting not for training them to come to the lure
It is in the manning of the haggard falcon, by watching
and by hunger,

that Shakespeare saw a true analogue to

the taming of the shrew (Duthie 1943, pp. 339-341). Be
cause Duthie's conclusion for these parallels is that
A Shrew is a memorial reconstruction of The Shrew, his
ideas have been accepted as conclusive.
The second half of Duthie's argument, because it
depends on the lost Shrew play,

is less convincing.

He

believes, as does Houk, that the way to account for the
differences in sub-plot between A Shrew and The Shrew
is to assume A Shrew is "dependent upon an early Shrew
play now lost"

(Duthie 1943, p. 356). All of the inconsis

tencies Duthie notices in The Shrew (which lead him to
believe Shakespeare revised his play) concern Hortensio.
Tranio, posing as Lucentio, assumes an intimacy with
Petruchio which would be more appropriate for Hortensio.
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He tries to calm Katherine and Baptista while they wait
for Petruchio to arrive for his wedding:
Patience, good Katherine, and Baptista too,
Upon my life, Petruchio means but well,
Whatever fortune stays him from his word
Though he be blunt,

I know him passing wise,

Though he be merry yet withal he's honest.
(Ill, ii, 21-25)
After Biondello gives the description of Petruchio's inap
propriate wedding attire, Tranio explains:
'Tis some odd humor pricks him to this fashion,
Yet oftentimes he goes but mean apparelled.
(Ill, ii, 68-80)
When Petruchio arrives, Tranio expresses his dislike of
Petruchio's outlandish outfit and asks him to put on some
of his clothes.

In A Shrew the corresponding speeches

are given to Polidor

(the equivalent of Hortensio). There

fore, Duthie concludes, these speeches of Tranio's must
have been given to Hortensio in the original Shrew play.
When Shakespeare revised the original play he changed
the sub-plot but did not think it through sufficiently
to get rid of the inconsistencies (Duthie 1943, pp. 346347) .
It is this inconsistency (involving Tranio and
Hortensio) that Honigmann finds the most difficult to
refute. But rather than postulate a lost play, he suggests
explaining it through the complexity of the plot. The
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friendship of Hortensio and Petruchio and the unacquain
tance of Tranio and Petruchio are additions Shakespeare
made from Supposes. He may have had second thoughts about
which would be most useful as Petruchio's companion or
he may have forgotten which character he had originally
made Petruchio's friend (Honigmann 1954, p. 304).

I think

it is important to keep in mind Tranio's dramatic role
in the play; he is the master of disguise. He has no dif
ficulty convincing every character that he is a gentleman
or that Vincentio is a mad man. He can devise a scheme
whereby his master will disguise himself as a tutor so
as to be close to the woman he loves and even more clev
erly he is able to manipulate Lucentio into suggesting
he pose as a gentleman.

It fits in with Tranio's charac

ter, then, for him to pretend he is well acquainted with
Petruchio if that will help further Kate's marriage,

leav

ing Bianca free to marry his master.
For a few years after these two articles by Houk
and Duthie, the "lost Shrew play" theory was fast becoming
accepted as the new conventional view. Hardin Craig,

in

support of this theory, went so far as to suggest that
the long debate over the relationship between The Taming
of the Shrew and The Taming of a Shrew may have come to
a "satisfactory end"

(Craig 1945, p. 150). But, in an

article published in 1958, J. W. Shroeder brought back
the old theory favoring A Shrew as a source for The Shrew.
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The most convincing proof he presents is that ''A Shrew
promises a variety of humorous business which never oc
curs, business of precisely the low-comedy sort that a
pirate ought logically to preserve"
437). He presents three instances.

(Shroeder 1958, p.
In A Shrew the Lord

instructs the boy who is to act as Sly's wife to
Dallie with him and hug him in thine arms,
And if he desire to goe to bed with thee,
Then faine some scuse and say thou wilt anon.
(i, 75-78)
This example of Shroeder's is misleading. Although Sly
does not directly ask his "wife" to go to bed with him,
as he does in The Shrew, he does tell the Lord that "she
and I will go to bed anon." But immediately,

the Lord

announces the players, and Sly's plans are delayed by
the performance of the play.
Shroeder's second example is that in A Shrew Kate
threatens to break the lute over Valeria's head:
How now jack sause, your a jollie mate,
Your best be still least I crosse your pate,
And make your musicke flie about your eares,
lie make it and your foolish coxcombe meet.
(vi, 28-31)
but she never performs the action.

However,

in The Shrew

Hortensio reports the action which takes place off stage.
The audience never sees Kate actually hit him.

In perfor-
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mance, Hortensio oftentimes enters carrying the lute in
his hand rather than walking in with the lute actually
broken over his head. There is no reason to assume the
author of A Shrew would be less likely to forget,
two lines Hortensio supplies,

in the

"And with that word she

struck me on the head,/ And Through the instrument my
pate made way," that Kate,

in fact, did hit him with the

lute rather than just threaten him with violence. This
is especially easy to understand when a reader takes into
consideration Baptista's comments before Hortensio di
vulges his story. Baptista asks three questions:
How now, my friend, why dost thou look so pale?
What, will my duaghter prove a good musician?
Why, then thou canst not break her to the lute?
(II, i, 142, 144, 147)
If Hortensio enters with the lute strung around his neck,
Baptista's questions would seem "painfully" absurd.
Shroeder's last example is the weakest.

In A Shrew,

when Ferando and Kate meet the Duke of Cestus,

they each

address him as a lovely young lady. The Duke, wondering
if they are mad or if his shape has indeed been trans
formed, flees from them before they "harme" him. Shroeder
notices Ferando and Kate never "disabuse" the Duke. But
if the pirate would be more likely to remember the lowcomedy action (Shroeder simply assumes this, he does not
present any evidence to substantiate it), the greatest
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comic effect is in the assumption that Vincentio is a
young woman, not in the correction of their error. Brian
Morris dismisses Shroeder's entire argument with the ex
planation that the author who would include the Marlovian
magnificence and high style whenever the material permits
would be likely "to avoid knockabout action and maintain
the unity of his chosen tone"

(Morris 1981, p. 33).

In 1963-64 Richard Hosley added even more evidence
to the Bad Quarto theory. He cannot accept the lost Shrew
theory for two reasons. First, there is no external evi
dence for one, as there is for the Ur-Hamlet. Second,
by assuming Shakespeare depended on A Shrew or a lost
Shrew play for his source, a critic would have to assume
that Shakespeare was not responsible for the "brilliance
of the threefold structure." Because Houk and Duthie be
lieve Shakespeare wrote the lost play, this is not neces
sarily the case. However, Hosley's basic premise is sound:
We may suppose A Shrew to be simply a bad quarto
of The Shrew if we concede that it is of rather a
different type from the bad quartos of other Shakes
pearean plays--an "abnormal" type, that is to say,
which involves a good deal more conscious originality
on the part of its author or authors than is usually
to be observed in bad-quarto texts.
(Hosley 1963-64, p. 293)

)
/>
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With this assumption,
of the characters,

then, the problems of why the names

the locale and various parts of the

plot have been changed in A Shrew are explained.
The main purpose of Hosley's argument is to prove
that Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew is a synthesis
of many sources and traditions. Previous to his article
most critics

(including Geoffrey Bullough in his anthology

of Shakespearean sources) centered their comments on Shake
speare's use of source material around Ariosto's I Sup
poses and any one of the versions of "The Sleeper Awak
ened"

(there is one in The Arabian Nights and one by

Heuterus which was translated into French by Simon Goulart
which was then translated into English by Edward Grimeston), and more generally around works with a "shrew"
theme such as the Noah play and The Ballad of the Curst
Wife Wrapt in a Morell's Skin. He points out a number
of parallels in the dialogue, the action, and the charac
terization between Shakespeare's play and the ballad.
Shakespeare's humane treatment of his subject may be ex
plained by the humanist tradition or perhaps more specifi
cally by the Shrewd Shrews and Honest Wives of Erasmus.
He attributes the action of the main play to episodes
taken from traditions represented by analogues in Gerard
Legh's Accedens of Armory, Don Juan Manuel's El Conde
Lucanor, The Book of the Knight of La Tour-Landry and
R. W.'s Three Lords and Three Ladies of London. Tranio and

i
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Grumio's names come from the Mostellar ia of Plautus and
much of the spirit and technique of the play comes from
Roman comedy in general and Renaissance romantic comedy.
Although Hosley's article is, in a sense, a reaffir
mation of what Hickson proposed more than one-hundred
years earlier--that Shakespeare's play is the original-his ideas broaden the argument so that critics can no
longer think only in terms of how Shakespeare adapted
Supposes. The complications and inconsistencies in Shakes
peare's texts may indeed stem from the variety of sources
Shakespeare utilized in writing The Taming of the Shrew.
The argument regarding the relationship between A
Shrew and The Shrew is still not settled. Brian Morris
conjectures it
can never be decided beyond a peradventure. It will
always be a balance of probablities, shifting as
new arguments and opinions are added to the scales.
Nevertheless,

in the present century the movement

has unquestionably been towards acceptance of the
Bad Quarto theory, and this can now be accepted as
at least the current orthodoxy.
(Morris 1981, p. 45)
But in the introduction to the most recent edition of
The Taming of the Shrew (The Oxford Shakespeare), H. J.
Oliver supports the lost Shrew theory. He is convinced
there was an earlier version of The Shrew (probably writ-
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ten by Shakespeare), different from the Folio"
1984, p. 28). Nevertheless,

(Oliver

until some concrete evidence

for the lost play is provided,

I think the Bad Quarto

theory best fits the evidence, and I have assumed the
validity of this theory in the dissertation.
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